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Limoges,
Longwy,
Japanese,
Sart cguemines,
i£ Sat^nma, Kioto, fee.

of all kindH, in the

March, 8.30.
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With Heuutful Pottery
Centre*.
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most cases

INSTANTANEOUS.
Every bottle warranted to
give satisfaction. Send ad8
I BsgiMBgB dres3 for pamphlet, free, giv.
ing full directions for the
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,_,
tv; tSP-SsaisS treatment of above diseases,
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Fitted complete with the

importers,

ST., POBTI.ANW

English

ME.

Duplex, Oxford

and Harraid Burners.

S. R. NILES

Advertising

Agent,

6 TBKMONT MT„
HONTO*
OouiracU for Advertisements in Newspapers In all
oitie- and towns of the g Unllcd States and
the
Bitisli Provinces.

For

cts. and 50 ets. per
Sold everywhere,
Italy, Johnson & lord, Proprietors,
Burlington, Vt.

Price 25
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corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the
iroraatic Schnapps is superior to every
other alcoholic preparation. A public
trial of over 80 years duration in every
section of our country of Cdolpho Wolfe’s
Schnapps, Its unsolicited endorsement by
the medical faculty and a sale unequaled
by any other alcoholic distillation have
insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it. For sale by all Druggists
air! Drocera.

G. E. JOSE & CO.

dtf

Chicago Times

be

highly

House

ol

not

allowed

the same paper, succeeds him as postmaster
at

Burlington.

Some idea of the pension list may be obtained from the fact that it now requires ov
of the
er one-fourth of the entire revenue
government to pay it annually. The revenues ef the government have been running
about three hundred and fifty millions, and
the call of the commissioner of pensions
this year is for a deficiency of twenty odd

to

millions for the remainder of this year, and
hundred millions for next year.

one

Forty-Six railroads, operating a total of
37,500 miles—nearly one-half of the entire
mileage in the country—report gross earnings amounting to $195,172,776 during the
months of 1881 ending with September.
For the same period last year the mileage of
these roads was 32,284, and the earnings
$167,779,134. The increased earnings this
year keep pace with the increased mileage,
the average earning per mile being $5,206
this year against $5,197 in 1880.
Virginia will elect a United States
Senator in place of Johnston, who will side
From
with Mahone and the Republicans.
New Jersey a Republican will be secured in
place of McPherson, and Oregon can probably be relied upon to send a Republican to
These changes certain
succeed Grover.
or highly probable, will occur March 4, 1883.
One loss will be scored against these gains.
Louisiana has already elected Randall
Gibson to succeed Mr. Kellogg.

riv

proposed Austrian duty on the importation of American petroleum may of
The

course

the

be intended for revenue purposes, a6
with
afflicted
budget is

Austrian

But it is also more than
a chronic deficit.
likely to be intended to foster and stimulate
the domestic production of oil of all kinds
within the limits of the Austrian Empire.
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that
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Student
and far
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This appears to be natural enough, and we
right to complain of it. Still li
nffords Additional evidence of the irresisti-

have no

spread of American ideas of politeconomy._
from
a
letter
Tiie
correspondent
attention
elsewhere printed calls for
from the friends of the Insane Hospital
Considering the charges of neglect and cruelty which have been so conspicuously made
against the managers of this institution they
cannot afford to let so suspicious a circumstance as the suicide of a patient specially
committed to the Hospital on account of suible

PIANOS AND ORGANS.

FIXTt REW A SPECIALTY.

Samuel Thurton,
i Free 8t.
ESpZf*

Block,

•
*
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Illustrated Circular.

R. ROLLINGS & CO.,
B. C. JORDAN, Alfred, Sained
anil

547 Washington

manufacturer*,

Street,

Boston.

Advertising Agents,
.,

VINCI

NAT1

1.000 Oak and Sprnee Piles.
500.000 ft. Oak, for Car Timber,
Ship Plank and Timber.
500.000 ft. Hemlock.
100.000 ft. 7-8 dry pine box
boards.
OOtl

cidal tendencies to pass without such examination as will sa isfy every reasonable perThe mode of such examination is pro
son.
vided by law, and a Coroner’s jury is the
proper tribunal for this case.
There is

is

Attention
invited to a particularly fine line
of Longwy and
Cloisonn« Ware, elegantly mounted and fitted with
the celebrated Haiv«rd Bu’ner. These lamps form
a rare combination <-f beauty and u'ility, without
which no house is complete.

1180 W. VOCBTH

the

Hatton, haviua been transferred to
Washington, as first assistant postmaster
general, John L Waite, managing editor ol
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&
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The Burlington Hawkeye has

-FOR SALE BY-

Drntrtslsts, Portland.

thinks

the post office of that city go out of the
family. The former postmaster and editor,

As you go home to-day,
step into your druggist’s and
get a bottle. You will always
be glad you tried it.

,

manv

Representatives.

suffer longer when relief can
be so very quickly and easily
obtained ?

Slanwood

—T

«A*

w

that

_

efficient as Post-master
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dtrpncrfVi

cavs

If Private Dalzell handles letters with the
alacrity .he displays in writing them, the

on
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sales.

Brown’s Iron Bitters is
the only preparation of iron
that will not blacken the
teeth. It is not unpleasant
to take, and its effect will
J
soon be apparent in r.
vicrnr

,naf

paper manufacturers mark their paper over
weight to aid jobbers in making profitable

Iron is the foundation of
life and strength ; but it has
heretofore been impossible to
so prepare it that it could be
easily taken into the system
and thoroughly assimilated
with the blood.

WOLFE’S

is the Des Moines
of Senator Voorhes when

eloquent”

protection.

Tttp p

perfection, and it has
now been tried for two years
in all parts of the country
and for many complaints,and
the universal testimony is
that it accomplishes what
has been for so long a time
the desire of the medical

dm.wSf&wly46
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he talks
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Ofders by express and mail promptly attended t0noviG
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Sale Wholesale and Retail.

“Really

Register’s opinion

secure

bottle.

novlT

put

investigation was required

•

HORSES.

Wholesale Vgts
M.W&Fly

TABLE LAJIPS

to annexed.
Given at the Council Chamber at Augusta, this
fifteenth day of November, in ilie year f our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty
one, and of the Independence of the United
States of America the one » uudred and six.h.
HARRIS M. PLaIsTED
By the Governor:
Josaph O. Smith, Secretary of State.

the market as an
experiment. Long and costly
not

tafo One trial will prove its
J merits. Its effects are in

ELEGANT

Me.__

.Vletlianics’ Hull,

DR

|

Book,

Pattern and Model Maker.
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gift:

Brown’s Iron Bitters is

Galls, Strains, Scratches,
nnTf* Sores, &s-r on

Street. Fortlaod.

JT. I. BiBUl'R, 31 Cross St., Porltaud

Manic by Chandler.
nov5

|
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FOR THE

WM.
QUINCY,
«1, Piiiti.r.
fixchnnsc No. Ill Exchaune Street.

NIGHT.

&

P

weariSores, Mercurial Diseases, remaie Losses
nesses and Irregularities, Dizziness,
of
the Liver,
Affections
Appetite, Juandice,
and
Indigestion, Biliousness, Dyspepsia
General Debility. Directions in eleven languages.
A course of Burdock Blood Bitters will satisfy the most
skeptical that it is the Greatest Blood Purifier en eartn.
TRICE, $1.00. TRIAL SIZE, 10 Cents.
FOSTER, MILBURN Sl CO,, Prop'rs, Buffalo, N. Y.

Book Binders.

THANKSGIVING

Pains and Aches.
It is a safe, sure, and
effectual Remedy for

NEW YORK.

GEO. C. CODMAN, Office No. 1*4 MMrftii*

A.

FOURTH ASSEMBLY.

H

Music Store.

Music Store.

day of Public Thanksgiving and Praise to God,
Author or all good and the G ver of every good
and Id-' commend to the people of our Mate,
ms most suitable to the occasion, the reco* men ations of the President, whose Proclamation is hert-

as a

.third

Frosted Feet and

and

Thursday, Not. 24tb, A. D. 1881,

so

From the
Iron Bitters.
dose, I began to feel
'the good effects of your
medicine, and I really think
it did me more good than
any medicine I ever took.”

Scalds,

llpilll II

ORGAN.

Stockbridge’s

are

Ears, and all other

H

HARMONY,

St.ockbridge’s

they

induced by our druggist to try a bottle of your

I bb—I Mata, Backache,

18 BEATER

ORGAN AND

or

titty years,

accordance with venerated
Now, therefore,
cuBtom, and inc nforoiity with the Proclamation of
the Pres dent, I, Harris M. Plaisted, Governor,
by and with the advice of the Council, do hereby appoint and set apart
in

was

kins & Co

'TTC.A.CITTr/R©

hundred and
servance of tw
come a National Festival.

can

W. F. Phillips & Co.,

93 Exchange S-

England’s Sooial and
Religious Festival, which originated with her Pilobgrim founders has been halioweu by the pious be-

when

Gents :—Feeling broken
down and greatly debilitated,

LAW,
191 Middle St

S. WATERHOUSE,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

Skatii g surface 150 ft. long, 40 ft. wide. Wailing rooms, Coat rooms, &c.—heated by Bteam.
lift
norl5

TICKETS

M

jy29

VERRILL,

Kh. kotzscrmar,
PIANO,

&

B. F. WHITNEY & CO.

LAW,
34 Exchange Street

OPENING

Morning, Afternoon and Evening.

NEURALGIA,

Bruises,
1Sprains,
and

Ao

AT

COUNSELLOR AT

Thanksgiving Day.

IIV

STREET,

COUNSELLORS AT LAW,
38 Exchange St

YTTJBIC

ROBSON

Under„the Falmouth Hotel.

THOMAS & BIRD,

STORERBROS’ BCII.DING,MIDDLE ST

EOKTLANn

Made to Measure at 222 MIDDLE

GAGE & STROUT

S8TROUT,COUNSELLORS
T

SKATING RINK.

MEW

LAW,

AT

61% Exchange St

Mew Portland Boiler

GRAND

Exchange St

arch 15, 18^1#

novl7-dtd

25 cts.

Bliuiilisi,

ebbs

.A.

Very many who have tried
Brown’s Iron Bitters testify
to its merit. Mr.B.D.Quimby,
of Centerville, Kent Co.,Md.,
under date of Jan. 31 writes:

Schiedam Aromatic

St.

THOMAS B. REED,

Tickets admitting gentleman and lady 76 cts

(Corner of Pearl and

Exchange

Gaiter
ntcated

Thanksgiving Eve.,

MAfUHB_BEAST. |

Burns

if

THANKSGIVING. New

Brown’s Iron Bitters is
It is composed
not a drink.
of iron, so prepared that it
will easily assimilate with the
blood, and thus be quickly
carried to all parts of the
body; and this is combined
with other well-known ingredients, which make the
most valuable tonic ever produced.

REMEDY

1

if ill nitrt.ll

By the Governor.

broken down that death
claims them as its victim.

EXTERNAL

9

come

soon

enjoyment,

THE BEST

|I

uni)

L PROCLAMATION.
"£
z

rest; but in most
that time comes
when
cases,
are either so worn out
they
that life is almost a burden
and rest comes too late for

they

M.W.F&wly

FOR

0. PEABODY,

—

*

time will

No family should bo without LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S
U’-ER PJLLS. They cure constipation, biliousnsa«|
and torpidity of the Hver. 25 cents per box.
£3- Sold by all Druggists.

pj

THE WHITNEY

re-

Some, by indomitable will,
on, hoping that the

It will at all times end under all circumstances act in
harmony with the laws that govern the female system.
For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex this
Compound is unsurpassed.
LYDIA E. PINKHAM’8 VEGETABLE COMPOUND is prepared at 2S3 and 235 Western Avenue,
Lynn, Mass. Price $1. Six bottles for $5. Sent by mail
In the form of pills, also in the form of lozenges, on
receipt of price, $1 per box for either. Mrs. Pinkham
freely answers all letters of inquiry. Send for pamphlet. Address’ as above, mention this Paper.

fa

Exchange St.

LAW,

Ball

P.L.S.B.S.

Gallery single ticket,

dtf

me.

still keep

gestion.
That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
and backache, is always permanently cured by its use.

oclT

hapjlaiio

Hone at the city of Washington this fourth day of
November iu the year of our Lord one thousand
of the indeeight hundrrd and eighty-one and
pendence of the United Mates the one hundred
and sixth.
Chester A. Arthur.
By the President.
James G. Blaise, Secretary of State.

made

invalid of

in/irauujnnr

STATE OF MAINE,

Change of Life.
It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterus in
canan early stage of development. The tendency to
its use.
cerous humors there Is checked very speedily by
all
craving
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroys
for stimulants, and relieves Weakness of tbe stomach.
It cures Bloatlgg, Cleadoclies, Nervous Prostration,
General Debility, Sleeplessness, Depression and Indi-

B /Sfl

Port land.

high living

an

/.n,.

affixed.

This is not an isolated case.
Thousands of business men
are suffering in the same way.

_

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
100 Exchange Street.

HFTickets 25 cts. For sale at McGowan’s Book
Store: and by the members of the League.

Annual

Positive Cure

Complaints and We»knc»M»
feuiule population.
entirely the worst form of Female ComUlcera
plaints, all ovarian troubles, Inflammation and
tion, Falling and Displacements, and the consequent
Spinal Weakness, and Is particularly adapted to the

H

119% Exchange St

-at-

_did

a

curs

il fSsHL'iXS

M

Second

eep20

Federal Street,

MAINE,

31% Exchange St.

JAMES T. McCOBB,
BENJAMIN KINGSBURY,

novl8

BECKFORD,

GENERAL AGENT IN
220

LAW,

BY-

AND

C. A,

MC. P. MATTOCKS,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

LECTURE

#

WILLIAM H. LOONEY,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
61% Exchange Street.

I

bb-jbi

Brown’s Iron Bitters

to common to our best

It will

I

will

day ever ing

as

i_—a.
iiCUi

..111

vast domain, some affliction has visited our
brethren in their forest homer,yet even this calamity
has been tempered, and i* a manner sauctifled by
the generous compassion for the sufferers *hich
has bceu called forth throughout our land. For all
these things it>s meet hat the voice f he Nation
chould go up to God in devoui homage.
Wherefore I Chea er A Arthur, President of
the United States, do recommend th .t a i the
people observe Thursday, the 24th day of Novembe intta t, as a day of national thanksgiving int
prayer by ceasiwg so far as maybe from tneir
secular labors and meeting iu their -everal places
of worship there to join iu ascribing honor and
praise to Almighty God whos«- goodu« ss has been so
manifest in our history and in our lives, and oft’eri g earnest praye s cha: His bouuties may contiuue
to us and to our childre i.
Iu witness where A I have hereunto set my hand
and caused he seal of the United States to be

stored me to perfedt health
and strength.”

I

Compressed
their grocer

J. J. LYNCH,

strength

...

our

for all those Patnl'ul

Gaff, Fleischrrarr* £ o.’s

YEAS T.

LARRABEE.
COUNSELLOR

j

give an entertainment in their <*hurch on TuesNov 22. The programme will consict
of Beadii g, Singing and Dialogues, the proc eds for
the benefit of a nevr Organ. Refresh me ts will be
for sale hi the Veetry at a reasonable rate. Admission 16 cents, doors open at 7, concert commerces
novl9 d3t
at 8.
Come one, come all.

depend

-

quite

SETH L. LARRABEE,

j

Tickets for the course of six evenings, admitting
Gentlem-iu and La<des $*;t* be obtained of the
Committee on Entertainments.
Evening tickets $1.

Ib

M,W,F ly

FAMILIES

■■

PINKHAM’8

VEGETABLE COMPOUND.

LAW,

AT

~

UiV

and too

LYDl/ E.

and external treatment.
AH first class druggists have it. Price $1. per package.

can

399% Congress Street

Farrington,
J. H Drummond, Jr.,
P. T. Griffin,
Wm. H. Schumacher.

SCROFULA ULCERS, PIMPLES and
die
| TENDER ITCHINCS onallpartsof
body. It makes the skin white, soft and smooth;
the
BEST
toilet
and
is
removes tan and freckles,
dressing in THE WOELD. Elegantly put up, two
bottles in one package, consisting of both internal

B. HO IJ>EN,

AARON

COUNSELLOR

Fntertninments.

TETTERS, HUMORS,
INFLAMMATION, MILK CRUST,
ALL ROUCH SCALY ERUPTIONS,
DISEASES OF HAIR AND SCALP,

M ddle Street.

LAW.

COUNSELLOR AT

Mr. Cbaa. McLaughlin,

Mr. John N. L »rd,
Mr J. S. "insfttw,
Mr. J. P. Baxter,
Mr. J* D Fe**euden,
Mr. Lends Pierce.
Mr. W. A. Wintdiip,
Mr. W. F. Mi liken.

Is Warranted to Cure

CLARENCE HALE,

H

I.

DR. it w. BENSON’S

|

©cl7

Treasurer.

Mr. S. E. Spring.
Mr I. P Farrington,
Mr. Georges. Hunt.,
Mr. Geo. W. Woodman,

Hon. William Sen ter,
Hon. George Walker.
Hon. A. E. Stevens,
Hon. G>o P. Weecott,
N n Jacob Mcl ellau,
Hon. Wm, L. Putnam,
Hon. I. Washburn, Jr.,
Mr. W. I. Thom.
Mr. Nathan We»b.
Mr. Charley* F.. Jose,
Mr. S. T. Pullen,
Mr. M P. Emory,

r

address._

ECZEMA,

LAW,

93

PORTLAND FRATERNITY

E A.

hamofor thi- but Dr C W Henson’s f'elery and
ndle P'lls h «ve in my hands proved aperf ct reme y
for this c nditiou «nd these diseases.
Sold by all druggists. Price, 60 cents a box.
Depot 100 North Eutaw St. Baltimore, Md. By
mail, two boxes for $1, or six boxes for $2.50, to

Street

-IN AID OF THE-

T.C. Hebsey, E*q.. President of Fraternity.
Samuel J. anderson Epq., Vice President.

and poor, and
ous fluid—it becomes
in Home cases starved, u« t because the patient does
not eat, hut b -cause what is eaten is n t a; propriated to th* nenroiu system; there are many causes

SKIN CURE

JOHN C. COBB,

n
U

physi-

specialist on these subjects, concludes as
“Neuralgia is me of the most painful of

disea es. and is attended with more or less nervous
irritation. Sciatica is also a form of neuralgia, and
all painful nervous diseases come under that name.
Neuralgia means nerve ache, and therefore you can
suffer with ueuralgi t in any p*ut of the body, as the
nerves are supplied to every part.
I have for many years closely studied the cause of
neuralgia, and the nature of the n< rvous system,
with the many diseases that it is subject to, and
have found by actual experience that the true and
primary cause of ueur*lga is pove*tv of the n rv-

auy

ARDON W. COOMBS,

O
U

SIXTH ANNUAL COURSE.

City

BBION

are

nervous

Nerv-

impoverished

BRADBURY,

M. B. GILBERT.

Fraternity Dances!

a

follows:
The following are members
Bar Association:

ings brought to tht-m in the changing course of sear
and to return solemn thanks to the All Giving
Soarcefrom whom they flow, and although at this
peri h! when the falling leaf a 'monishes us that the
time of our sacred duty is at hand, our nation still
lies in the shadow of a great bereavement and
mourning, which has filled our hearts and still finds
ts sorrowful expre~*iou towards God before whom
we but lately bowed {n grief and supplication, yet
the countless benefits which have showered upon
us during the past twelve months call for out fervent gratitu e and make it fitting that we should
rejoice with thankfuluess that the Lord in His infinite mercy has most slgualiy favored OUT countr
Pea<^e without
and our people
within have been vouchsafed to us.
has visited our shores. The abundant privileg a of
freedom which our fathers left us in their wisdom

The excessive strain of
excitement resulting from stock speculation

184 Middle

Locke (‘•Nasby”)

R.

in

Toledo

I left Cork day before yesterday for the village of Bantry, in County Cork, some forty
miles distant, owned and controlled by My
Lord Bantry, who is, or at least ought to be,
one

of the richest

men

in Ireland.

dtf

being

a

neither

pleasure

nor

profit in

stockholder in the Mechanics' Na-

tional Bank of Newark at the present time.
The stockholders are, with some restrictions,
liable as partners to pay the
debts of the corporation to which they belong, and the first step toward the enforcement of that liability has been taken by an
assessment at the instance of the Comptroller of Currency of 100 per cent, upon the
shares held by them. This is no doubt no
more than just to the depositors, who would
otherwise be the losers, but it bears with
crushing severity upon the unfortunate people who a few weeks ago considered them
selves lucky in possessing the stock which is
now costing them so. dear, who will through
no fault of their own, not only lose what
they owned, but are compelled to throw
good money after had.

individually

the regulation Irish cabins—miserable structures of stone piled one upon the other, not
no windows as
even daubed with plaster, with
a rule, though the more pretentious ones have

single pane of glass in the wall somewhere.
However, as that pane is almost invariably
broken, its principal use is the extra ventila-

a

tion it affords.
The cabin is the same size as those on farms,
say from ten to twelve feet wide by fifteen or
sixteen in length. In the country, however,
they do have the space above to the thatched
roof; but land is more valuable in the villages,
and My Lord Bautry's expenses in Loudon
and Paris aie enormous. He must get more
money out of the villagers, and lie makes two
the wretched hovel, and by
crowding in two families makes double rent.
The first floor is not above five feet six inches

stories

out

of

■u height, and the upper is
Tn riMir.h«r

rtnnr

can

an

good

a

ordinary

foot shorter.
man
stand

upright.
THE TC-EK WIDOW FLANAGAN.

stairs iu one of
miserable den
ffin than a room,

We went up the miserable

them, and gained the still

more

above. It was more like a c<
and the idea of a coffin was brought forcibly to
the mind as you glanced at the wretched occupants. On a miserable bed of dried leaves
covered with potato sacks, on the one side, was
the emaciated form of a man dying of starvation and consumption. He had about fortyeight hours of life in him. Upon my word I

happy to
For,
having
felt

he

see
an

so

was

excellent

been
having
always
good man, he was certain

a

near

death.

reputation,
man,
good

to go after death,
where there would not be the slightest possible chance of meeting My Lord Bantry. In
the
other corner was a flat stone upon
which a consumptive fire of peat was burning.
Huddled around this fire were five children,

under the watchful eye of a very comely worn-*
The children were barefooted and
stockingless, and clad in the most deplorable
rags, while the mother, also barefooted, was
clothed in the regular cotton slip without a
particle of underclothing of any kind or description. And into that garret, poor as it
man.

other women, not clothed sufficientbe decent, to boil their potatoes at the
wretched fire. They have a practice of exchanging fires in this way, that none shall be
was, came

ly

to

wasted.
“What do you pay sor this
“Tenpence a week, sor!”

apartment?"

“Ate you in arrears for rent?”
“Yis sor. He [pointing to her husband] has
been sick, sor, for mouths, for, and cud not
worruk.”
“What will you do if he dies?”
‘We shall bo put out, sor.”
This with no burst of anguish, with no special tone of anger or manifestation of emotion.
To be “put out” is the common lot of the Irish
laborer and the Irish wife, and they expect it,
And within a mile of that wretched spot, of
that dying man and starving children, my
Lord Bantry has the most beautiful castle,
with luxurious furniture and filled with pampered flunkies, his stables crowded with tha
most wonderful horses and his table groaning
under the weight of the luxuries of every
clime.
Surely not for tenpence a week will he tear
this woman from the side of her dead husband
and throw her children out into the cold and
wet street?
Yes, but be will though.
Fur this family is bur one of many thousands on the laud which a bad King stole from
the people who owned it. Were this but tbe
only case, be might relent; but suould be doit
in this case, be would have to do it for tbe
others, and tenpence a week from thousauJs
aggregates a very large sum; and my Lord
Bautry’s expenses are very high, for it costs
money to run a castle; and there is his bouse
in London, bis house in Paris, and his house in
Rome, and his houses the Lord knows where;
and then his yacht is rather expensive, as his
officers and men must be paid, to say uothiug
of the larder aud wiues necessary to entertain
bis friends from London during the shooting
occasional losses at play, and all
season and
bat.
Clearly the Widow Flanagan must either
nay her rent or be pitched out iutothe street to
make room for some other widow who cau pay
for a while, at least; aud, when she can't pay,
there are others who can.
It is needless to add that there is in Bantry
Bay a splendid English gunboat, armed, as in
time of war, with burnished guns, with bombs
of all sorts of explosive power, rifled guns
with fine-looking
marines, armed to th«
teeth, which, with the military on shore,
would make it very warm for the Widow
Flanagan aud her friends should they presume
to iuteriere with my Lord's laud ageut and the
bailiffs, ana the soldiers behind them. The
widow has nothing to do but to bow her head
and submit and pray that some relief may
But where is it
come to her from Bomewhere.
to come from? Not from my Lord, for, as I
said, he has his private expenses to meet: not
from his agent, for he was selected for his especial fondness for pitching women and children into the street; not from England, for
England looks upon every country she has
anything to do with as either to be plundered
or traded with; not from the peasantry about
her, for they are in the same boat with tbe
widow.
What becomes of her finally, I don’t know.
I am altogether too soft-hearted to stay any
length of time where such things are to be seeu
every hour.
If I ever leaned toward the doctrines taught
by the Universalista, a contemplation of the
system of Bantrjism has entirely aud completely convinced me that they are erroneons.
If there is not a lake of fire and brimstone, a
very wide, and very deep, and very hot one,
there ought to be, and when the British House
of Lords meet, there will always be a quorum.
And my Lord will lift up his eyes to the Widow Flanagan and
beg for a drop of water to
cool his parched tongue. But he won’t get it.
He doesn’t deserve it.
WOFUL LACE OF KNOWLEDGE

It is

impossible

to

make

an

American com-

prehend the width, depth aud breadth of Irish
misery until he has seen it with his owu eyes.

No other man’s eyes are good for anything in
thiB matter, for the reason that nothing parallel exists on the American side of the water.
And. besides this, the writers for the stage
and of general literature have most wofully
misrepresented the Irishman and woman and
verv much to his or her disadvantage
The Irishman of the staee and novel is aiways a happy-go lucky sort of a reckless fellow
with a short-tailed coat, red vest aud corduroy
trousers, woollen stockings and stoat brogaus,
with a bottle of whiHkey peeping out of his
pocket, a blackthorn shillelah in his fist,always
ready for a dance or a fight, or for love making or any other pleasant employment. There
is always on his bead a rather bad hat, worn
jauntily, however, and though he may be occasionally rather short of food, he manages to
Uid
get enough to be fat, sleek and rosy.
then hejalways has a langh on his face and be
goes through life with a perpetual “hurroo.”
And Katy, she is always presented to us
clad in a short woolen gown, her shapely legs
enclosed in warm red stockings, and she has a
bright red handkerchief about her neck, with
good, comfortable shoes and a coquettish straw
hat—a buxom girl who can dance down any
lad within ten miles, and can "hurroo” as well
as Pat, and a trifle better.
The Irish priest is always represented to us
who is coustautly
as a fat, sleek, jolly fellow
giving his people good advice, but who, nevertheless, is always ready to sing "The Uruiskeeu Lawn,” in a “rich, mellow voice,” before
fire in the house of his parishiona splendid
ers, with a glass of poteen in one band and a
in the other, the company joining jaflily
He is supposed to live in luxury
n the chorus.
from the superstition 01 his people, and to have
about as easy a life as any man on earth.

fpipe

LIRS.

All these are lies.
The Irishman is the saddest man on the surface of the globe- You may travel a week aud
Utter and
never see a smile or hear a laugh.
abject misery, starvation, and helplessness are
not conducive of merriment.
The Irishman has not only no short-tailed
coat, but he considers himself fortunate if he
has any coat at all. He has what by courtesy
may be called trousers, but the vest is a myth.
He has uo comfortable woolen stockings, nor
is he possessed of the regulation stage-shoes.
He does not sing, dance or laugh, for lie has
noplace tosiug. laugh and dance in. He is a
moving pyramid of rags. A man who cuts
bog all day from daylight to dark, whose diet
consists of a few potatoes twice a day, is not

for dancing ail night,
place for him to dance in.
a man
with a land agent

hnmor

were there a
as for jollity,

And,
watching him like a hawk to see how much he
is improving his land, with the charitable intent of raising his rent if by any possibility he
can screw it out of him, is not in the mood to
laugh, si >g, dance or “hurroo.” One might as

well think of laughing atafnneral. Ireland
is one perpetual funeral. The ghastly procession is constantly passing.
There is unquestionably a vast fund of humor in the Irishman, which would be delightful could it have proper vent. You bear faint
tones of it as it is; but it is in the minor key
and very sad. It always has a flavor of rackrent in it, a taste of starvation, a suggestion of
eviction, and death by cold and hunger on the
roadside. It isn’t cheerful. I had much rather have the Irishmen silent
than to hear this
remnant of jocularity which is always streaked
with blood.

CABIN.

the main street, which is, like all
the Btreets of Irish villages, made up of small
stores, or shops as they are there called, you
walk up a rather steep hill, through a crooked
street, aud you find yourself in the midst of

Leaving

sons

men

Middle Street.

Priest.

[Cork Letter by D.

A FR0CIa-A.M-A.T10N.
It has long been the custom of our people with
the closing of the year to look back upon the bless-

inonials come from business
who have overtaxed and
overstrained their strength
until life is misery. Mr.Ernest
Sylverton, a wealthy Wall
street broker, writes:

CHAS. H. KXMBALL,

CIVIL ENGfNKKHS.

MILITARY BALL.
Thanksgiving Night, Nov. 24th.
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The Beal Irish Man, Irish Oirl and Irish

com-

not used.

are

BY THE PRESIDENT OP THE UNITED
STATES OP AMERICA,

Brown’s Iron Bitters ; and
OU1UV

n

there

failing

store

AKTHITECT,

Centennial Block, 93 Exchange Street.

In order to make this entertainment the most brilliant and va i« d of the season, the following distin
guisheri > rtiMs have been engaged to -upport M VIK.
GERSTER:—Sig. « EKUGlNl,,Te> or. and Mr. GEO.
SWE.ET liaritoue; a so the Famous Violin Virtuoso
Mme CAMILi A UKS<»: Mr hLl MENBURG, Violoncello; Music 1 erector, Sig JDE NoVhLIJS.
Tickets $1.00 and $ .50, a cording to location.
Bor sale at S'ockbri ge’s Music Store. Half fare on
Maine C ntial Railroad.
novlS dlw

Tickets 50 cts.: admits Gen leman and Ladies
Music by Chandler. Clothing checked free. Al
military men are requested to appear iu uniform
iov21
dtd

E. H. FAK*ETT,

f

preserve

or

in

NATIONAL THANKSGIVING.

know how
who feel
many
just this way. They need
something to strengthen the
whole system, and thus relieve by permanently invigorating the blood ; and nothing
has been yet discovered that
will so quickly and fully re-

Kins. LTUIA t. rlRMlftm, ur Linn, mnoo.,

are

publica-
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people

men

undertake to return

for

Every regular attach* of the Press is furnished
with a Cord certificate signed by Stanley Pullen,
Editor, All railway, steamboat and hotel managers
will confer a favor upon us by demanding credentials
of every person claiming to represent our journal.
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Few

as a

of Bantry.

Blade.]

getting
thing.”

±u _Li.

necessarily
guaranty of good faith.

munications that

tired out, my head aches, rAy
back feels as if it was broken,
and I ache all over, and in
the morning I feel as if I was
all rusty. Fact is, I am fast
to be good for no-
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anonymous
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A Regulation Cabin in the Village
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name

indispensable,

cases

We cannot

Said a business man, the
“
other day,
Why can t I
work as I used to ? I once
thought I could do any
amount of work, -and still
feel fresh and strong; but
I am
now when night comes

Comedy!

The

tion bat

Can’t I?

Why
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is always comely, and properly clothed and
fed, would be beautiful. Still she is comely.
Irish landlordism has not been sufficient to
destroy her beauty, though it has done its best.
But she has no gown of woolen stuff; a cotton
slip without auderclothing of any kind makes
The comfortable stockings
np her costume.
and stout shoes, and the red kerchief about
are
her neck
so many libels upon Irish landlordism. Were My Lord’s agent to see such
clothing upon a girl, he would Immediately
raise the rent upon her father and confiscate
those clothes. And he would keep on raising
the rent till he was certain that shoes and
stockings would be forever impossible. Neither does she dance Pat down at rustic balls,
for a most excellent reason: there are no balls;
and, besides, when she has cut and dried a
donkey.load of peat, and walked beside that
donkey barefooted in the cold mud twelve
miles and back again, and sold that peat for
sixpeuce, sbe is not very much in the humor
for dancing down any one.
On the coutrary,
she is mighty glad to get into her wretched
bed of dried leaves and pull over her the potawr

oai/a

n uivu

uuuoti iu wo

UOi

ouio

wmuRi

aud, soothed to sleep bv tbe grantings of tbe
pigs in tbe wsetched cabin, forget landlords
and rent, and go off into the laud of happiueas,
which to her is America. She duds in sleep
surcease of sorrow; aud besides, it refreshes
her to the degree of walking barefooted through
the mud tweut.v-four miles on the morrow to

sell another load of peat for sixpence, that she
may pay more money to My Lord, whose town
house in Loudon and whose mistresses in Paris
require a great deal of money. Champagne
and tbe delicacies of the season are always expensive; aud My Lord’s appetite aud the appetite of his wife and mistresses, and children,
legitimate aud illegitimate, are delicate.
Clearly Katy is in no humor fur dancing
She
has her share to contribute to all these objects.
And so she eats her meal of potatoes or stirabout (sbe never has both at once) and goes into
sleep and dreams.
AS TO THE PRIEST,

there never was a wilder delusion than exists
in the minds of tbe American people concerning him. I was at the houses, or rather lodgiugs of a great many of tnem, but one example
will suffice.
Half-way between Kanmare and Killarney,
in a wild, desolate conntry, lives one of these
parish-priests, who are supposed to iuhabit
luxurious houses, and to live gorgeously, and
to bo perpetually singiog "The Cruiskeen
Lawn," with a pipe in oue Land and a glass of
poteen in the other.
He is a magnificent man. In face and figure
he is the exact picture of the lamented Salmon
P, Chase, oue of tbe greatest of Americans;
and I venture tbe assertion that, had he adopted any other profession and come to America,
where genius and intellect mean something,
and where great ability finds great rewards, he
would have beeu oue of the most eminent of
men.
A man of great learning, of wonderful
intuitions, of cool, clear judgment, of great
nerve and unbounded heart, he would, were
ne to come to America
aud drop his priestly
robes, be President of a great railroad corporation, or a Senator, or auything else he chose to
be. But what is he in Ireland?
His apartments comprise a bedroom just
large enough to
hold a very poor bed, and a study, in a betterclass farm-house, for which he pays rent the
same as everybody else does.
His floor is uucarpeted, and the entire furnitare of his rooms,
out
his
would
not
invoice S10.
library,
leaving
His parish is oue of the wildest aud bleakest in
Ireland, aud is twenty-five miles long aud
eighteen wide.
Now understand that this man is the lawyer,
tbe friend, tbe guide aud director iu temporal
as well as spiritual matters, of the eutire population of this district.
If a husband and wife
quarrel, it is his duty to hear and decide. If a
ieuaut gets iuto trouble with his laudlord, he
Iu short,
is the go-between to arrange it,
every trouble, great and small, in tbe parish is
He is their
referred to him, aud he must act
1.1 tnooa

na

avail

oa

ihuir

twiauf

TTu (a

lhaip
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He supplies tothem tue intelligence
that the most iufernal Government on earth
has denied them.
He
But this is a small part of his duties.
has to conduct services at all the chapels in this
stretch of country. He has to watch over the
But this is not all.
morals of all the people.
No matter at what hour of night, no matter
what is the condition of the weather, the summons to the bedside of a dying man to administer the last sacraments of the Church must be
obeyed. It may be that to do this requires a
ride on horseback of twenty miles in a blindEvery child
ing storm, but it must be done.
must be christened, every deathbed must be
soothed, every sorrow mitigated by the only
comfort this suffering people have—the faith
in their Church
What do you suppose this magnificent man
gets for ail this? The largest income he ever
received in his life was £100, which, reduced to
American money, amounts to exactly 3484.
And out of this he has to pay his reut, bis
food his clothing, the keeping of his horse;
aud all that remains goes in charity to the
suffering siok—every ceut of it.
When the father dies, his nephews and
nieces will not find very good picking from
what is left, I assure you.
Why do you,” I asked, “a man capable of
doing so much in the world, stay and do this
enormous work for nothing?”
“I was called to it, was the answer; ”wbat
would these poor people do without me?”
That was all. Here is a man capable of
anything, who deliberately sacrifices a career,
sacrifices comfort, sacrifices the life be was
fitted for, sinks his identity, foregoes fame,
rer»tration, everything, for the sake of a

erytbing,

offering people!

caned to it; what would these poor
do without me?”
I am a very vigorous Protestant, and have
but
no especial love for the Catholic Church;
I shall esteem myself especially foriuuate if I
can make a record in this world that will
give
me a
place in the next within gunshot of
where this man will be placed. I >m not capable of making the sacrifices for my fellows
I
that he is doing—I wish to Heaveu I was.
found by actual demonstration why the Irish
would
a
still
be
in
so love their priests
They
worse way, if possible, without them.
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was

people

Mr. Blaine’s Appearance
Witness Stand.
The New York

on

the

correspondent thus
Blaine's appearance as a

World

describes Secretary
witness:

Mr. Blaine took the witness stand with grace
ful modesty. The hold he has upon the American people did not seem to be illogical. He
stood in the witness box to-day with the manners of a Chesterfield and the command of a
Richelieu. Keen, urbane, dignified, reposeful,

bowing cordially

to

journalistic

and

other

friends in the neighborhood, deferently to the
slighest officer of the Court, and deferring to
the examining officer of the Government as
though he were the humblest witness in the
case, Secretary Blaine was impressive and admired as a witness. He was asked his name
aud occupation, aud he auswered as simply as
though he had been an ordinary carpenter instead of a constructor of the foreign and domestic policies of the Government. The District Attorney was more embarrassed thau the
witness, though all eyes were fixed on the latter.

After two or three formal questions Colonel
Corkhill asked the Secretary to tell the jury
what he knew about the murder. With courtly
courtesy to an officer of the Government, Mr.
Blaine asked in what form the District Attor"In
ney desired the statement to be made.
narrative form,” was the reply. “Where do
asked
the
to
the
narative
begin?”
you wish
'SucrAt.Aiv while a witness without sensibilities
would have began the narative where he
chose. And when the Secretary told the story
—a
passionless, clear, graphic, eloquent, simple story ot the murder of the President—he
made the great argument for the Government
in this great case. By the most delicate indirection only did he touch the pathos of the
tragedy. He remembered that he was in the
witness boi, but he did not fail to say that
from the midst of so horrible a scene lie ouly
bore away impressions as to some of the details.
His pardonable argument at this was finely
concealed. His statement was gloved, but the
iron hand of justice was there. With splendid
eyes, young in spirit, dignified and modest in
bearing, he was more than captivating as a
witness. He was so lucid and conclusive in his
testimony that when a plan of the depot was
brought for the better information of the jury,
the map seemed to obscure the evidence rather than add to it. The Government oonld well
afford to rest their case upon the conclusion of
his testimony.
The New York Sun says that “Miss “Ida
Peteet of Troy, returned from chnrch the other Snnday and in putting on a pair of shoes
A Chicago
found a snake in one of them.”
man came home the other night and found
The effete east
several snakes in his boots.
cannot head of the boundless west when it
comes to snake stories.—Chicago Tribane.

Queen Viotoria once wrote a leader for the
London Times. As she has never written another, it is supposed that the type-setter made
her say, instead of "the sun never sets on the
British dominions,” ‘The gun never rests on
the blighted Dominicans.”—Curier Journal.
The man who was “rocked in the cradle of
the deep” must have slept between sheets of
water.- Oil City Derrick.
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SHOT
Unsuccessful

DB. BLItsS THE

PRINCIPAL

Attempt

to Kill

Guiteau.

GUITEAU’S TRIAL.
Public Interest in the Proceedings
Increasing.

AT.

FIRED

AT
TO

WHILE DRIVING
PRISON.

THE

WITNESS

ON SATURDAY.

Wretch More Frightened
than Hurt.

The

Nov. 19.—The court room
Guiteau expressed himself well
was crowded.
satisfied with the progress of his cise.
Mr. Scoville says he fears he would make a
mistake by takiug on additional counsel. He
has not heard from Mr. MagruHer and does not
expect any other assistance than that of Mr.
Robinson.
GEORGE C MAYNARD,
electi ijian, testified to loanii g Guiteau $10 at
Guiteau proou- tiaie aud $15 at another.
tested against the line of evidence; didn’t
think it anybody’s business whether he owed
$25 or some one owed him
“Maynard is a
good fellow aud I owe him $25; that's all there
is in it."
District Attorney Corkhill desired to prove
by the witness that Guiteau borrowed the $15
with which he boughi his revolver.
Ou cross-examination, witness thought GuiThe prisoner
teau looked seedy aud hungry.
showed much feeling, and frequently interthat
he lived in
rupted the witness, asserting
first-class style and wore a $70 suit of clothes;
he knew a plenty of public men, aud bad all
the money he wanted; his mental condition
and not phtsical was at fault; he had a big
Witness
load on his mind about that time.
did not notice anything particular about the
prisoner’s manue- except a sort of skulking

Washington,

gait.
JOSEPH

N.

UURKART.

clerk to Mr. Maynard, also testified to the
loan of the §15. and thought Guiteau’s walk
and the way be held his head a little peculiar.

o’meary,
gun and cutlery store
JOHN

corner of
the keeper of a
15<b and F streets testified astoGuiteau’s coming into his store about the Gih of Juue, looking at the show case, pointing to the largest
calibre revolver, and asking to look at it, not
qualifying it by name. He examined it carefully, inquired as to its accuracy, made some
commonplace remarks and then left, saying
that he would call again in a few days. A few
dajs afterward prisoner called again and examined the pistol again, inquired as to where he
could test its accuracy, and was told that the
He also inriver edge would be a good place.
quired as to the force of the nistol and witness
told him that it was a very strong shooting pistol. Prisoner paid §10 for the pistol, a box of
cartridges and a lady’s penknife. Pistol was
handed to witness for identification and be was
directed to guard against accident in handling
of the pistol) to draw the four remaining car-

tridges.

While the witness was engaged in doing so
the prisouer said that he might as well take
advantage of that opportunity to request John
D. Townsend, au eminent lawyer of New
York, Leonard Swett, a distinguished criminal lawyer of Chicago, and Mr Ti ude of Chicago to appear for him next Monday if the
court had no objection.
Jude Cox—“1 am certainly willing.”
Prisoner—‘‘I have heard that Mr. Townsend
If it is possible for Mr.
is willing to assist.
Swett to leave bis business he will assist. We
have been expecting to hear from Mr. Trude
the last two weeks. I expect them all here
on

Monday morning,

Judge Magrauder

with

of Maryland. There is plenty of brains on the
other side and I desire to have au equal
amount on this side in thq interest of justice.”
In conclusion Guiteau notified all (disreputable persons that if they attempted to injure
him they would be shot dead by his body

guard.

District Attorney (to Mr. Scoville)—Is your
client through?”
There was an affirmative nod from Mr. Sco*
ville and then the testimony of the witness
was concluded with a statement that the pistol was known as a "British bull dog.”
COL. A. S.

ROCKWELL,
The next witness, began to detail the occurMr. Scoville interrence at the depot, when
Guiteau
posed, ackuowleditig the killing.
shouted:
Your
Honor, we ac“No,
quickly
knowledge the shooting, but not the killing.”
Col. Rockwell briefly stated the facts within
his knowledge and without cross-examinatiftn
Wit.
was followed by General D. G. Swaim.
ness was at Elberon when the shooting occurred.
DR. D. tV. BLISS
was then called:
Witness gave a narrative
from the time he was called to the President’s
side (fifteen or twenty minutes after be wa
shot) until bis death. The immediate cause of
death was hemorrhage.
Witness then explained minutely 'he character of the wound,
using the upper portion of a wired skeleton for
the purposes of illustration, and detailed at
great length the progress and symptoms of t'ne
case. Pending the arrival of the fractured vertebra; which the District Attorney announced
had been sent for, witness was subjected to a
lengthy cross-examination, the supposed object being to lay a foundation for the theory of
malpractice, which Guiteau insists must be
made the foundation of his defence.
Quite the sensation offthe trial was produced
when the District Attorney suddenly drew
from a paste Hoard box upon his table a section
of a human backbone, and holding it up, inquired, "Do j ou recognize this.. Doctor?” The
audience hung breathless upon the answer as
the witness In measured tones replied, “I do,
it is a portion of vertebra; of thebaic President
James G. Garfield.”
The vertebra; were then
handed to the jury cui the character and extent of the injury to them was explained 1 y
the witness, who was followed with the closest
attention on the part of the entire audience
with the sole exception of Gnileu, who devoted
himself to his papers, only occasionally glancing up with the air of a man being tired with a
recital in which he could have qo possible interest.
After the vertebra; had been returned
to the District
Attorney's table Mr. Scoville
reached over and requested an opportunity of
examining it. It was handed to him and Guiteau, who sits immediately on his right, examined it closely as Mr. Scoville turned it
over from side to side.
He made no move to
touch it, however, and gave not the slightest
indication of any feeliug other than a casual
The examination of the witnes
curiosity.
was still progressing when the hour of
recess
arrived.
Upon the reassembling of the court Dr. Bliss
again took the stand, and the cross-examination of the witness was conducted by Mr. Scoville. Before the resess the examination was
managed by Mr. Robinson, who read bis auestions from manuscript notes.
The ingenious
and comprehensive scope of bia examination
plainly suggested the handiwork of gome medical expert. At one point witness used the
term '•aneurism.”
“Please explain to the
jury what that is,” said the District Attorney. “I don’t know what it is.”
Counsel for the defence smiled sypathizingly, when the District Attorney retorted, ‘‘Oh,
we see very clearly
that you understand all
about it.”
Witness was requested by Mr. Robinson to
detail the symptoms from day to day during
course of the President’s illness, but after he
bad consumed twenty minutes in reading the
record counsel for the government objected to
this line of examination, denying the right to
set up the defence of malpractic at this stage
of the case. Mr. Robinson, however, continued to closely question him regarding the auIu reply to Mr. Davidge the doctor
topsy
stated that the main element of danger from
a wound of the character described was from
the injury to the backbone, and from the lacerating of the spienic artery, which latter of
itself must eventually necessitate death.
The
wonnd was a mortal wound.
At this point in the evidence Guiteau, who
since the recess had been quietly reading a
paper, leaned for ward with a nervous movement aud wrote rapidly for some minutes.
The examination of Dr. Bliss having been
concluded, the District Attorney inquired of
the defence is they proposed to pursue the
same course of exawiuaiiou with the
rest of
the medical witnesses aud upou Mr Robinson
•replying “About the same,” announced to the
court that the prosecution had expected to
close to-day, but that under the circumstances
ihty dh | deemed it advisable to introduce
another witness.
Guiteau here attempted to say something,
when the District Attorney, bowing with
mock gravity, continued, “Mr. Guiteau will
permit, your honor, I will move an adjounment.”
Guiteau rppeared to relish the pleasantry,
and, nodding, replied: “Oh certainly, you
shall have full chance.”
The court then adjourned.

MAINE.
Hotel Purchase.

Bangor, Nov. 20.—Mr. F. O. Beal has purchased the Penobscot Exchange Hotel paying
about the same price as he gave for the Bangor
House,—$50,000. He will take possession in
April, after which he will rnn both houses.
Didn’t Know It Was Loaded.

Margaret Guthrie, aged 18, was shot in the
neck this afternoon by her little brother who
thoughtlessly pointed a pistol at her not knowing it

was

loaded.

The

ball

struck

threevein, but

>nch from the jugular
the wound is not serious unless inflammation
sets in.
%
Death of William T. Hilliard.
William T. Hilliard, an old and prominent
citizen, died here Saturday night, aged 75
years. He was a graduate of Bowdoin College in the class of 1817 and was clerk of courts
lot this county for a number of years.

eighths of

an

Death of a Bangor Man in Arizona.
Boston, Nov. 20.—A private dispatch received in this city from Tucson, Arizoua, announces the death of George H. Bowktr ol

Bangor, Me.,

a

well known

telegrapher.

Postal Changes.
Washington, Oct. 20.—The following postal
changes were made last week:
D.scontinuedwNorth Linueus,
Aroostork
Dou ity.
Pcunasters appointed—Warren Webst-r,
East Turner, Androscoggin couuty; Lucinda
T. Dodge, Beal Cove, Hancock county.
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the station and after looking the man over and
talking with him said, "This is not the man, I
should know the man I fired at yesterday
among a million. I not only fail to identify
him as the man, but can swear that be is not
the man.” He then went on to specify the
points of difference. The horse he rode was a
heavy sorrel with white fore legB, while Jones’
horse has not a flick on him.
James Perry Carson, a colored guardsman
whose post of duty was at the rear of the van
in which Guiteau was conveyed from the City
Hall to the jail yesterday afternoon called at
the police Btation to-night and positively identified James as the horseman who followed the
van from the City Hall to the corner of East
Capitol and Frsts streets, where the shooting
occurred. Carson says when the van reached
the Capitol grounds James kept pretty close
hohind it, and when they reached the corner
of First street he rode past the rear end of the
van. Almost immediately he heard a pistol
shot fired and then another, but whether
Jones is the man who fired the first he cannot
say, as from the position he occupied it was impossible to see what transpired near the sido or
front of the van. The impression prevails at
police headquarters to-night that Jones is the
man who fired at Guiteau notwithstanding the
lack of positive identification on the part ofliEdelin and Guardsman Carson.

Doubt.
MARINE NEWS.

Washington, Nov. 10.— When the van in
which Guiteau was riding from the court room
back to the jail, bad reached the vicinity of the
Capitol, a man riding ou horseback came up
am' fired two shots and then rode rapidly away
in the direction of the navy yard.

A young man who witnessed the shot says
the person who did the shooting was a middle
aged man, well dressed and mounted on a remarkable fine white horse. Immediately after
the |sbots were fired the horse was started
on a dead run and although a guard
stood ou
the step of the van with pistol in hand trying
to cover the man who did the shootiDg, lie
made his escape without difficulty.
As he
passed by the young man mentioned he re"I
have
6hot
Guiteau.”
marked,
The driver of the prisimfvan gives the following particulars of the attempt 10 shoot Guiteau
The facts are substantially these:
Upon the adjournment of the court the van
started as usual for the jail, having one police
driver. Before reaching the capital tbe guard
noticed a young man on horseback riding leisurely behind the van. Near the corner of
East Capitol|and First street the horseman rode
directly up to the rear of the van a-'d hastily
Guiteau
peered through the small grating.
was alone in the van and seated on
the nght
hand side, the seats running lengthwise of the
After evidently satisfying himself of the
van.
location of the prisoner, the horseman wheeled suddenly to the left of the van and fired directly tli rough it. He then rushed to the front
of the van and pointed his pistol at the driver
with the evident intention of intimidating him
or stopping the van.
The driver was somewhat excited and in response to the inquiry of a reporter, said perhaps be intended to stop the van by shooting
one of the horses.
Seeing an armed policemen
by ihe side of the driver he- exclamed, “I’ve
shot the-of a-,” and putting spurs to his
horse dashed down East Capitol street in the
direction of the Congressional cemetdry.
The
one shot at tbe fast disappearpoliceman firedand
tbe
driver
of
the
van
horseman,
whiping
ped his hor es into a gallop and kept in sight
of him for several blocks. The man was however mounted on a blooded horse
and readily
escaped out into.the country. He was described as a smooth faced man about twenty-five
years of age, and a dashing horseman. He h„d
on a dark brown suit,
fbe van then proceeded to the jail and Guiteau was taken out in a
He exclaimed, “I
state of great excitement.
have|been shot: notify Major Brock at once;
tell him to arrest the scoundrel and have him
dealt with as he deserves.’’
On examination it was found that the bail
had just grazed Guiteau’s left wrist, inflicting
a mere scratch.
The ball struck the opposite
side of the van and fell upon tbe floor, where
it was found on |reaching the jail. Tbe announcement of the attempt upon Guiteau s
life created great excitement upon the street,
and all sorts of rumors were at once in circulation.
The would be killer was seen about the
nnurf.

hniKA

this affArnnon

nnn

attAmntarl

gain admission during the day but failed.

tn

He

was also seen to mount his horse near the court
house soon after the van left and ride leisurely
after it. It was rumored he hailed from Illinois, but there seems to be no foundation for the
report. It was whispered in the crowd without the court house just previous to the adjournment that to-day would be the last day
of the trial. A remark was also heard in the
crowd that if any one wanted to see Guiteau
they had better do so to-day. This would lead
to the belief that more than one person was
aware that the attempt would be made.

Arrest of the Supposed Assassin.
The attempt made to shoot the assassin Guiteau this afternoon created intense excitement
The shooting was so
throughout the city.
quickly done that those with the van scarcely
realized it before the would be avenger had
eluded pursuit. The shooting brought together quite a large concourse of people who
were
considerably excited, and who followed the
van out to the jail to learn the extent of the
prisoner’s injuries. The vehicle was hastily
drawn up to the door and Guiteau was hurriedly helped out and conveyed to the room of the
warden where it was found the ball had only
caused the slightest possible abrasion of the
skin. Guiteau was terribly freightened and
scanned each new arrival as if fearing another
attempt upon his life. On reaching his cell be
begged the warden not to allow any stranger
to see him during the night.
Description given of the man who did the
shooting was so meagre that the police had
very little to work upon. An alarm however
was sent out and the mounted police Jwere instruced to scour the country and bring in all
Buspicious characters. The officer who patrols
near the Soldiers’ Home finally Baw a mau answering to the description sent out and cried
out to him to halt.
He got a blast of profanity
in reply, and the man Tode off as fast as possible the policeman following in hot pursuit.
The chase was continued along the district line
and several shots were fired, the man finally
disappearing in the woods. The officer then
lay in wait for his man and he soon reappeared. As he drove into the yard of a farm house
in which a Mr. Lord resides on Sargent road
he was overtaken. Here the assailant (Win.
Jones by name) was arrested and brought back
to this city.
He has been very reticent and
the officers wilt not communicate anything in
regard to their prisoner. It is reported however be is another member of the great family
of cranks, aud that he does not seem to realize he has done anything which is liable to involve him iuseriousdifficulty.
Additional precaution will be taken hereafter to guard Guiteau from assault.
Guiteau Believes the Lord is on his Side.
Washington, Nov. 20.—There have boen
hundreds of visitors at the district jail to-day.
This morning religious services were held in
the rotouuda by representatives of the various
city churches. Guiteau, of course, has been the
attraction, and throughout the entire day there
has been a crowd of anxious spectators around
Guiteau’s cell is situated. Occasionally a party
would obtain permission to pass through the
corridor and view the prisoners in their cells,
including Guiteau. The guards in charge of
such parties would engage.Guiteau in conversation, saying something in reference to the
shot fired at him yesterday. His invariable reply to all such allusions was, “Oh yes, I am
hard to hit. People will learn after a while
that the Lord is with me, and will not permit
me to be killed.”
He insists he must have a
strong guard of policemen to-morrow to assist
the Lord in keeping him from danger. This
afternoon a crowd at the jail became so great
that Guiteau was notified by the warden that
there a large number of persons in the iotuuda
who desired to Bee him and that he bad better
step out into the corridor. The prisoner offered
no objection to this proposition, but
immediately put on his coat and hat and made his apin
full
view
of
one
present.
pearance
every
Upon returning he saluted the audience in military style, smiling in a seeming indifferent
mauner
as he did so.
The guards says be
passed a quiet night and has talked but little.
He spends most of his time reading and writing. The guards also say that while he appears
perfectly calm and composed to-day he exhibits
great apprehension about to-morrow, and does
not appear to be quite satisfied that he will escape violence.
There are various rumors in circulation in
the eastern part of the city regarding attempts
which will be made to shoot the prisoner.
Many persons believe concerted actiou with
that result in view has been taken since the
trial commenced. Talk of this character had
the effect of inducing the curious to visit the
jail during the day. At fi o'clock this evening
there were but few visitors in the building.
The military guards are still on duty. No apprehension Is felt by the officers of the jail that
any further attempt will be made to take the
life of the prisoner.
The Identity of the Man Arrested Very
Doubtful.
William Jones, the man who was supposed
to have fired into the prison van yesterday
with the intention of killing Guiteau, was
taken to the 2d precinct police station about f)
o’clock last evening. He was very much under the influence of liquor when arrested aud
was unable to say much about his suspicious
movements even if so inclined. This evening
he had become sober enough to appreciate his
position and at once took steps to secure counsel in the nerson of R. K. Elliott, who will defend him upon his arraignment in the police
court to-morrow morning. Jones is well known
to the police, having been arrested several
times upou various charges within the past six
years. He is 29 years old and owns and operates a fine farm upon the Baltimore road,
three miles from the city. He is regarded as a
“crank” by his neighbors, and his frequent
eccentricities would seem to justify the opinion
His main amusement for the past two
years has been to personate policemen and
after arresting some unsuspecting wayfarer
and making a Bhowing of taking him to the
station house to release him with a warning
He spends
not to be caught offending again.
much of his time iu the saddle aud is au acOne
of
his
horses
exploits concomplished
sisted in arrested the occupants of a carriage
at the Soldiers’ Home aud taking them to tue
,,oiice station where he bade teem good bye
and suddenly left. Again he arrested a wotime was fined. He was always
man aud this
considered harmless arid never w is known to
His acquaintances regarded
carry a revolver.
him as half-witted rather than crazy, and his
indicate that he is
and
demeanor
appearance
seeking notoiiety. Asked why lie did not hit
Juneau, he replied “It was not I that shot
iini; I want to see them prove it.”
The authorities were so confident that they
sad the right man that it was not till 5 o’clock
that any officer in the van was called to identiThen police officer Edelin was called to

fy.

Machias Brig Ashore.
Providence, R. I., Nov. 20.—Brig Tally Ho,
of Machias, from Woodshall for New York,
went ashore at Bateman’s Point Saturday
night. She lies in bad condition. Wreckers
A

have gone to her assistance.
A Portland Bound Vessel Damaged.
New York, Nov. 20.—Bark Lapland, Tncker, for Portland, while making preparations
to go to sea this morning carried away her
windlass. She will at City 'Island for repairs.

WASHINGTON.
Purchase of Bonds.
Washington, Nov. 19.—3J per cent uncalled
bonds purchased in New York under the cirular of Nov. 4 not having reached the sum of
two million dollars weekly, the secretary of
the treasury to-day authorized the assistant
treasurer at New York to accept before Wednesday next such additional amounts as will
make with what has already been purchased
four millions dollars, interest to be paid to date
•
of presentation.
The Census and the Next House.
General Walker, Supt. of the census, submitted a statement containing interesting facts
concerning representation in the next house of
representatives. The total population ef the
States |at 49,371,340, the number of representatives at the present figure, 293, would
give one representative to every 169,080 of population. Upon this basis the following changes would ensue in the 48th Congress:Arkansas,
California, Michigan, Mississippi, South Carolina and West Virginia would gain one each;
Minnesota and Nebraska gain 2 each; Alabama, Illinois, Maine, Maryland, New Hamp
shire, Ohio, Tennessee and Vermont would
lose one each; Pennsylvania. 2, and New
York 3.
Naval Changes.
Washington, Nov. 20.—Commodore J. C*
Beaumont has been detailed from the command of the Portsmouth, N. H., navy yard
Dec. 1st and placed on waiting orders; Commodore C. C Wells from duty as Chief Signal
Officer Nov. 28th and ordered to the command
of the Portsmouth, N. H navy yard Dec. 1st;
Jonathan Young from Portsmouth navy yard
and placed on waiting orders; Capt. A. E. K.
Brennan to report as captain of the Portsmouth, N. H., navy yard Dec. 8th.
More Floods in the West.
Indianapolis, Nov. 19.—Thejheavy rainsffor
the last two days have seriously delayed railway travel. The trains last night and the early trains this morning on the Vandalia road
went over the Indianapolis and St. Louis from
Greencastle to Terre Haute. The train on the
Iddianopolis, Decatur and Springfield road,
due here at 4 A. M., was ditched four or five
miles out of the city by a culvert giving way.
The fireman was instantly killed and the engineer badly hurt.
St. Lodis, Nov. 19.—At 9 o’clock this morning nniv one nassenger train had arrived at the
Union Depot instead of the fifteen which usually arrive at that hour. The heavy rains of
yesterday and last night washed out the road
beds and inflicted damage on almost every
road. The Chicago and Alton and Indianapolis and St. Louis trains were abandoned, and
Illinois Central, Keokuk and St. Louis and
Vandaliar trains were indefinitely delayed. On
all the other roads trains were from four to
eight hours late. The trains on the Chicago
and Aitou, Chicago, Burlington and Quincy
and Wabash roads, which left here last night
for Chicago, were forced to return on account
of the impassable washouts. Railroad communication between St. Louis and Chicago is

practically

cut.

Lafayette, Ind., Nov. 19.—Wabash river
and its tributaries are booming. Water is over
low bottom lands and is still rising rapidly.

The flood in Wildcat creek has swept out a
railroad bridge at Dayton, eight miles east of
here on the Lake Erie and Western road and
passengers haye to be transferred around the
creek.
St. Louis, Nov. 19.—The Mississippi has
risen 30 inches in 24 hours, portions of the low
land on the northern river front of the city are
flooded. Water is two feet deep in some of the
lumber yards.
Muncie, Ind., Nov. 19.—Middle span of
bridge over the creek at Eaton on Ft. Wayne,
Muncie and Cincinnati railway has been washed away.
Chicago, Nov. 19.—Trains on all roads south,
southeast and soushwest, are all delayed or abandoned on account of the heavy rains and
swollen river s Lowlands in Indiana and Illinois are generally submerged. At Wilmington this morning two freight trains laden with
coal and murchandise, ran together on the
bridge over Kankakee river when the span
gave away, precipitating the engine and
twelve cars into the river.
Starvation on the Magdelen Islands
Halifax, Nov. 19.—A dispatch from Magdflen Islands says: Schooner Flash, four weeks
out from Quebec, has not yet been heard from,
and it is supposed has foundered off Gaspe.
Great misery and starvation is anticipated, particularly at Ambers Isle, on account of the
loss of the schooner, which was to have brought
between four and five hundred barrels of flour,
mostly for that island. Many people are at
present in want of food. Tbe potato crop has
been almost a total failure, which adds to the
distress.

_

The Newark Bank Defalcation.
Newark. N. J., Nov. 19 —The examination
of Christopher Nugeu ton the charge of embezzling the funds of the Mechanics’ Bank began
to-day. Wm. Dougall, formerly a book-keeper,
1.

„.

\T.,n«,.>lninlUn

Instvuov

nmonntu^

that amount
(nr several years. After farther examination
as
for
his
moved
counsel
discharge,
Nugent’s
nothing criminal had been proved. At the
commissioner's request, argument was postponed till Wednesday next.
to

$1,000,000 and had averaged

Fined One Cent for Libel.
Brockton. Mass., Nov. 19.—In the Superior Court at Bridgewater this morning the jury
in the suit of Reuben Coville against the Boston Journal and Buston Post for libel, returned
a verdict for the
plaintiff, awarding damages
In the case of
at one cent against each paper.
Long v. the same papers, the jury returned a
verdict for the plaintiff, awarding the sum of
$21 against the Post and $31 against the
Journal.
_

Woman Sentenced to be Hung.
Montpelier, Nov. 19.—The supreme court
this morning overruled the exceptions raised
by the counsel otEmeline L. Meeker of Waterbury, Vt., the convicted child-murderess,
and sentenced her to be confined in the State
prison at Windsor till the last Friday of March
1883, the last three monthB solitary, and then
to be huDg._
A
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London, Nov. 19.—A large meeting of magistrates, laud owners, tenants and traders, held

at Roscoe, County Tipperary, yesterday passed
resolutions supporting the Government policy
in suppressing the Land Leagues, expressing
their lovaltv to the Queen and the constitution
and thanking the constaDuiary tor tnetr conThe meeting
duct duriDg the late crisis.
formed a society for mutual protection against

“boycotting.”

Mr. Digby, the agent for the Charlesville
while walking to
property, who was fired at
his residence in Brookville, was wounded in
is
crime
regarded as agrathe shoulder. The
rian, as the farms of several tenants on Lady
Howard’s estate have been sold for rent.
The Balymena laud commission to-day reduced the rents of twelve tenants on two estates, the reductions aggregating £382 and £278

respectively.

the employ of Mr. Enright, a
Ennis, County Clare, was shot
dwelling last evening and is dying.

A herdsman

magistrate

m

near

in his
His deposition has been taken.
Mr. Parnell’s Latest Letter.
Dcbws, Nov. 19.—Mr. Parnell’s latest letter,
of which part was suppressed, has been Issued
iu circular form and widely circulated. It Is
to
accompanied in Roscommon by an addressand
the people, calling attention to the letter,
concluding:—“Need you be reminded that,
its
though the Laud League is proclaimed,
spirit is iudesiruclible? Adhere, then, firmly
tor you. Tbe result will
to the line laid down
be not merely free laud, but an independent
nation.’’
and prosperous Irish
Arabs Executed in Tunis.
in
Tunis Nov 20.—Four Arabs implicated
at Oued
the massacre of twelve employes
station were executed there toown

Zergha railway

day.

_

Stoors, paster of th»
Rev. Dr. Richard 8
church of the Pilgrims, Brooklyn, waspresened by his congregation ciaturday mgbt with
$35,600 in honor of tbe 35th aniversary of his
pastorate.
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Fresh Beef Market.
Corrected for the Press daily by Wheeler, Swift
& Co., Commission Merchants In Chicago Dressed
Beef, Franklin Wharf:
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SATURDAY, Nov. 19.
Arrived.
Eleanors, Bragg, New York—mdse

Steamship
Henry Fox.
Barque Norena, Chase. New York, with, coal to
Forest City Sugar Refinery. Vessel to Geo S Hunt

great appreBoston, Nov. 19.—There
hension on State street this morning until after
the clearing honso meeting. The announcement that all loans between the banks had
been promptly paid, and the rate not materially
advanced, greatly allayed the general anxiety.
Nothing new was made known in regard to the
situation at the Pacific bank, and bnsiness
moved in the usual way until after 11 o'clock.
A heavy run upon the Central National bank
was began by depositors when the doors opened. This bank promptly paid over $450,000,
the amount of balance to other banks. The run
upon it, however, was steadily maintained and
its rooms were crowded all the morning.
The officers announced that the bank would
pay every dollar in full, and checks were cashed as fast as presented up to 11.30. At that
hour the paying teller stopped cashing checks
and the directors went into consultation as to
the oourse of action. It was simply stated that
they were considering the situation and looking over the balances, and that business would
probably be resumed in the ordinary way in a
very brief period. Based upon these grounds
reports of the suspension flew over the city
with
quickly, swelling the crowd of depositors
many anxious inquiries. After a stoppage of
resumed
the
Central
hour
payment.
an
The directors of the Central were in secret
session until 11 o’clock to-night. At the close
of their conference they had agreed to issue the
“Arrangements are
following statements:
being made by the directors of the Central
National Bank, looking to a continuation of its
business on a sound basis and protecting its
present depositors; and they feel confident
there should be no further distrust of its financial ability.
The indefinite wording of the statement was
explained by a director who stated that sufficient help had been promised, of which they
were perfectly sure by Monday, but which they
did not yet actually possess. Bank Examiner
Magruder who was present at the meeting,
stated that the Central Bank would undoubtedly proceed smoothly with its business, and
that there was nothing the matter with the
institution.
After the meeting above noted, a director
stated that they had sent a message to Col.
Needham, who was examining the affairs of
the Pacific Bank inquiring as to the result of
his work so far. In reply he stated that all
depositors certainly would be paid in full.
This statement was understood to include tbe
check holders.
A movement for the reorganization of the
Pacific Bank is still going on, and every effort
will be made to have Mr. Lewis Coleman accept the Presidency. It is not definitely decided that a reorganization will take place, nor
will it be until the examiner has completed his
work. If he finds matters as favorable as there
is reason to hope, a reorganization will take
place and the bank will go on. It is said
President Benyon favors the proposal to make
Mr. Coleman President.
The feeling in moneyed circles in the city is
thoroughly that bottom is reached in these
financial dificulties. As regards general business, the effect has already been discounted
and no disturbance is apprehended from it in
the future.
Thomaston, Me., Nov. 19.—This town had
funds deposited in the Pacific Bank for current
expenses. These funds are not lost; there is
be
no doubt that depositors will ultimately
paid in full; but some temporary embarrassment might occur, but for the public spirit of
the Hon. Edward O’Brien of Thomaston, who
will raise means for all current liabilities on
his personal credit. Mr. O’Brien backed the
town in the same way during the panic of
1857.
Boston, Nov. 20.—It has been learned to-day
that the entire capital and also a heavy assessment upon the stockholders of the' Pacific
bank will be necessary to cover the liabilities.
It further appears that the bank’s dealings
with Weeks are not by any means the extent
of transactions of the same nature. They have
fne inotsiipfi

anctoitiino’

Haam

a
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nooincr «-
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u

Bauk, of this city, its accounts are good beyond a
doubt. We believe its claim against me Pacific National Bank, with the collaterals field to secure the
same, will ultimately result iu Jistle if any loss to
this bank
usual this

The bank will be open for business

as

morning prepared to meet its obligations.
Cashier Young’s resignation Has been demanded
and a new cashier will be on duty Monday morning.
This is highly probable that there will be

several failures among tradsmen on account of
their being looked up in tbe Pacific banN.
Col. Needham who is examining tbe affairs
of tbe Pacific bonk is of tbe opinion that the
capital is $1,000,000 and an additional million
for which tbe stckholders can be drawn upon
will pay the deposits and other creditors in full.
MINOR TELEGRAMS.
At Durand, Wis., Saturday, Ed Maxwell
while being examined in the court room was
seized by masked men and banged.
Father Sheehy and T. M. Healy, M. P,
spoke at Providence last night.
Judge Chas. Andrews, has been appointed
chief justice of tbe New York case of appeals
to succeed Judge Folger.
Tbe custom house of Valparaiso has been
destroyed by fire. Loss $1,000,000.
A rumor was circulated in Boston Saturday;
that the American print works were financially
embarrassed. It was promptly contradicted.
Portions of the schoooner E. P. Dorr of Buffalo on coming ashore at Port Colborne, Ont.
It is supposed she went down with all on
board in Wednesday’s storm.
METEOROLOGICAL
1 MITIGATIONS FOB

TUB

NEXT

TWKNTY-FOUB

War Dbp't, Office Chief Signal |
Officer, Washington, D. 0.,
/
Nov. 20, 1 A .M.
For New England,
Fair and slightly warmer weather, south to
west winds and falling barometer.

)

FINANCIAL

AND^COMMERCIAL

Portland Daily Wholesale Ylnrkei.
POBTLAWD, NOV. 19.
Flour is quiet bat firm and unchanged. Grain is
dull and unsettled. Provisions are inactive at old
quotations. Turkeys are rather scarce and higher.
Chickens are in good supply at a slight advanoe.
Apples are easy without decided change in price.
The following are vo-day's quotations of Flour.
Grain, Provisions. Ac.
Flour.
drain.
Superfine.6 7686 26 H. M. Corn,
Extra Spring..6 6D@6 76
oar lots
80
EX Spring....7 25®7 76 Oats, "
66
Patent Spring
-Backed Bran..
24 00
Wheats.8 60@9 25
Mids..
27 00
Cotton Seed,oar lot 34 00
Michigan Winter beet.7 75@8 00
bag lots 35 60
Common
Corn,bag lots..
83
Michigan....7 00®7 25 Meal,
80
St. Louis Win67
Oats, "
7 608776 Bran,
ter fair
2600
"
Winter good.. 7 76®8 00 Mids,
3000
•<
Winter best. 8 25(g8 60 Bye,
1 30
Praduce.
Provisions.
Sweet potatoes! 75@5 00 Mess Beef 11 OOfflll 60
Ex Mess ..12 26® 12 60
Purkeys. 17® 18
Plate.14 00® 14 26
Spring Chiokeus 1H® 17
Fowl.
11*13
Ex Plate..14 60® 14 76
...

Eggs

26*27

Pork—

Onions,P bbl. 3 0o®3 25
Ornberries, p bbl
Maine
8 6089 00

Backs

..22 25@22 60
.21 26,821 60
Mess.I9 60®20 00
..

Clear..

CapeGod.900®1100jHa-as.1281216
Sugar.

Granulated.101k!
Extra 0.

B,dn.i

Hogs.

8*9
*

..

ifaro

9%,’mb,^!b

121i®128/»

...

"Li"9?*
pbs-6 O0®6 00

Palermos

Messina, t>box 0 00®0
Valencia poaso

00

26®3
60®2

Fellow Eye- 2
Huuci.

Creamery.
Gilt

>

2

28&3U

EdgeVennont28@30

Sch A Hammond, Simpson, New York for Saco.
Was run into by barque Norena and had jibboom
and beadaear carried away.
Scb .fames Ne>son, Boston.
Scb C S Hazara, Atwood, Boston for Bangor.
Scb Python, Gray. Boston for Bluehill.
Sch Mott-Haven, Collins, Calais for New York.
Sch B L aton, Grierson. Calais for New York.
Sch Eliza .fane, Hutchins. Bangor for Lynn.
Scb Ophir, Thurston, Bangor for Boston
Sch David A Ozier, Foster. Wise asset for Glou-

Portland, Nov. 19.
The following quotation- of Grain wore received
by telegraph from Chicago to-day by A. W. Jordan,
167 Commercial street:

Chicago-Wheat--Corn-#—Oats—

Jan.
9.34..129% 130%
10.31. .129
129%
11.31. 129% 13**%
12.30..128 V4 129 Vs
1.02. 127% 128 %
December Oats, 43%c.
Dec.

Receipt*

Dec. Jan.
59% 00%
69% GO
69% 001/4
69% 69%
59% 69%

Jan.

May.
66 Ve
048,4
04%
04%
04%

—

c'laudise.

Steamer City of Portland, Pike, St John, NB, via
Eastport for Boston.
Brig Cascatelle, A’len, New York—coal to Jos H
Poor. Vessel to Chase. Leavitt & Co.

Mtoek Market.

of

Middle and Ex-

uvminfi.
Boston Land.
8Vs
Water Power. 6%
Hartford & Erie 7s. 62%
A.T. &S. P.136%
Boston & Maine.150%
0. 8. & Clev... 28
39
Eastern.
Flint & Pere Marquette preferred. 93
L. R. & Ft. Smith. 67 V3

Catalpa.
Summit Branch.

from merchants’ exchange.
Ar at Baltimore 19th, brig Merriwa, DowDes, fm
Kennebec.
Ar at Philadelphia 17th, ship Theobald, Waterhouse, Portland.
Ar at Sydney, CB, 19tb, barque Esther, Benjamin, Belfast. I.
Ar at Kingstown, Ire, 18tb Inst, ship 11 RThomas,
Nickels, from San Francisco for Dublin.

{jio8tna.

8Vs
6%

..

150%
27%
37%
93%
65

NOTICE TO DltBINEBS.
Lighthouse Inspector’s Office, 1st Dist, I
Portland; Not 19, 1881. I
The Spar buoys have been removed from the Kennebec river for winter season.
Henry v. Picking.
Com'dr, U. S. N., Inspector.

%

14

16

Rio Grande. 83%
82%
81 %
81 %
Northern Pacific preferred..
•*
40
Common.. 89%
[Sales at the Broker’s Board, Boston, Nov. 19.]
Blue Hill Company.
1%
Hill Manufacturing Co.10%(3)111|
York Manufacturing Co.13*2%
Denver &

flEBOBANIIA
Ship Portland Lloyds, from Iloilo for Boston, put
York
into New
Saturday In distres. having encountered a hurricane off Bermuda lasting llfty-slx hours,
which
she
damaged sail* and darted a leak
during
of 2 000 strokes per hour. Will dock for repairs.
Soh Almeda. which recently put into VineyardHaven dismasted, has been purchased by A W &
() F Baird, of St John. NB. She will be Htted with
new spars and placed in charge of Capt Theall.

Portland. Saco & Pc rtsmouth R. R.116
Bath City 6s, 189l,R. L.101%
Boston & Maine R. 7s. 1893, reg.126%
Deer Isle Mining Company. 6^c

York Stock and floury iTBarket.
(By Telegraph.)
New York, Nov. 19.—Money closed at 3 to 4 per
cent, on call, and the last loan was made at 4. The
bank statement shows a loss of $519,000 in re
serve, but is not considered particularly favorable.
Sterling Exchange lower we quote bankers asking
rates, 60 days bills, at 4.80% per per £ (of §4.8665
par value), and on demand 4.84%, against 4.81(04.85 one week ago. Commercial bills 4.794.79%
New

DOHE8TIC POBT8.
FRANCISCO—Sid 12th, ships Carrollton,
Oriental, Burns, Antwerp.
Lewis,
ARANSAS PASS-Ar 3d, brig Jas Miller, McGilvery, Mobile, (lightering outside); 7th, barque Joshua Loring. Cook. Apalachicola.
FERNANDINA—Ar 14th, sch Clara Fletcher,
Sargent, Camden.
Ar 16th. barque Warrior, Mann, Portland; bng
Carrie K Pickering, Marshall, Charleston.
BRUNSWICK. GA—Ar 16th, sch L A Lewis,Pendleton. New York; Fostina. Philbrook, Charleston.
In port 14th, barque Nineveh. Perkins, for Portland.
SAVANNAH—Cld 18th, schs Mary Lord Smith,
New York; May Morn, Gupiill, do.
SAT1LLA RIVER—Sid 9th, sch Clifford, Brag
dou. Philadelphia.
DARIEN—Ar 18th, sch Sarah Potter, Wall, from
Havre;

The following are to day’s closing quotations of
Governmen tsecurities:
United States 6s, ex.—.1013/a
.10
United States 5’s ext
United States new, 4%’s, reg. 112%
United States new, 4%’s coup.113%
Unit©' States new, 4’s, reg.116%
116%
United .States new, 4’s, coup;.
Pacific 6’s of 95.130

following are tho closing quotations of stocks:
Chicago & Alton..133
Chicago & Alton preferred. 140
C. B. Quincy.139%
The

D*Also

ar

the

9%
5
2

6%
3
8

Vs
6%

middling Orleans.
Flour-dull, tending downward; No 2 at 3 30fe
45;Superfine Western and State 4 50@6 15; common to good extra Western aud State 5 00@5 7 :
good to choice do at 6 8* @8 60; common to choice
White Wheat Western extra at 7 2 @8 6; Fancy
do at 8 3O ct9 00; common to good extra Ohio 6 8*
4

@8 25; common to choice extra St Louis at 5 »0Cu
8 60; Patent Minnesota extra 7 9u@ 8 6<»;choice to
double extra at 8 60@9 00. City Mills extra for ihe
Indies at 7 0*ife8 25; low grades extra 6 0«‘fe5 60.
Southern flour unchanged: sales for the week have

Calais.
EAST

umj,

is lower at 110 5 11 07*4 cash and November;
1 10@ll 12*4 for December; 11 27*4@11 30 for
»ulk Meats
January; 11 37*4@11 40 February.
easier: sboul lerB 6 30; short riba 8 90; short clear
9 25.
Receipts—7,000 bbls flour, 20.000 bush wheat
1C2 200 busts corn 63,0<:0 bnsb oats, 1000 bush
rye. 31,000 bnah Karlov.
hi »u>ents-7 500 bbls flour, 76,000 bush wheat,
166.000 bush corn, 16.000 bush oats, 3,300 bust
r?** 19,000 *>ush harley
Flour about 6c lower. Wheat
Sr Louis, Nov. 19
lower: No 2 Ked Fall at 1 36*4 cash; 1 36% for
December; 1 38% fo January; 141% February
Lorn at 63*4c for cast;
all lower to sell at close
64*4c for December; 64*4c January. Oats lower
Provisions
at44*4ccasb; 45 *4 c for December.
quiet; only small jobbing trade.
000
bush whoa*,
Receipts—3,UOO Obis aoui. 14
9 000 ousti corn, 2,000 bush oats, 00,000 busf
rye. 0,000 bush barley.
Shipments-16,000 bbls flour, 13,000 bosh wheat,
23.000 bush corn, 9,000 bush oats, 0,000 bus)
Barley, 0.< >00 bush rye.
Dbtroit.Nov. 19.—Wheat unsettled and lower;
No 1 White at 1 3.3% cash; December 1 34. January at 1 35*4; February at 137*4; March 138%;
April at 1 41; all year 1 33%,

phia; Stampede, Perry, do; Altavela.Walls, Amboy;
Palla-*, French, do; Ann, Stratton. Port Johnson;
Borden. Paterson, Hoboken; Lizzie,Armstrong,
Lucy Hammond, Robinson, do; Jo* W Fish.
Watts, and Millie Trim, Haskell, do; Alma, Johnson, do; Idaho Jameson. Rondout; Fannie* Edith,
Warren, do; Centurion. Blodgett, Mystic, fit: Mary
Ann, Wallace. Macbias; Watchman. Robbins, Calais; Estella, Remick, Ellsworth; C Morgau, Sparrow, Bucksport; Commonwealth. Cudworth, Rockland; A T Haynes, Lunt, Boothbay; Susan Ross,
Lewis. ThomastoD.

Cld 20th. ship Weymss Castle. (Br) Malcolm, for
Portland; brig Geo Burnham. Staples, do; scbs Wm
Jones. Collins. Savannah; Orizon. Hinkley, Bath
SALEM—Ar 18th, schs Jas O’Donohue, Warren,
Amboy for Bangor; C W Dexter, Holmes, Calais for

Havana illarket.

(By Telegraph.)
Havana. Nov. 19.-Sugar market remains in-

Boston.

BEVERLY—Ar 16tb, sch Game-Cock, Robinson,
Calais.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 18th, sch Flora A Sawyer,
Gray, Falmouth for Deer Isle.
NEWbUR YPROT—Ar 17th, sch Ernest T Lee,
Blatchford, Philadelphia.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 17th, sch S J Linasey, from

reported that many estates will soou
begin grinding, ttock in the warehouses at Havana
and Matanzas 31,8 O boxes, 14,000 bags and 11 ,8(»0 hhds; receipts for the week none; shipments
130 boxes, *• 00 bags and 6000 hhds, including all
It is

bags and hhds to united States.
Freights quiet; loading at Havana for the United
hhd Sugar at 2 26(5.3 oO currency; loadStates
ing at ports on north coast (outside ports) for the
United States & hhd Sugar 3t0,a3 60: to Falmouth and orders 268@278 6d.

Rondout for Dovar.
Ar 18th. sch E C Allen, Meady. Philadelphia.
BANGOR—A r 18th, schs Advance, Waldron, and
Fair-Dealer. Grindle, Portland.
AdDISON—Cld 19th, sell Golden Eagle, Hinkley,
Portland.
BA IH— Ar 18th. scbs Maggie Mulvey. Hart, from
Cambridge, Md, Sami Nash, Harris, Elizabeth port;
Seventy-Six, Robinson. New York.
In port, barque Arthur 0 Wade, Sherman, for
Baltimoie; Hannah McLoon. Keen, for Philadelphia; brig Castaiia, Jackson, do; sch Clara Leavitt,
Hume, for Baltimore.

Tobacco Arm.
Spanish gold at 1.85*4@1.85%. Exchange flat;
on United States 60 days gold £>%@9 prem; short
sight do at 9% <piO prem; on London 19*4@19V2
prem; On Paris 4Va®4% prtm.
—

finrepeau llarbetn.
Bv Telegraph.)
London,Nov. 19.—Consols at 100 7-16.
London, Nov. 19.—American securities—Uni ted
States bond*, ext 6s. 106*4.
Liverpool,Nov. 19—12.30P. M.- Cotton maiket
—fair business; Uplands 6%d; Orleans at Gd; sales
10, 00 bales; speculation and export 2,000: futures
weak.

FOREIGN PORTS.
At Yokohama Oct 25th, ship Lucille, Talbot, for
San Francisco.
Ar at Hong Kong prev to 16th inst, barque Hiram
u mery, Wyman,
Newcastle, NSW; 17tb, ship Belle
Morse, Hutchins, Cardiff.
At Hong Kong Oct 16. ship Danl Barnes, Stover,

maw vorb
Tdir: Hnlinon. Howes, from Cardiff.
*r 5tb, disg
Hope, Curtis, from New Yoik; barque
tCdmund Phinney, B rry, from Hamburg, disg.
At Singapore Oct 18th. barque Penobscot, Eaton,
ror Calcutta to load for United States.
At Manila Oct 4, ship Antelope, Cheney, for New

nARRUGEH.
In this city, Nov 19, by Rev. A. Dalton, Charles L.
McCleery of Lowell, Mass., and Miss Charlotte Lyde
of Portland.
In Brunswick, Nov. 3, Frank E. Davenport and

Sid ftu Iloilo Sept 20. ship P Pendleton. Nickels.
Sew York, 28lk, Anna Camp, Gardner, do.
At Huanillos Oct 20, ship Aurora, Merriman, for
Sew York.
Ar at Laguna 1st inst, bcd San Juan, Dodge, Pro;resso, for Frontera and Tonola.
In port Oct 21, barque Granada, Hodsdon, for
Sew York.
At Jcremie 2d inst, sch Reuben S Hunt, Bernard,
rom New York, ar Oct 29.
Ar at Laguayra 4th inst, sch Olive Crosby, Hutchnson, Fernandina.
At Port au Prince 7th inst, brig Nellie Husted,
iobertson, from Wilmingtan via Inagua, ar let.
Ar at Mayaguez 31st, seb Ruth Darling, Chip-

DEATHS
In this city, Nov. 16, William G. Pa ch. formerly
of Newburyport. Mass., aged 42 years. [Newburyport and Boston papers pleasec copy.]
In this city, Nov. 19, Cornelius Devine, aged 66
years.
[Funeral service this morning at 8.30 o’clock, at
bis late residence. No. 3 Bond street.
In Falmouth, Nov. 18, Mary Ella, wife of Capt.
Cbas H. Bucknam, aged 25 years 7 months.
[Funeral service tins Monday afternoon at 2 o’clk.

oan, Jacksonville.
A r at St Croix Oct

facksonville.

81, sch John Douglass, Parker,

Cld at Port Antonio 5th inst, sch Annie D Merritt,
Cellev. Philadelphia.
MAILING DAYS OP NTKA. sid fm Long Cay 10th, brig Ab ie Clifford, Storer,
■■■

=*

■

FOR

FROM

Mariel.New York. .Bt Kitts.Nov 22
Bermuda.New York..Porto Kico...Nov 23
Canada. New York Havre.Nov 23
City of Brussels... .New York. .Liverpool.. .Nov 24
.Nov 24
Oil., .vashington...New York. Havana
Cimbria.New York..Hamburg....Nov 24
Ontario.Portland .Liverpool... Nov 25
Germanic..New York Liverpool... .Nov 26
Furncssia.New York. .Glasgow.N«»v 26
(ieotiblic..New York .Liverpool....Dec 1
I tec 1
Silesia.New York.. Hamburg
,’ircass‘a
.Port lain!.. ..Liverpool_Dec 2
City of Chester....New York..Liverpool_Dec 3
Devonia.New York. .Glasgow.Itec 3
■ Celtic.New
York..Liverpool ..Dec 3
\1< mtreal.Po tland.
Liverpool.... Dec il
City of Now Yoik..New,York..Liverpool....Dec 1C
Sardinian.Portland... .Liverpool
Dec 16
—

—

1

log lOII.
At Cardenas 11th inst, ech Georgia, Cofflu, for
1 iortu of Hatieras, Idg.
Ar at Nassau. NP, 8th inst, sch Edw A DeHart,
I lodgdon. Savannah. (»i»c sld 12th for Charleston.)
Ar at Port Hawkesbury, CB, I4tb inst, sobs Natb!
( [base, Anderson, Cardigan, PEI, for Boston; Vlnej ara. Titus, Montague for sew York.
Passed Port Mulgrave. NS, 17th, sch J W Brown,
f roui P E island tor Portland.
Ar at Causo 16th, sch Lizzie Lee, from P E Island
1 or New York.
Cld at Windsor. NS. 12th inst, sch Aluion Bird,
l 'aokard Alexandria
Cld at Haui8pori, NS, 9th inst, sch Martha N
I [ail, Hull Baltimore.
Cld at Sackviilc 16th, sch Abbie Ingal s, Ingalls,
2 ie* \ ork
Uld at St John, NB, 17tb, schs Westfield, Holder,
b nd Comrade, Urqahart, Rockland.

Issa

ana

a

Year Ending Dec. 81, 1880:

ASSETS,

line of

$12,608,356.71

in

for

Six Per Cent Interest on Outstanding
Scrip Paid On and After Feb. 1,1881.
Dividends to Policy Holders on
'Premiums Terminating in 1880

PA N T AEOONINGS,

Particularly Superior Cloths for

v

40 PER CENT.

OVERCOATINGS.

Thirty Days

Paid in

Losses

After Proof.

Fine Black Dress Suits.

J. D. JONES, President,

in

Overcoatings

CHARLES

DENNIS. Vloo President
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vico President,
A. A. HAVEN, 3d Vice Preeldeat
J. H. Chapman, Secretary.
feb»dlmteodllm*w6w8
Feb. 9,1881.

New and Desira-

ble Shades.
These Woods will be cat artistically,
and will be made up in a superior manner by lirst-class workman.

89

Ho.

octl4codau2m

Desiring

fo Persons

Insurance.

ROLLINS & ADAMS

KOHLINC,

»• » V

St.

Exchange

»■ W ■

» 'MI71 vu.

»» »

■■(•»

in matter of in«>uraiice
any oilier Agency in Portltiml.

as

ers

octftdtf

GRAND OPENING
—

OF

EDUCATIONAL

—

tltt. H. N.O'NEILL,

CHRISTO CARDS.

Teacher of
and

Italian Hinging
*he Voice,

Eogli«h and

Pbysioiogyof

to inform bis numerous friends and tbe public
that he will be prepared to receive pupils for

begs

I V ATE LBt»!»0*t9,
P
and
the 5th of September at his ne
over
rooms, IVo. 146 Tremont .-street
Schmidt’s Music store.

elegant

on

A Beautiful Collection of Prang’s, Marcus Ward’s, Be La Rue’s, and
other Imported Cards,
exhibition at

now on

Arthur

^

of September, but pu-

The term opens on tbe 12th
pils may enter at any Ume.

!ff r». O’IVEl LL will also be prepared to receive
pupils in private instruction at the above rooms on
after Sept. 5th.
sepl6d3m

anu
■

■

Al

onori

uoring,

instruction in English and Classical Studies.

& Harmon’s

Given to orlvato pupils by the lubecriber.

J. W. COLCORD,

Under Falmouth Hotel.

143 Pearl Street.

Call early, when we can show the best assortment, and avoid the crowd during the holidays
nov6 Sn 4w

Jan 24dtl

St. Elizabeth’s

Foster’s

Dy^ House,

13 PREBLE STREET.

Will

Pressman

Tailor’s

Employed.

Academy

Re-open tor the

TERM

FALL

September 5th,

1881.

affords every facility for
finished education.

School
rJlHE
solid and

JL

special Attention will be given
For further particulars apply at
36

Mercy.

acquiring

to

a

French.

Convent of
FREE STREET.

augzwHi_
Coat

,

Pants

and Ve»t« Cleansed
Every Day.

W.

Dyed

or

Jacques, Cloaks, Shawls, Arc. Cleansed or
Dyrd. Kid Gloves Cleansed Every Day.
sneodtf
oc7

d3w*

nov4

CHAMBERUN k HOMSiED

USING

BY

F.SFWAjtD,

Teacher of Elocution,
Y. M. C. A. Rooms, Congress and Elm 81s.

Corns*

Cure Your

SOHLOTTERBECK’S

Com, Wart & Bunion Solvent.
Entirely harmless; is not a caustic,
it removes Corns. Warts, Bunions and
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.
C&-A CURE IS GUARANTEED
..|A

_.ML

k.

Callous

all n.naul.t.

Try it and yon will be convinced like thousand*

Wo liave just received au elegant
lot of Satin Merveilleux in every1^
desirable color, and we shall offer
them at the very low price of
$1.75 per yard; these goods are not
sold less than $2.00 anywhere in
Portland.

who uave aged It and now testify to its value.
Auk for Mch loiter beck’d Corn and Wart
Solvent and take no other.

CLOAKINGS
have

Wre
If

you are about to paint send for sample card
of colors of

Johns’

Liquid Asbestos Paints,
—

TO

a

line

fine

very

of

Cloakings for Ladies and Children, at the lowest prices.

—

W. W. WHIPPLE &

CO.,

in Ladies’ and Children’s Underwear.

great barga’ns

ill market Square, Portland,

Agents for the sale of Genuine Asbestos
Roof Paints, Steam-Pipe and Boiler
Coverings, Steam Packing, Mill
Board Coatings, etc.
0c4

sndtf

State of Maine.

and Elm Sts.

Congress

Cor.
novl]

Executive Department, i
Augusta, November 12, 1881.
of
Council will be held at
the
Executive
A session
the Council Chamber, in August*, on TUESDAY,
of
November
ninth
the twenty
inst., at 4 o’clock
day
P. M.
By the Governor:
oOSEPH O. SMITH,
novl4snl w
secretary of Sr,Hte.

eodtf

FRENCH

DRESS GOODS.

FINANCIAL.
Plain and Brocade Silks, Satins, Snralis
and Velvets, Mervellleux, Rhaditmes,

astern Car
Jackson La
b

Trust,

ndng & Saginaw R. R. 1st Mort.,
Guaranteed by Michigan Central R. R.
5s
Dayton & Michigan R K.,
Guaranieed by Ciu., Hamilton St Dayton R R.
(is
No. Pacific K. R. Gen’l Mort. Land Grant,
U. S. 4 per ct. Bonds, Registered snd Coupon,
-run

sale

SWAN &

Skirts. Table Linens, Blankets. Flannels Qnilts, Cas-

sinieies,

BARRETT,

Fringes,
Trimmings, Laces, Tarns, Small Wares,
Best goods.
assortment.
Be-t
&c.
Lowest prices. Ladies’ & Cents’
Merino Underwear at 50c,
worth 75c.

J. M. DYER & CO.,
Congress Street.
m,w f-tf

511

U. S. Called Bonds cashed.

eodtf

novlO

Western Bonds

furnished regarding
Bonds of ILLINOIS, MISSOURI, KANSAS & NEBRASKA,
regaroing litigation and sales. Also buyers and selInformation

Municipal

uov7

PORTLAND, ME., NOT. 14th, 1881.
To the Hon. Harbor Commissioners of Portland
Me.
DESIKE permission to widen High St.
wharf seven feet on the southwest side, two

WE

hundred feet from the lower end.
Yuurs

F. ZEBLEY & CO.,
SI., (Orexel Building,) New York.
tn.w&sStn

auglS

Woodbury & Moulton
Cor. Middle A

Portland, Me.

eodtf

PORTLAND
St. LOUIS
MAINE CENTRAL R. R.
LEEDS A FARMINGTON R. R.
PORTLAND &OGDENSBUBG
R. R. “GOLD”
SOUTHERN PACIFIC R. R.
“GOLD”
Secured by Laud Grant of seven million
For sale

6s.
6s.
7s.

it is

the

M.,

above petition together with tbit* our order tberon
be given by publication iu two daily papers printed
iu Portland, for seven days preceding the hearing.

(Signed)

Harbor
JACOB McLELLAN,
)
TIMOTHY B. TOLFORD,}
CHARLES MERRILL,
j Commissioners
dlw
nov 16

NERVOUS

A

Cure

Db. E. C. West's Nerve and Brain Treatment: a specific for Hysteria,
Dizziness, Convil
slous, Nervous Headache, Mental Depression, Loss
of Memory. Spcru atorrhoea, I mi oteuey. Involuntary Em!ssious. Premature Old Age, caused bv overertioo, self-aom-e, or over-indulgence, which leads
One box will cure
to misery, decay and death
recent c*L-es Each bo* contains one mouth’s treatment. One du liar a b x, or six boxes for live dollars; sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price. Wo
With
guvramee six boxes to cure any case.
ear'll order received by us forsix boxes, accompanied
with five dodars, we will se d the purcha-er our
written guarantee to return the money if the treatGuarantees issued
ment does not effect a cure.
through H H. HAY A CO., Druggists, onlu agents
IQ

roruana, XHO.,

at, uumuuu miuuw wm rrco

6s.

in COIN SILVER

as Exchange

$0.50,

—

or

dim

oct2i

eodtf

NKW *T., NKW YORK.

(NEXT DOOR

TO THE

A Woodman,

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
POPTLASD, MAINE.

—

HENRY CLEWS & CO.,
IS

CASES,

warranted.

MEHEY, 531 CONGRESS ST

CO., Emery
Street.

HOUSE

BANKING

AND ELGIN

Watch.es,
only

by

^uj.

d&wly46

novl5

H. M. PAYSON &
oct7

DEBILITY.

Gxiaranteed.

NllTTti

6s.

a

on

6s.

acres.

16th, 1881.
ordered that

n

Buy

nov3

nov.

foregoing petition
be bad
ON hearing
Wednesday, Nov. 23d, at
the premises aud tha notice of the
2 30 P.

Exchange Sts.,

and sell lirst-class State, City,
Town and Railroad Bonds. Investments for trust funds constantly
on hand.
Correspondence solicit
ed. Orders in Stocks and Bonds
executed daily in Boston,New York
and Philadelphia Stock Exchanges

truly,

BERLIN MILLS CO.

(Signed.)

same.

JOHN
3 Krond

Ho-Iery,

Buttons.

Gloves.

by-

186 Middle St., Portland, Me.

lers of

Shawls,

Cloakings,

Plushes,
6s
7s
7s
6s
*’»
8s

Portland City,
Maine Central R. R. 1st Mort.,
MaiueCei tral R. R. Consol,
And. St Kennebec R. R. 1st Mort,

fork. Idg.

Miss Carrie L. Smith.
In Bowdoinham, Nov. 6 Benj. F. Thorn of Bow
doinham and Miss Martha P. Viuing of Lisbon.

■

GREENWICH—Sld 18th, seh L Holway,

Jeff
and

Receipts 10,000; shipments-bush.

active.

.am.

New Orleans for Providence.
In port, schs Fannie Butler, Coombs, and Merrill
Hart, Watts, from Bangor; O M Mhrrett, Lord,
Baltimore; Fannie Butler. Coombs. Bangor; Maud
Briggs. Port Johnson tor Portsmouth.
sld 19th. schs Ella, from PE Island for Philadelphia. Maiy J Adams. Bangor fordo; Nancy J Day,
Bristol for New York; Telegraph, Thomaston for
do. Nile. Rockland for do.
Also sld 19tb, sch Elizabeth Matthews, Nichols,
Baltimore; Abigail Haynes. Grant, Ellsworth for
Rondout; EG Willard, Adams, Portlantfor Philadelphia; Aluomak. Conary, fm Fall River for New
York; Albert Jameson, Candage, Rockland for do;
Bashaw Jackson, o.
VINEYARD HAVEN—Ar 17th, sclsT W Allen,
from Deunvsville for Pawtucket: Weslev Abbott.
aud Jas Ponder, Ells worth for New York; Marion
ook Borden, and Ospray.
lira er, Gardiner fordo;
Calais for do; Helen and J H E 11s. Rockland for
for
Charleston; E M Sawdo; Willie Luce, Camden
yer. Calais for New Bedford; Savannah, Bangor for
Providence.
Sid 17tb, schs Harvest Home, JM Carter, R F
Hart. Sarah & Ellen, E H King, Nellie Doe. E C
Gates, H E Willard, Gen Howard, Sea Bird. Fleet
wing. Oregon, Wesley Abbolt. Jas Ponder, E M Saw
yer, Marion Draper, Co^k Borden Osprey, States
man, George E Young. Helen, J H Eells, Savannah,
Charlotte Buck, and T W Allan.
BOSTON—Ar 18th barque Miranda. Corbett, fm
Cape Hayti; schs O D Witberell, Garfield, Philadel-

dull aud lower at 453%e for cash; 43%fe44%c for
November and December; 43« for dan. Rye aud
Barley unchanged. Pork in fair demand and lower,
oldat 16 26. new 16 75a 10 87% for ash; 16 2 fa
16 3»i for November and December; 17 17%@17 2
W*

T7r«np. I

Bryant. New York.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Ar 17th. sobs Wm
Mitchell, and Statesman, from Shulee. NS. for New
York; Moses Eddy. Hoboken for New Bedford; Osprey, and Cook Borden. Calais for New York: EC
Gates, do for New Haven; Carrie E Woodbury, fm
Frankfort for New York; Marion Draper, and Gen
Howard Gardiner fordo; Eben H King. Lamoine
for do; Nellie Doe, Bangor for Philadelphia; Charlotte Buck, do for Stonington; Sarah & Ellen, from
Princeton for Philadelphia; Mary J Lfee. Hancock
for Rondout; Post Boy, fm Bangor for Nassau, NP;
Cora Etta, Rockland for New York; DM French.
Roekport for do; Velma, Machias for do; Clara W
El well, Providence for do; F Nelson, Somerset for
do; Anna Elizabeth, Edgartown for do.
NEWPORT—Ar 19th, barque Bovlftan, Small,

Cheese dull.
Chicago, Nov. 19.—Flour nominally unchanged
unsettled, active, weak and lower; No :
Chicago Hiring at 1 27@l 27% cash; 1 27Vs foi
November; 1 27Vs for December; 1 28% al 28%
for January; sales
28%@1 30% January, No
do 1 14. rejected at 88^9 c. < on in fair demand
and lower at 59%@59%e f°r «aah; 69%c for November; 69%c for December; 69%@69%o foi
January; 04% S)H4%c May. rejected at 68c. uats

vu*

harnnn

Elizabethport for Kennebuukport.
NEW HAVEN— Ar 17th, sch Abbie Thaxter,
Hutchinson. Bangor.
WALL RIVER-Ar 17th, schs Oregon, Henshaw,
Rockland: John Mayo. Drink water. New York.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 18th. schs Spartan, Hodgdon,
Alexandria; Monticello, Melvin New York.
Sld 18th. sch Storm Petrel. Herrick. Ellsworth.
WARREN—Ar 18tb, sch Nellie Eatan, Ashford,

Wheat is

«

i7th

Hattie M

ten

been 102,000 bbls.
Rye Flour is quiet and weaker at 5 00fe6 35 for
Superfine State.
Oorn-Meal—weak aud moderately active: Western yellow at 3 26@3 * 6; Brandywine 3 86@3 9
Wheat—market closed quiet arid easier;No 2 Red
Wintor tm spot J 48: November at 1 42%@1 43 % ;
sales at 1 43% for December, sales at 1 40% for
January; No 2 Chicago nominally 1 37@139; No 2
illwaukee at 1 39; sales for the week have been
11,325,000 bush.
Corn—closed quiet;No 2 on spot 08^8%c; sa1#**
at 68c for November: f-ales at *8%@d8%c for December; sales 70s/icfor January; 74% a74%c for
sales for the week have been 7,143,000 bush.
Oats—closed steady but quiet;No 1 White at 53c.
No 3 do at 49V2C; No 1 Mixed t 49c; No 2 do 48c,
sales for the week 1,320,000 bush.
tPork—market quiet and nominal; mess on spot at
17 76@18 00; 18 50 asked February; sales for the
week 1,32* \0"0 bbh on spot.
Lard—closed easy; prime steam on the spot 11 46;
11 37%fell 4 2% for December, sales at 11 67%
for January; II 67(®11 76 February.
Tallow—dull at 7%c.
Butter—steady; flue grades firm.

72

A nClPHI i_Ar

York;

Field, Leland, Baltimore; Mattie Holmes, Gilkey.
Bangor; Elva E Pettingill, York. Kennebec; Katie
Mitchell, Eastman, do. Franconia, Austin, an Ella,
Williams, Bangor; Henry Whitney, Prescott, do.
Wm Butman, Sproul, Kennebec; Geo B Somes.Ncrwood, Calais; Olive Branch, Farrow, Ellsworth for
Rondout; Alice B. Bassott. Kennebec; Ricbd Peter
W S Jordan, Berry, Baltimore, St
son. Lanesville;
Elmo. Humphrey. Thomaston, Julias Bai ey, Mar
M Young. Thompson, LaWalter
son, Kennebec;
moiue; Magnolia. Freeman, Boothbay; V R Gates,
Wickford.
Warnock,
Cld 18th. brig Charlotte, Briggs, Barbadoes.
Passed the Gate 18th, sch Collector, from NYork
for Eastport. Agnes do for New Bedford; Joe Carl

Oomeatic Tlarkctt.
fBv TolecraDh.l
New York. Nov 19.—Cotton closed steady and
for
for
firm at 12c
middling uplands and 12% for

u

Golder, Hodgdon. Bos-

brith. West, Windsor, NS; scbs Eddie Huck, Hartlett. and Mary A Harmon. Wolf. Kennebec
Below 17th, brig Mattie B Kussell, from Gardiner
Ar 18tb, barque N M Haven. Ultick. Kennebec:
brig Mattie B Russell, Atherton, do; scbs Edward
Waite, Lee. and Wm Cobb, Kendrick, do; Labaina,
Houghton, St John, NB.
Cld 18th, scbs Frank Norton, Bird, Boston; C H
Maeorn er, Rumrill, Boston.
NEWCASTLE- Passed down 17th, sch Bowdoin,
for Portsmouth.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater IStb, sch Nellie J
niosmore, from Kennebec.
NEW YORK—Ar 18tb, barque Matthew Baird,
Pray, Cape Hayti 12 days; Elba. Powers. Havana;
Daring. Kair, Pensacola 15 days; on* Thos Owen,
Pressey, Laguna 27 days; scbs Ariadne, Dye». from
Havana; Helen Maria, Look, Virginia; Timothy

Sierra Nevada. 11 %
Union Con..
10%
Eureka. 17V2
12
Northern Belle.
..; 3 Vs
Savage
Yellow Jacket. 4%

uauuoijt

18th. schs Ellen M

ton; Geo Y’Jordan, Duncan, New
Buck. Woodbury. Georgetown, SC.
duh

1U1

city

Freights,

and

Total Amount ot Premiims for the Year
$5,73$,(>23.37.

SUITINGS,

Baltimore.

FORTRESS MONROE—Passed in 17th, brig Merriwa, Downs, Bath for Baltimore.
BALTIMORE—Ar 18th, barque Alex Campbell,
Bunker, New York; sob Enos B Phillips, from Ken-

California

Ophir.

a

as was ever seen

this

CHARLESTON—Cld 16th, schs Fostina, Philbrook, Northern port; Fred A Carle, Condon, Richmond, Va.
WILMINGTON, NC-Ar 16th, schs J S Ingraham. Packard, New York; Silver Spray, Hall, from

127%
Northwestern.
Northwestern preferred... 14< >
New York Central.13SV»
Rock Island
134%
Milwaukee & St. Paul.108
St. Paul preferred .121
Union Pacific stock.119
Western Union Tel. Co. 85%

Best & Belcher..
Bodie...
Con. Virginia....
Gould & Curry.
Hale & Norcrosa.
Mexican.

tine

as

Vessels, Cargoes

water-borne.

Importers.

the

Showing

now

Cloths

Boston.

Erie. 46
Erie preferred. 927/a
Illinois Central.
131%
Lake Shore.12 l8A
Michigan Central. 93 V4
New Jersey Central
937/8

are

on

policies to merchants, making risk* binding

SAN

gold.

iVlming |«ttockB.
(Bv Telegraph.)
San Franci8CO. Nov. 19 —The following
‘losing a notations of Miniug stocks to-day:

Is

_

62
136

%

frem

AGAINST MARINE
RISKS ONLY.

This Company will take risk* at their office, New

Kohling

SAILED—Barque Edwin; brigs Ernest, Pathtlnd'
er, Elizabeth Winslow; schs Rosa & Adra, KalinerCity of Ellsworth, and about 60 coasters which put
in for a harbor.

The following quotations o! stocks were received
Saturday by Woodbury & Moulton (members of the

INSURE

open

Arrived.

Daily Uouu-riic Receipts.
By water conveyanoe—1000 bush Oornmeal to ti
W. True A Co.

corner

Directly

Cleared*

Brig Daphne, Copeland, Havana—Nutter, KimCo
Nathl
Sch Chalcedony, Bryant. Machiasport
Blake.
Sch Tiara, Chatto, Deer Isle—Nathl Blake.
SUNDAY. Nov 20.

Iflutual Insurance Co.
OF NEW YORK,

soon as

Barque Golden Sheaf, Lunt, Rosario, SA—John
ball &

ATLANTIC

York,

JUST RECEIVED

Dunn.

Portland, Nov. 18.
For Portland, cars 39 miscellaneous meronandise
'or connecting road* 84 car* miscellaneous mer,

Boston Stock Exchange),
ohange streets:

Suitings!

cester.

43%
43%
43 Vs
43%

of Maine Central.

..

Prnii
Tierces, lb l>.12 St 2 Vi
Musc’tl Ralslus2 0O®310 pall....
.13
® 138/*
Guidon Iaxyers31 5 x3 26;
Beaus
Valencia"
lo® ov2 iPea.3f0®3 76
Turkish Prunes. »/2®9e|Medium*
3
60

& Co.

Brain Market.

Time.

FALL AND WINTER

to

@6
@7
@18
@16

Rump Loins. 9

niano

forte manufacturing company.
The following is Weeks' method of transacting business. He would deposit at the Pacific
his own or another broker’s check and receive
certificate of deposit for the amount, with the
understanding it should not be returned for
payment in a certain number of days. In this
way President Benyon secured the free use of
the money for a specified period (usually ten to
thirty days.) Weeks then sold upon the street
bank the certificate for what it
or to another
would bring. For instance, one certificate for
$10,000 weut begging at 750 discount, and was
finally bought by the bank itself at that rate,
they fearing the hawking of certificate at this
price on the street would injure the credit of
the bank.
Louis W. Young, cashier of the Central National Bank, is a former associate of Benyons
in the Exchange bank. Along in September
Benyon could get no market for his certificates
which circulated to the extent of many thousand dollars, and went to Young for aid. Young
gave him a cashier's check on the Central
bank in exchange for Pacific bank paper of the
This was done without the
same nature.
knowledge of the president or directors of the
the
and
Central,
practice continued until the
amount became very large.
President Bishop of the Central discovered
his cashier’s actions a few weeks ago and
seveiely rebuking him for his conduct, he endeavored to reduce the amount, and as he supposeded succeeded in redeeming nearly all his
Pacific bank paper. He was astounded to discover Thursday that Young bad been surreptiliously continuing the practice and that his
bank held claims against the Pacific to the
amount of $800,000, in< luding a single check of
$400,000, acoepted by Young from Benyon a
few hours before.
President Bishop immediately applied to
Benyon for collateral. Benyon seized what he
could get hold of at the time and turned over
miscellaneous securities which
a quantity of
to-dav were found to have a face value of
$250,000. This is the only security the Central Bank has for its claim of $800,000 against
the Pacific Bank. The Central has However
raised $500,000 outside, has called its quick
loans in, so that with the cash on hand and immmediately available the bank now $200,000
above what can be demanded by its depositors
Business will be continued
or other creditors.
as usual to-morrow and the directors publish
the following card:
We, the directors of the Central National Bank,
of Boston, have caused an examination of its books
and asserts to be made and not an eiror or disi-repaucv has been found therelu, and with the single
nf 4+f> silalvna

Fores.6Vs@7 [Rattles. 6
Backs.5%@7% Rounds. 0
Romps.8 @11 (Loins.10

Assortment Of

Elegant

An

PORT OF PORTLAND.

....

was

NOW READY.

NEWS^

MARINE

Eastern.6%@

INSURANCE

SPECIAL NOTICES.

ALMANAC... NOVEMBER 21.

I2%@13c[Dried Western....6%@7

Pecan

BROKEN INSTITUTION.

THE

30
23
26
26

Sun rises. .7.04 I High water, (A m).. 10.48
4.47
Sun sets. 4 27 I Moon sets.

%

HOURS.

FURTHER REDUCTION OF RENTS BY
THE LAND COMMISSION.

Moravian.Portland—Liverpool... .Dec
Toronto.Portland
Liverpool-Deo
California.New York..London.Nov
Nov
Mosel..New York. .Bremen

2?(®26

(Choice

Mess na.0 00@0 001Good.... 1»(» 20
Pa
moa.4 5‘>»5 00 Store.16@10
Cheese.
Malaga.4 00@6 00

Another Bank Badly Crippled by
the Failure.

Tenants

overnment.

Lemons.

BANK.

PACIFIC

THE

STOCK EXCHANGE.)

Securities bought and sold strictly on commission,
vnd carried as long as required, on favorable term
lie posits payable on deAiul on a moderate mat gin.
Foui per cent, interest allowed on
tuau received.
daily balances, Members of the N. Y. Stock Exmar Id eodtf
change.

Office

sii

Centennial Block,

EXCHANGE

93
Geo. F.
bov 14

Emery,

Edward

ST.

Woodman.
«od2w*

^
J. II. BATES,

Late of 8. M. Pettengill ft Oo.
A«ive< tisin
Agent,

Newspaper

NEW.IOBB.CITA.

PRESS.

TTTP]

Launch of the

MONDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 21.

Q Arham, J. Irish.
Hallo well, 0. L. Spaulding.
Lewffeton, Chandler A Estes.
Lisbon, C. E. Judkins.
Mechanic Falls. A. W. Bridge,
Norway, A. O. Noyes.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
R*ckia»«l, O. 0. Andrew?.
Babattns. E. H. Johnson.
Saccarappa, at the Post Office.
Saco, of L. Hodsdon and H. B.
Tnomastou, S. l>elano.
Viualhaven, B. Lane.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, J. M. Wall.
Wisoasset, Gibbs A Bundle**
Woodford‘s Corner, H. Moody.
Tarmouth. O. E. Coombs.

and steamer Sebenoa, both being near with a
number of persons on board to witness the
launch. From 200 to 000 spectators were in
the yard and all seemed pleased with the
launching of the largest steamer ever built in
this State. About fifty persons, among whom
were some of the owners, were on board.
Among those present were Hon.Win. Senter,
Mayor of Portland, Capt. S. H. Pike, a vete-

_

commander on this line, who christened
ran
the vessel, T. C. Hersey, Esq., of Portland,
President of the company, Capt. J. B. Coyle,
engineer in chief, E. P.Clement, of Ya> mouth,
N. S., manager of Yarmouth Steamship Company, Joseph Brooks, Esq., of Keuuebuok,
and several other promiueut steamboat men,
although no formal invitations were given.
Wm. E. Leonard, the senior steward on the
line, provided a most bountiful collation.
The keel was laid May 15th and work on

F. A. Millett.

Kendrick*

uui

Gilbert*? dancing academy.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Thanksgiving—W L Wibob & Co
Thanksgiving Cbas Hehr
Roller skate*—1 Day. Jr & Co
Port<an«l masonic relief association
Mill for sa<e—-I E Gatchell
Specialties-M G Palmer

ing is of white oak three aud

Dissolution Waidr- -n & True
milk—V H Soule
No ice—A H Davis
found
Money
Wanted

AUCTION SaLES.
Ladies’ cloaks, Ac.

bay

style garments cheap.

A Rare chance to obtain elegant Crockery,
Glass and Silver Plated Ware at about onehalf their value is offered at Bailey’s auetion
sale, corner of Congress street and To'man

at

Studley’s.

The diameter of the cylinder is sixty inches,
stroke of piston twelve feet, Burface condenser
under the cylinder, arranged to be used either
as a surface or jet condenser; paddle wheels of
iron thirty-feet diameter aud eight face. There

nodl9d2t

Statistics show that more people die of consumption than from any other cause. Slight
Beoolds are the true seeds of consumption.
Adamson’s Boware of the slightest cough.
Trial
tanic Balsam stands without a peer.

are two boilers, eleven feet diameter of cylindrical part, twelve feet six inches width of
front, twenty-four feet long, three furnaces to
each. The steamer will be towed to Portland
in a few days to receive her machinery. The

no21M, W,S&w

size, only 10 cents.

Hosiery and Underwear cheap at
nol9

Studley’s.

ladies’ cabin will be finished in hard wood and
will have sixty berths. The main saloon on the

d2t

_

A Patriarch

pivuicuauo

Writes: “With a firm, steady hand (not a
though my age is nearly
trembling one),
eighty, I give my testimony to the value o*
Burdock Blood Bitters; for twenty years I

me

strong and hearty.’’

But your Underwear at

E. B. Winchester, who has been thirty years
on the St. John route and never met with an
accident to ship or passenger.
The steamboat men present examined the
steamer throughout, and expressed themselves
with one voice as highly pleased with the su-

Price 81.00, trial
nov21dlw

Studley’s.

exhibited in every detail.
Oue Portland gentleman remarked that he had
never seen a better specimen of marine archi-

perior workmanship

nol9d2t

Harper’s Bazar.—This beautiful weekly
publication is a welcome visitor to the parlor
aircle. The number for the ensuing week has
been received by N. G. Fessenden, Lancaster
Hall, and D, Wentworth, 653 Congress, corner
of Oak street.

tecture.
French Ideals.
Rev. Mr. Dalton’s third lecture Saturday
treated of “French Ideals.”
The speaker commenced by quoting Rosseau’s theory that the corruptions of society
spring from civilization, and that man in a

Brief Jottings.
Remember the pleasing entertainment to be
given at Newbury street churcbto-morrow

of nature is pure and Bimple. This theoHe claimed that manry the speaker denied.
kind are improved by civilization and that
each race has ideals that influence its destiny
The French ideal has been a passion for a mil-

state

night.
The drivers and conductors of the horse
raiiroad will receive about $16 each as their
share of the profits of the ball.
The Portlaud telephone exchange has fin
hundred and fifty-foursubscribers, besides connecting with one hundred and sixty in Lewis-

He then
and military glory.
showed that this ideal, indulged in for a thousand years, gained her nothing; her population
her wealth squandered in
was diminished,
wars, her liberties’surrendered to tyrauts, and
her people kept in ignorance. Even her glory
but transient, and her victories were
was
avenged by Creasy, Poitiers, Agiucourt, and
The second ideal
later Waterloo and Sedan.
was a splendid court at Paris under an arbitraSuch a court squandered so much
ry king.
money, the people became oppressed, a middle
class was impossible, and finally a revolution
resulted. It was the inevitable outcome. Out
of it has issued a new France, a republic based
on universal suffrage, the education of all, the
and sciences: industrial
promotion of the arts
pursuits preferred to the phantoms of war;
freedom of religion, an open career guaranteed
to all; society reconstructed ou a firm basis.
Almost the only Bhadow now resting ou
France is the ill-starred Tunis expedition, the
origin, aims and probable issues of which the
lecture proceeded to give, showing that this

itary

ton and seventy-five in Biddeford.
Tbe Maine Central Railroad at North Yarmouth has put a side track around its station, and added several other improvements
for tbe loading aud discharging of freight.

George Russell at bis yard lias contracted
with Portland parties to build four vessels the
year, two schooners and two barkentinee.
Theie is a prospect of a boom in real estate
in East Deeringnext spring. There is talk of
extending tbe Ocean street horse railroad
around the cove and into Portland via Wash-

coming

ington

uvva

the after cabin eighty berths, and the forward
lower cabin forty-five berths. The steamer
will have permanent berths for 350 first class
passengers. She will probably be commanded
by the old veteran and infallible commander,

suffered tortures indescribable through dyspepI tried
sia, indigestion and constipation.
hundred of remedies, but all was money
thrown away until I tried your bitters. I give
Burdock Blood Bitters the credit for making
size 10 cents.

half inches

first order, to make her one of the most perfect steamers ever constructed. She will have
three water-tight bnlk heads and a Providence
The engine and boilers are
steam windlass.
being built by the Portland Locomotive Works.

plaoe. They will open this morning 25 bbls. of
elegant cut and engraved Glassware. Don’t
neglect to supply your tables for Thanksgiving.
Hosiery cheap

a

hold, 14 feet 7 inches; measurement (not
known yet) about 1550 tons. Sue has eight
keelsous, 14 x 14 inches square fasteuod.
Her stateroom and cabin accommodations
will be ample for a steamer-of her class. Ab
of her fittings and furnishings will be of the

easily cured?

Nice

summer

The dimension? of the steamer are:—Length
from outside of stem to outside of stern post,
244 feet; length over all, 255 feet; width of
hull, 37 feet; over guards, 61 feet; depth of

ladies’ good
nol9d2t

That Poor Bedridden.
Invalid wife, sister, mother or daughter, can
be made the picture of health by a few bottles
of Hop Bitters. Will you let them suffer when
so

the line
between
John in

thick. The hog frames are an extension of
the frames of the hull, ruuning up to the promenade deck. No labor and expense have been
spared to make every part of this boat models
of strength aud perfect workmanship. The
floor timbers are filled in solid throughout.

Jersey

to

— —

r'

travel. Her frame is of white oak. It is secured by a net work of wrought iron straps riveted through and through aud extending the
whole length of the hull aud from the gunThe outside plaukwale to the floor timbers.

ball.

plaoe

““

obvu'aiij

The steamer will be placed oa
of the Iuteruatioual steamship Co.
Boston, Portland, Eastnort aud St.
for the commencement of
season

New Portland Theatre-Booms for rent.

the

uuo

time.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Studley’s is

street.

The regular meeting of the Portland Society
of Natural History will be held this evening.
Dr. Wood will read a paper prepared by Prof.
G. W, Stone, now of Colorado College, formerly of Maine, upon “Glacial erosion in
Beautiful day
Rain and sdow Saturday.
Sunday, bright and clear with north wind.
Mercury 32° at noon.
The number of deaths in the city for the past
week was 13.
Thj Lewiston of the P. B. & M. route, will
be bauled off for repairs, and the New York,
of tbe International line, will take her place.
Value of foreign exports for the past week,
$30,550.64.tThere were 1,173,638 feet of lumber

exported.

?

Miss Barker, tbe popular teacher of Deering
Point school, was presented last Friday afternoon, with a gold ring by her pnpils.
Tbe police seized liquors Saturday at the
corner ot Center and Pleasan streets, also on
Danforth and Congress streets.
It is expected that Stincbcomb’s casting and

build

a

tug here just as soon

vannuuo

wuu

the general drift of the Republic aud exposes
it to the machinations of mou trchists at home
and to the danger of war with Spain, Italy
aud England, on account of Morocco, Tunis
aud Egypt respectively, each of these couutries having ves:ed interests in these provinces
in the order named, aud which were detailed
in the lecture; also their relation to Turkey.
The speaker concluded with a comparison
between the ideals of France aud England.
For ages France was militant, England industrial and commercial.
England opened her
doors to the refugees who were driven from
and
who laid the founFrance by Louis XIV.
dations of her manufacturing supremacy. The
French are gay, polished, keen, intellectual,
quick-witted, sociable. The English reserved,
unsociable, but faithful to his promises. In
France the women have a greater influence
than the men iu the councils of the nation.
But Englishwomen make a home, a thing not
known in France.
The next lectirte will treat of “German
Ideals.”

At

a

On Finances—J. S. Winslow, Chairman, W. W.
Thomas, Samuel J. Anderson, Ira P. FariiDgton, T.
C. Hersey, James P. B»xter, Freedom Nash, Geo.
S. Hunt, E C Jordan.
On Classes—Dr. F. H. Gerrish, Chairman, Miss M.
T. Hersey, Mrs. Emily M. Gerrish, E. C. Jordan, A.
B. Mon ill.
On Library—Rev. J. K. Smyth, Chairman, Miss
Lucy B. Day, Miss Saliie Burgin, Rev. Asa Dalton,
Shaw.

Mrs. Thos

Rooms—William I. Thom, Chairman, Mrs. H.
I. Robinson, Miss Metta Merrill, Freedom Nash.
On Members—Chas. H. Kimball, Chairman Mrs.
Th -s. Shaw, Mrs. Annie Wesiou, Mrs J. L. Whittimore, Mrs, Fred S orer, Mrs. H. Q. Wheeier, Miss
Meta Merrill, S, M. Watson, Fred R. Farrington,
Geo. Rubins >n Mrs. A, L. Pudor.
On Benevolent Action—Mrs. Bion fBradbury,
Cbirman, Mrs. W. G Davis, Mrs H. Robinson, Mrs
Kred Su>rer, Mrs. Fred Fox. Mrs. Frank Thompson,
on

as

arrangements can bs completed.
At the next meeting of the Marine Engineers' Association, Thursday evening, a delegate to tbe National Association wliich meet:
in Philadelphia, January 2, 1882, will be chos-

Mrs. W. W. Virgin
On Entertainment—Fred R. Farrington, Chairman, h.. C. Jordan, P. T. Griffin, Wm. Renter, Jr.
K ward -. Noyes, J. H. Drummond, Jr. J William

en.

Tbe new boiler for tbe City of Richmond
will be built in Boston, Portland shops not 1 e
ing able to complete it in the time desired or
account of such a press of work.
The Portland Company have delivered an
other switching engine to the Peoria and Pekii
Union railroad. On Tuesday they will delivei
8-wheel 36-ton locomotive to the Canadiai
Pacific Railway, which will be shipped t<
Winuepeg and require a mouth to reach it!

Schumacher.

On Gymnasium—Chas. »i. Kimball, Chairman, S.
M Watsou, Geo II. Robinson.
Ou Carpenter Shop—Chas H. Kimball, Chairman,

I'UO. UOU. U. uuui,

UDO

Oivna

The carpenter shop and gymnasium will be
opened as soon as teachers can he procured.

an

1

destination.
Dr. S. C. Gordon has just purchased in Bob
ton a valuable pair of matched bay horses.
One of Milieu’s grocery lean horses wa ,
badly cut on the knee Satuiday by the step o
a passing wagon striking him.
At the First Baptist Sunday School concer
last evening, the members brought Thanks

giving contributions for the poor.

utterly

hl

Portland Fraternity.
meeting of the board of directors of the
Portland Fraternity, the following standing
committees for the ensuing year were elected:

on

will run until tbe damage is repaired.
The Central Wharf Tow Boat Comnanv. will
commence to

is

__

India street will commence
active operations in about a week.
The canning factories in tbe city are running
nigbt and day canning meats.
Just after the Sea-Flower pulled out from
tbe wharf Saturday afternoon on her regular
trip to Harpswell, she twisted off her rudder
bead and had to be towed back to her wharf.
The Tourist made the trip in her stead, and
works

career

aDOrtlve expedition

MaiDe.”

moulding

Speech of Congressman Reed.

GERSTER.

*

The steamer State of Maine was successfully
launched from the yard ef Goss, Sawyer &
Packard in Bath Saturday forenoon about 11
As the steamer gracefutly glided
o’clock.
down the ways salutes were blown from the
whistles of the ferry boat City of Rockland

ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAf.

Military

New Steamer of the In-

Saturday dinner of the Middlesex
Club at Young’s Hotel, in Boston, last week,
Congressman Thomas B. Reed was a guest.
At the

CITY AND VICINITY.
NEW

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

ternational Line.

THE PRESS
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of N. G.
Pra-ondeii, Marquis, Brunei & Go., Andrews, Armstrong, Cox, Wentworth, Hodsdon, A. T. Cleveland.
Robert Costello,
Boston & Maine Depot, and
Chisholm Bros., on all trains that ran ont of the
city.
Auburn, Willard Small A Co.
Augusta, P. Pieroe.
Baagor, J. H. Babb A Co*
Bath, of J. 0. Shaw.
Bid teford, F. M. Burnham.
•'
Jellerson’s Bookstore.
Bridgton, Daniel Diokens.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennison.
On n errland Mills, F. A. Verrill.
Da nRr ixootta, E. W. Dunbar
Freeport. W. A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, H. C. Harmon and Shirley * Lew«,
Gardiner, Palmer A Oo.
_

MIDDLESEX CLUB-

STATE OP MAINE.

There weri

Prize Declamations at Greely Institute.
There were prize declamations and readings

Greely Institute, Cumberland, Friday
ing. The following was the programme:

at

Address to Kentucky Volunteers..Frank A. Wilson
Homeward

Bound.I.Susie

K. Pin-ham

Pericles to the Ptople.Henry M. Moulton
Sueltered .Hannah E. Loriug

Frank d. Chase
The H er. ine
The Famine.Louie A. Quimby
Parrhasius and the Captive.Fred C. Moultoi,
Rena.Alice E. Wilson
I'he Pine Tree .Robert S. Thornes
Cornelia F. Praia
Tiighnian’s Ride.

groceries and vegetables cf every description
and in great profusion. About $10 were alsi
collected. It was a most practical and excel
lent way of remembering the poor.
A case of small pox was reported on Pleas
ant street, but the marshal on investigation
failed to find any grounds for the rumor.
Mr. King, the Evangelist,spoke to large con
gregations yesterday at Union Hall, and in th j

The prize for declamation was awarded U
Fred C. Moulton. The prize for reading wa1
awarded to Miss Hannah E. Loring.
West End.
Rev. Dr. Holbrook of New York began s
six months’ pastorate at West Chapel jester
day. The ladies’ circle has procured a hand
some new carpet for the platform of the chape
and they propose to tinisbj off the gallery foi

evening several came forward for prayors. To
night Mr. King is to speak at the Mission am I

The need of such
small vestry.
for rehearsals, sociables and the like ii
very pressing. The expense attending the ren
ovation of the gallery is to be met by the “Q
G’s,” a society composed of the young ladtei
oi the Sabbath school, who will act as an au*
use as a
room

to-morrow night begins the2exposition of th
opening of tbe Seven Seals of Revelations a t
Uniou Hall, illustrated by a beautiful series c I

paintings._____
Tbe New Oil Works.
Quinn & Co. are building six vats and a
for Messrs. Twitci
twenty horse power boiler
ell, Cbamplin & Co.’s new oil works on Wei i
Commercial street. Two of the vats arc twei ione th rty feet, and thrt e
ty feet in oiameter;
sixteen feet ltigl i.
ten feet each, all of them
foundations “U
These will he placed on brick
that tract s
side the building in such positions
the cars can be ru n
can be laid to them, so that
vat i,
alongside aud the oil pumped into these
from whence it will be afterward pumped iul 3
the building and barrel d as desired.

even-

iliary

to

the Jadies’ circle.

have been published in pamphlet form by th'
pbys'ciaus. A limited number of these mem
orials have beeu left at the stores of Loring
Short & Harmon, Hoyt, Fogg & Douliam an
F. 11. Clark for ihe accommodation of sue
friends of Dr. Greene as may like to procur >
one.

Speakership was received with hearty applause.
he could
Congressman Read said he wished
address his hearers in a worthy and fitting
after such

manner

But he

greeting.

kind

a

no special faculty for after-dinnei speeches
notwithstanding the popular idea prevailed in
of pumic
a good manv sections that the knack
He
speaking existed with every Maine man.but if
that
faculty,
was sure he didn’t possess
he was to make any kiud of a speech he want-

had

Massachusetts. [Applause.]
terms
Congressman Reed referred in graceful
ou politto the k«ud reception given him while
ical missious in that State, and voiced his pleasof the repure in being able to meet so many
resentative men. He had come to the dinner
the club in
assist
to
but
not to make a speech,
paying its respects to the Governor of the State,
and he regretted that gentleman’s absence sincerely. Referring to the relations of Maine
and Massachusetts, Congressman Reed said:—
“While we are separated by State lines, still
we are New Englanders; we are one in thought,
*
Ol this
feeling, desire and ways of thinking.
union the speaker adduced abundant evidences
aadd«d that such evidences were constantly
increasing. The impetus given to Maine cities,
through the liberality aud enterprise of Massachusetts merchants, was gratefully referred to,
aud Congressman Reed closed with an eloquent
tribute to those Maine men who have made
name and fame in Massachusetts.
ed to make it

m

Fashionable Wedding.
Mr J. Wilson Patterson, of the prominent
old Maryland family of that name, and Miss

Margaret Sherwood, daughter of the late Robert H. Sherwood of New York, and granddaughter of the late John Neal, were united
in marriage in St. Paul’s Protestant Episcopal
church in Baltimore Thursday. The church
was packed with the elite of Baltimore sqciet.v,
aud there were also many guests present from
New York. Portland, Boston and Washington.
Nearly all of the ladies were in full evening

were displayed. The bridesmaids were Misses Laura
and Nellie Sherwood, sisters of the bride, Mns.
Miss
es Alice and Susie Wood, of this city, and

dress, and

magnificent toilettes

some

Susie Goodwin of New York.
The ushers were: Messrs. A. A. Martin, of
Boston; Robt. Chew of Washington; David
Ellicot, Isaac Brooks, W.T. Brantley, Jr., and
Julian Wilson of New York. Mr. Chas. B.
At the altar the bride
was given away by her uncle, Mr. D. C. Murof the
ray of New York, who married a sister
bride’s father. The ceremony was performed
by the Right Rev. Henry A. Nealy, Bishop of
of Maine. The bride was arrayed in a magniTiernan

was

best

man.

ficeut dress of white satin, en train, and exquisitely embroidered with pearls and trimmed
with point lace.
A wreath of orange blossoms, diamond earthe elerings aud a costly tulle veil completed
gant costume. The bridesmaids were dressed
After the ceremony
in white silk and lace.
there was a brilliant reception at the residence
of the bride’s relatives on Charles avenue. Mr.
and Mrs. Patterson left in the evening for New
York, whence, after spending a short time with
their friends, they will start

abroad, including

a

visit

to

year’s

tour

and the

Holy

on a

Egypt

Losses of Maine

The Boston papers speak in the highest terms
of the concerts
g’ven in that city by the

lately

her troupe.
The critics all declare that the company is an
herself is
admirable cne.
Mme. Gerster
claimed by New York musical journals to
rank with Patti and Nilsson, the writers saying there are three stars in the musical world
and these artists are the three. To
and

great prim a donna, Gerster,

to-day,

listen to the magnificent singing of Gerster
alone is a treat to last a whole winter, but
with her we find Mme. Urso, a viplinist who
ranks with the first, and is well known here.
Miss Dickerson, contralto, Mr. Blumenburg on
the violoncello, Signor Perugini, tenor, Mr.
Sweet, contralto, and Mr. Alfred Pease, pianist. Secure seats for the concert—which comes
off at City Hall to-night—at Stockbridge’s.
The following will be the programme:
Piano Solo—“Capriccio brilliante,” Op. 22,
Meudelsshon
Mr. Alfred Pease.

Hymne—“I.es Remeaux”.Faure
Mr.

George Sweet.
Violin Solo—“Thu Witche-’ Dance”.Paginlnl
Mme. Camilla Urso.
Romanza—Spirito Gentil,” from La F a v o r it

a^.

Perugini.

Mr

Grand Aria from “La Sonnam mla”.Bellini
Mme. Etelaa Gerster.

.Dunkler
Violoncello Solo—“Dance Hollandaise”
Mr. Louis Blumenburg.
Aria from -'Gli Ug motti”.Meyerbeer
Piano Solo-

Miss Jennie Dickerson.
“Polona se,” (E rnajo ).Liszt
Mr. Alfred Pease.

.losti

Song— ‘Good Bye,” (new)
Mr.

Variations

sur

Song—“The

Perugini

“Le Carnival de Venice,”.. .Benedict

Mme Etelka Gerster.
Yeoman’s Weeding
Mr. George Sweet.

Song..Poniatowsky

Duet from “II Trovatore”..
Miss Dickerson and Mr Perugini.

—

Violin soio—sextet

irom

(Transcriber Vio
Mme

Duet from “Don
Mme. Etelka

’Ducia

ai.-utunmoruiw*,

Ernst

alone).
Camilla Urso.

in

Personal.
Mr. Frank Goddard of this

Donizetti
Pa-qude**....
Gerster and Mr. George Sweet.

BOBSON AND CRANE.

This morning the tickets for the performance
of “Sharps and Flats,” to be presented at
Portland Theatre, next Monday, by the great

comedians, Robson and Crane, will be offered
for sale at the theatre box office. In Boston
the comedians are annou ncing ‘‘standing room
only,” at the Globe Theatre, and are received
with shouts of laughter. Those who fail to
make application this morning will sorely
regret it.
“Rooms to
Rent” company will appear at Portland Theatre. They have made an immense hit in Boston, and are said to keep an audience convulsed with laughter. The piece is remarkably
funny and the actors well fitted to the characters,

Spiller’s

NOTES.

The Knights gave their last performance
Saturday to small audiences.
The Dramatic Times says that the fact that
Lotta is talking of cauceiliug her engagements,
looks bad for other engagements. Tne reports
of business done outside of the larger cities, by
excellent companies and prominent actors, is

encouraging.
The Washington Post retires Miss Annie
Louise Cary from the stage in the following
graceful fashion: “She has already retired
from the operatic stage, and now takes leave

gained

in the full richness of her vocal powers, of
audiences from whom she is always sure of a
hearty welcome.” This may be true, but it is
generally understood that Miss Cary will support Mme. Patti in op«ra after the latter’s
concert season is concluded.
Mile. Rhea, the Russian actress, is a handThe critics
some
woman, who dances well.
are divided about her acting.

THE INSANE HOSPITAL.

repuiauvu m xamuo
decided to leave Portland

artist, has

»

w»juu

and locate

i
in New York city.
A Toronto despatch says Wallace Ross is
anxious to row Trickett on the Kennebecasis
river for §1000 a side. The latter would like
to accommodate Ross, but at present is not in

position

place the money.

to

Boston

A

gentleman

writes to

a

friend in

this city:
It was my good fortune to vUit the New
I had the
England Fair on Saturday evening.
of
pleasure of hearing Chandler’s band oryour
the
city. I write you this to say, that you,
citizens of Portland need not feel ashamed
reason
have
tobepioud
of their baud. They
of them. Many around me speak in great
them.
of
praise
Mr. John E. Proctor, well-known in this
and along the line of the Portland and

city

Ogdeusburg railroad as a prominent carpenter
and builder, died at Sebago Lake Friday of
inflammation of the brain. He served in the
late v, ar, belonging to Co. G., 7th Maine Regiment, and was a member of Bosworth Post,
G. A. R., and Bramhall Lodge, K. of P., of
this city. The burial will take place at Everat one
green Cemetery Tuesday afternoon
o’clock.
Mr. Hollis E. Rand, the young cornet player
of Collins’ band, lately of the Portland Theatre orchestra, has received an offer from Biddeford parties to instruct two bands there this
winter, and has also been offered the posi
tion of cornet player in the theatre orchestra
there.

Mr. Donald M. Stewart, chief clerk of the
Allan Line, and Mi. Geo. Somerville, arrived
at the Falmouth Hotel, Saturday, and Capt.
Scanlon also of the Dominion Line.
Father Sheehy and T. M.
Healy, M. P.
Got. Plaisted lias accepted an invitation to
preside at the meeting which is to be addressed
by Father Sheeby and T. M. Healy, M. P.,
Ronention

next

to

The different societies,

Friday evening.

escorted by the Montgomery Guards, Temperance Cadets and Chandler’s Band, will escort
the Governor and speakers to the hall. Capt.
Hartnett has been appointed marshal. Every
effort will be made to give the gentlemen a fit-

ting reception.
There will be

a

special meeting

of the

La-

dies’ League to-night. The regular monthly
meeting of tho League will also be held this

evening.

__

The Canned Corn Cases.
The Winslow Jones canned corn patent
cases will come on for hearing before the Suat Washingpreme Court of the United States
ton on Tuesday next.
Th^questions involved
the so-called Winslow
are the patentability of
and the
process for the packing of green corn,
patentability of the so-called Winslow and
Jones knives used for cutting corn. Gen. B.
F. Butler of Massachusetts, and C. P. Mattocks of this city, will appear for Jones, and
E. N. Dickenson of New York city for Mc-

Murray.
Balls.
The P. L. S. B. S. will give their second ac
uual ball at City Hall Thanksgiving evening,
with music by Chandler’s Band.
The Union Bowing Association will give
their fourth assembly at Mechanics’ Hall on

Thanksgiving night with music by Chandler’s
orchestra.
The Portland Cadets
their

tDis

ball

season

are

determined

that

smm sury»M

Bosthey have heretofore attempted. Beale of
furton will decorate the hall, Chandler will
nish the music and the Cadets will provide
mauy novel things in the way of fancy drilling.
Brilliant Meteor.
A remarkably brilliant meteor was seen in
the sky about one o’clock this morning. It
with
appeared like a gigantic rocket exploding
then travelling across the
a sudden flash and
with a long luminous
sky from east to west,
minute obtrail. So bright was the light that
the sidewalk with alseen
npon
be
could
jects
T1 e
as much distinctness as at midday.
most

explosion

was

unaccompanied by

any report.

Cod Livers.
The business of collecting cod livers from
the fidiermeu is getting to ho of quite- large
enproportions. There are four gentlemen'
and
gaged in the busiuess in Cape Elizabeth
are making it quite profitable. One of these

they
collected

one

day last week

seven

hundred

buckets aud for the week will take about fifhundred. From each bucket is made
are paying
about one-half gallon of oil. They

teen

now forty cents per

bucket._

Heard From.
miner reJames M. Smith, the New Mexico
claims that
ported in a receDt issue as missing,
be is still living and that he has neither strayed
been stolen. He arrived in Santa Fe from
nor

die east

on

Tuesday of last week.

Having

route, his friends became
leen delayed eu
ilarmed at his non-appearance aud feared that
him.
some accident had befallen
A New Dodge.
A woman is going about claiming she boughl
she did not
something, and in making change,
all the way from
claims
She
get enough.
know one man
twenty-five cents to a dollar.
Sue is tall, with
vtio paid her back a dollar.
Look out to:
olaok eyes aud is well dressed.

J

■or.

_a'

of Allied, woo was acot her mother-ioplatform in front ol
the house last spring ied in a fit recently.
Mis. Eliza Al.eo,

cused ol causing the death
law by pushing uer off the

occasional correspondent.]
The death of Beuj. J. Rackliff by suicide at
the Insane Hospital at Augusta, has awakened
a deep feeling of anxiety among many friends
of the hospital. No doubt some of the reports
that are current are incorrect, but as to the

[From

material
UOUUIS.

facts in the
iuiB oast)

rouoivca

there can be few
i<ua rnuio aiwuwuu

because of the charges of neglect and cruelty
towards patierftsin that institution made last
winter. In this case the important facts are
known in the vicinity of the hospital; which
seem to be that Mr. Rackliff was taken to the
hospital some time in October last, as a suicidal patient, and on the third day after this be

committed suicide in his room, having been
left by his attendant alone in his room,—that
and other rooms inclnding the barber’s shop,
or room used for shaving left opened—the attendant having taken all his other patient3to
their breakfast with, perhaps, the exception of
insane man.

one

Soon afterward Rackliff was found dying,
having severed the jugular veiu. The hospital reported that he bad broken a lookingglass, in his room, and committed the act with
a

piece of it, and that

no one was

to

be blamed;

and this would seem to be the final disposition
of the matter so far as the hospital is concerned.
I respectfully submit that this is not, under
the circumstances, a proper disposition of a
case like this, and tnat the hospital owes it to
the friends of the institution and the friends of
patients within its walls to make this matter
clearer than it now is. There are two points
about which it does seem that an explanation
should be given.
Whether this patient was
The fi st is:
wrongfully neglected, and left alone with sufficient means aud opportunity for him to injure
the
himself. The Geueral Regulations of
hospital require in article 10 that “Every person shall be held accountable for thesafe keeping of every *patient committed to his or her
until placed in the custody of
care * *
’’
another person authorized to receive them.
AlllUlU

!£■

11 lO

um/

duxuS"

mas

vuo

nnouu-

supposes a patient is in his or her place;
they must knoio it.” This man was left by his
attendant in bis hall—and left alone long
enough, as is alleged, to break the lookingglass, go to the barber’s room, and with the
broken glass begin the work of suicide—then
return to bis own room and with the broken
glass, or something else, complete his work;
when found he lived but a few moso that
Where the attendant may have been
ments.
is a matter of no great consequence. It is said
he was in search of Dr. Harlow. The regulations require that the patient shall not be left
alone. When he was committed the officers
he would kill himself. They
were assured
gave assurance that he would be carefully
guarded, and that there was nothing in his
On
room with which he could injure himself.
the third day from this he was dead, as already
ant

stated.

The second thing which seems extraordinary in the conduct of this matter is the course
pursued after the death. Chap. 256, Sec. 6.
Statutes of 1874 reads: "In case of the sudden
death of any patient in the hospital, under circumstances of reasonable suspicion as to the
innocent cause thereof, a coroner’s inquest
shall be held, as provided bylaw in other cases,
and the committee of visitors shall cause a
coroner to be immediately notified for that
purpose.
No such inquest was held, and I believe, no
“The committee of visitors”
coroner notified.
are required, not to sit upon the case, but “to
cause a coroner to be immediately notified &c.”
In this case there was no action of the committee of visitors. The only one present was
the lady member of the committee. The hospital probably holdsttia’if oneotthe committee
is present the committee is
present. And so,
in the event of a sudden and violent death, as
in this case, the whole and the weighty duty
of deciding the responsibility of the officers of
the hospital for this violent death is left with
the committee
a woman who is a member of
and who spends much time there as friend and
It is
member of the hospital household.
doubtless held that it is no part of the committee's duty to determine in such a case whethei
was
caused
death
by
the
probably
oi
the
criminal
part
negligence on
Bui
of
the
the government
hospital.
ibis cannot be the intent of the statute,
The committee of visitors was established foi
the very purpose of securing a faithful dis
charge of their tiust by the executive
and all other officers. In case of death by ne
gleet, there was properly no one in the Insane
Hospital to raiBe the question of neglect bn1
the neglectful parties themselves, and so thii
detective committee, was established bi
W as it wise in this case for the execu
live officers to submit the body of this man t<
be viewed ouly by one member of the commit
tee? Why should not at least one other mem
berofthe committee be summoned? Wasi
subjecting him to too much trouble? Surel;
neither of the gentlemen members of the com
mittee would have deemed it too much troub
le to perform their duty in a case of so seriou

one a

law.

a

nature.

If the law regulating the hospital has beet
rightly construed by the hospital in this case
then it is lamentably inefficient, and the guan
aud protection that it was intended to furnisl
patients and their friends, is but a mound o t
sand.
It is to be hoped that the hospital will no
be content to Bubmit the solution of the doubt
that surround this case to any authority bu
coroner’s inquest*
that provided by law
And the f imily of the patient should not b
expected to assume the labor of such an inves
tigatiou. It belongs to the hospital, and th
spirit of the law evidently enjoined It upoi
tb
An investigation reported by
them.
Trustees will not solve the doubts indu’ged b;
Let
a
core
there
be
friends of the hospital
uer’s inquest. It Bbould be held at once. I
the statements as reported and believed cat
be shown to be incorrect, all the friends of th
X
hospital will be relieved.
Portland, 19 Nov 1881.
Deacou Charles A. Dow and his son, Let i
same house at Watervill 3
Considerable hard feel
III separate families.
between
father and soil, whir
existed
ing lias
culminated in a fracas last Saturday over 1
clock, aud Levi caused his lather’s ariesi on *
t
charge of assault aud battery. Judge Stewat
said the prosecution was utterly frivolous an 1
required the plaintiff to pay his own costs.

Dow, occupied the

1881

1881

Sauders rushing, Thomaston
John P Delan«», Bath. 30
Johu Dow, Augusta. 20
5
James Y. Fish. Thomaston.
wm. J. Lermond, Thomaston. 31
Wm. McHyler, Thomaston.
20
Ethelda (J.Mehan, Thomaston. 30
Niveu Mehau. Thomaston. 20
John Mehan, Rockland. 20
15
Edward Merrill, Rockland.
Elizabeth N. Miller, Thomaston. 20
2<>
Thomaston.
Mills,
Harvey
Ella M. Moore, Thom .ston.
3
Joseph E. Moore, Thomaston. 10
Horace O’Brien, Thomaston...
5
E. C Palmer, Thomaston.
10
5
Clarence D. Payson, Thomaston....
Adoison Oliver, Rockland. 20
B. F. Parrott, Augusta.
10
Thomas M. Reed, Bath.250
Alice W. Sewall, Bath.
10
Arthur sewall. Baih.
50
Edward Sewall, Bath .. 50
Edwin Smith, Wanvn. 17
20
Thomaston Saving* Bank.
John s. Turner. Thomaston.
20
Allred Wai ts Thoma*tou. 20

Betsey Watts, Thomaston. 5
Mary j. Watts, Thomaston. 20
Samuel Watts, Thomaston. 20
John WIiaaIat AiuniKta.
16
Isaac Wiley, Tbowaston... 20

Fin China. Wedgwood’s, Copeland’s. Old Hull, Brownlield.aiid
other in tikes of Decorated English Wuie. Majolica Ware, t.lass
W are, Stiver Fluted Ware, dec.
This is a Large Mock of Hist
full Dinner Sets,
class Good
Tea Sets. Umbrella Stands, Cups
and saucers, dec.

THANKSGIVING.

1
20

Thomaston.

We

10

a.

the investigating committee reported the liabilities as 317.47H 27 of which 313,995.27 is lor
merchandise and 83,484 for borrowed money.
The assets are nominally $14,285 28. The firm
is stated to be considering what offer to make.
Bobert Laughlin, dealer in
undertakers’

dtf

novlfi

Cloak*, Clothing, Fancy
Goods, dec., by Auction.

Ladies’

You

can

requi-

find all the

WEDNE<Dty. Nov. 23d, at 10 a. m. and
3ii p. at. at Salesroom Id Exchange street,
sh-tll sell, to c osv consignments Ladle.’ Cloaks,

ON 2
we

Men’s and Youth’s clothing, Boots and

AUCTIONEERS.

F. 0. BAILEY & CO.,

sites for your

nov21 d3t

F. O. BAILEY dt CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Exchange Ml.

Sole.room IN

DINNER!!

THANKSGIVING

V.

O.

of Furniture and General
tlise every Sat unlay, commencing at 10
in.

reported:
Augusta—Hill & Kittredge, grocers,

W. L. Wilson & Co’s,
Cor.

dis;

Lewis S. Hill.
Brewer -Washburn & Boden, general store,
dis; now Washburn & Hall.
Camden—A. B. & H. A. Gould & Sous,
powder kegs, dis; now Gould & Co.
Norway—H. B. Miller, market, sold to A.
W. Fannee & Son.
Searsnori—E. S. Wormell, grocar, sold to
Packard & Crockett.
Viualhaven—Steve Dyer, hotel, sold to William Weeks.

Exchange

hoy21

PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
Hard lucks follows a tramp by the name of
Gliddeu. Some weeks ago he went into the
stable of the Blethen House, at Foxcroft, intending to sleep upon the hay, but he stepped
through a scuttle and was almost fatally injured by the fall. He so far recovered as to be
able to go lumbering, but he had been in the
woods but a few days when he broke his leg.

George W. Green, High Sheriff of San
Mateo county, Cal., who formerly belonged in
Belfast, has met his death by drowning at the
junction of Bedwood creek and San Francisco
bay. He was out in a sailboat in company
with his family and a trusted prisoner. Both
he and the convict were drowned by the upsetting of the sailboat in a squall, but the family
were rescued.

Those Ponga Boots!!.
The most easy flitting and Durable Stock in the
Great attention given to Difficult Feet.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

Market.

PLUSHES.

TBAAKSGIVIAG

Have just secured a large
lot of Fine Plushes at a
very low price, and shall
offer a full line of shades
at a lower price than has
ever been named on Plushes before in thi« city. Don’t
buy Plu hes until you have
examined this lot.

BULLETIN!
In

order to

CARVE YOUR TURKEY NICELY
YOU NEED A

Good

Carving
Knife,
of which I have the largest and
lowest prices; also all kinds of

approximating $40,000.

Our druggist in
We are glad to hear it.
forms us that Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup sells bet
ter than any other medicine, and always gives
satisfaction. It’.s very cheap too, costs only 25

CHAS. HEHR’S,
°

ROLLER SKATES!
Boys’ Skates.

and

Bath and Augusta, will run through to Waterville, and will on Thursday and Friday mornings start from Readfield and Waterville instead of usual places. Excursion tickets will
be sold at Portland good on these trains only

piincipal stations as far as train runs
at one fare the round trip, and will also be
sold at Bath and Brunswick for up river
points at Gardiner, Hallowell and Augusta for
Waterville, and at Auburu and Lewiston for
for Monmouth, W.inthrop and Readfield.
for the

Payson Tucker,

The

good

a man

does live?

Supt.
long

after

him,

so

a roally good medicine will last for ages,
and although Dr. Graves’ Balsam of Wild Cherry
and Tar miy be new to you, its healing properties

have

long

been

known and

a;

preci ted, and

when

we recommend you to give Dr. Graves’ Balsam of
Wild Cherry and Tar a rial for the certain cure of
Sore Sbroat, Coughs, Colds, Whooping Pough
Hoarseness, Ac., we only ask you to use and be benefited by the same medicine that has given so much
relief >o others. The M ueria Medina does not furnish better remedies for the di-eases of the pulmoTheir virnary organs th .n Wild Cherry and Tar.
tues have long been known and appreciated, and
if you give Dr, Graves’
you cannot fa 1 of relief
Bals an a trial when afflicted. Sample bottle 10

ota.; large bottle, only PO cts.
For Biliousness, Dyspepsia, Constipation, or Liver Complaint, use Improved Family Cathario Pills,
For
made by Dr. Graves; price, 25 cts. per box.
at wholesale ov .1. W. Perkins & Co.. Portland.

NEW

Wholesale Department is now full
and complete, and we offer .pecinl inducements to Wholesale Bayers of Christmas
Roods.
Our

ADVERTISEMENTS

SPECIALTIES.

finest

the

of

and

Don’t

stock cf

largest

The public are earnestly invited to an examination, whether in’ ending to purchase or not.

Day, Jr., &Co.

DISSOLUTION.

imitation
one-

price.

Cards.

515 Congress St.

made

better value
than ever before offered in
this city. Don’t spend your
money until you have examined our stock and learned our prices.

District of Maine,
Portland, jnov. 21, 1001.
Pursuant to the rules of the Circuit Court of the
United States for the Maine District, notice is hereby given that FRANKi.IN C. PAYSON, in said
district, has applied to the undersign d for admisiow as an attorney and Counsellor of said Circuii
Court. A. U. DAVIS, clerk of the U. S Clr.'uil
dlt
Cour,.

■

on
at

E. CHASE, Secretary.

OEISCINE

MONEY FOUND.
SUW of money left at news stand Eastern R
R. depot Saturday, awarts an owner.
nov21 dlt

A

lous care from choicest maierials, and have a well
earned reputation, and all grocers keep them
Be sure and obtain Atmire'/t, and don’t be imposed
upon with worthless imitations.

Damask

Linen
1

APPLES.

brushing.

Towels,

Size 28 by 48 inches, Weight 7 1*2
ounces, plump. Place

/nmvr ? <2

Winter Undershirts and Drawers
from 25 cts. and

OWEN, MOORE

M. G. PALMER,
230 MIDDUE STREET,
11IM. FOR SALE.
on-Harpswell Neck, a large Grisl
Saw mill and Tide mill, Vk mite
main road. This mill two years ago was.thoroughly
overhauled, with new water wheel, dam rebuilt,
etc
Contains Shingle machine, also two Circle
oo*
saws. A live person with small capital can
taiu logs aod manufacture quantities of assort®*
lumber which can always be sold in the vicini y ai
ta
laii prices, if not sold bv December 1st, will
bidder.
put «ip at auc i‘*u ami sold to the highest to th<
e at On f r sellii g, ilie undersigned adapted
sea.
Enquire of i. E. GATOH ELL, near premises,
No. Harp well, Me. Terms reasonable.

SITUATED
and

nov2l w2w47*

a

STAPLES

HftBATIO

103 & 105 Cumme:ciai St, Portland.

nova_"‘!w
in

of tbe est ,te of
GEOIGK W. FRANK, late of Yarmouth,
and given
In the Uouuty of Cumberland deceased,
debonds as the law directs. All persons having
are rtujuirtd
said
*
of
dece-sed,
slate
th
mands upon
to exhibit

said

an
the same;
called upon

estate are

this season, and to

Quantities,

on

enable those who

WEDNESDAY, 16th,

the finest and

one

or

most extensive assort-

ments of both useful and fancy articles
ever shown in New
are

England.

invited to examine.

m

m

'W

—

novlS-dtf

— —-

U1VEN that the

IM IIEKt
subscriber has been duly appointed and taken
the trust of Administrator of the
BY

NOTICE

attending the last few days, will open
for retail

■ ■ •

CHEAP, at

STAPLES

UDDATin

■ ■ W

wish to avoid the great crowd always

12 Horses on the Gerry Far a
to CHARLES D.* M o
premises, or to JOHN C. GKKR

upon himself
estate of

LLEWELLYN KLDDEK, late of Portland,
In the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law direct*.
demands upon the estate of said deceased, are reall persons Inand
quired to exhibit the same;
debted to sail* estate are called upon to make payment to

Portland,

Nov

JOHN H. FOGG, Administrator.
nov7 dlawSwM*
1st. 1881.

BLAAkETS!

BLAAkETS!
From
nil wool

$IO

up

to

genuine

Blankets at

a

pair.

Apply

DONALD,
167 High St., Portland

DRESS

to

COTTONS

UNBLEACUED

or

on

t all p- rsous indebted
to make pavmeut to

-OF-

131

All
take 10
in Deering.
WILL
the

oivent, that
appointed and
Administrator

hereby

the subscriber has been duly
Notice
bimselt the trust of
taken

preparations

HOLIDAYS

"

Horses to Winter.

MAXIM & CO.,

Manufacturer’s Remnants

few sets of old

skeiu.

SALE BY

FO

CHANCES nUMrUREi, Administrator.
nov7dlaw3w.M»
Yarmouth, Nov. I, 1881.

CO.

Have made very extensive
for the

WE in perfect

PORTER KNITTING YARN, Red, ( 1
shades,) Blue, (3 shades,) Irou Graj
Silver Gray, Brown and Black. Price 2 )

stand_sep6dm3__

Kennebec Brand Canned Corn

in vast

fashioned Andiroi condition, which we will sell s
reasonable prices. Also Grandfather’s Clocks, a i
in running order, can be seen at
L. E. LUNT & Co’S,
210 Fore St., Portland. Me.
dlm
oot2A

Nau-

Exchange street,

No. 51

upon

cfe

Co.,

Whale .ale Dealer, in I ruit. A Prod ace,

BORATIO STAPLES’

OLD FASHIONED ANDIRONS

etc

upward.

tical More, removed lo

W. M.

«

_

eodlra

novlS

t

a

Duly Reliable!

Atmore’s. The

directly oppoeite their old

MAMMOTH

WANT ID.

have

Ready for the Table.
standard articles are prepared with scrupu-

William Senter &

dtf

BOVlO

6
for Ladies.
nov21dlw*
in
BOOTS
LACE
SIDE
French and American
Kid and Goat.
The only stock of line, fancy NodheadSs
SLIPPERS in Maine.
Nonesuch,
CHILDREN’S Spring Heel
Baldwins, &c
Boots in Calf, straight,
-FOR SALE BYGoat and American Kid.
DANCING PUMPS in Goat, W. M. MAXIM & CO. I
French Aid and Patent Wholesale Dealersiu Fruit and Produce
Leather lor uentieinen r
103 & 105 Commercial Street d"w
f
novtt
and Hoys.

Misses’ French Kid School
Boots with low heels:
very serviceable.
Colored Boots and Slippers
for Ladies and Children.
Nubian Waterproof Blacking, polishes without

PUDDING.

PLUM

Watch, Clock, Jewelry nnd

253 Middle Street.

___

rADIES

ATMORE’S

Removal.

STUDLEY,

this As«ocia

M-nth'y Meetlugo
CANADIAN OVERSHOES, THElionRegular
the
fflce, 85 Exchangr
will be bolden
WKDNESDAY EVENING, Nut. 23d
Street,
Ladies
for Gentlemen,
7% o’clock.
1881,

who wish a nice clean and remuueratlvi
2
work that can bn done at home to call a. roon
'Williams B ock, 379% Congress street.

MINCE MEAT.

All Prepared to put between the
t rii'.is and Bake.

HORATIO STAPLES

Portland Masonic Relief

nov21 d3t

CEI.EBB1TED

ENGLISH

Association.

WATERPROOF BALMORALS for Gentlemen.
CuRK
CALF
FRENCH
Ladies.
for
BOOTS
SOLE
PEBBLE GOAT and French
Kid, Hand Sewed Boots

ATfflORE’S

all

on

makes them

notice.

A.

_atf

no»9

ford’s.

nov21 eod t mar 1

5; CLARK,

Bookseller and Stationer,

DRESSGOODS

Jersey milk, delivered every moruiug,
days included. I have al-o Sweet Corn put up expressly ior family use. Addresj, V. H. Soule, Wood

Birth

FRANK

These

Having made an addition to my herd of Jerseys
with
prepared to furnish a few m >re families cun

Also,

Announcement and Birthday Cards.
Call early and avoid
the crowd.

or

just

have
our line

I am
pure

Her order

A large and elegant assortment of
Christmas and New Year’s Cards,
comprising a full line of L. Prang
& Co.’s and a great variety of imported

Remember the mark-down
we

nc*uiw,

CHRISTMAS CARDS

Thanksgiving,

JERSEY MILK.

and Children.

D. L. AAOi^aiu,

fob

of any kind until you have
examined our stock.

The copartnership existing between the subscribTrue was
ers, under the firm name of Waldron &
dissolved, Nov. 1, 18*1. by mutual consent. Ei her
in
settlement.
f
the
firm
name*
use
the
will
1partner
FRANCIS A. WALDRON.
SAMUEL A. TRUE.
Portland, Nov. 21,1881.
The usings will be continued by the senior partFrancis A. Waldron, with F. B. Wal ’ron,
ner
under the firm name of F. A. WALDRON & SON.
nov21 d2w

at

AUTHORIZED

Garments

M,W,&F2w

proof.

Associations anil all Courts of Law.
11' WILL ACT AS TRUSTEE,or as fiscal or trans
fer a«eut for corporations, municipalities, etc., and
REGI TER and COUNTERSIGN certificates of
stocks, beads, Ac.
TO NEGOTIATE L0AN9
i T IS
and to RECEIVE MONEY ON DEPOSIT.
We invite business and correspondence, and will
make pricee for prune securities by mall or telegraph
ASA P. POTTER. President.
N. W, JORDAN, Actuary,

buy

187 MIDDLE STREET.
nov2I

Fred.
Chas.

HEADQUARTERS

Children’s

_noT2l

DONGOLA BOOTS, water

good

Plush, at

Ladies’

Ch«iatma» Goods in New England.

Chas.

DIRE!

Thi. Company is a LEGAL DEPOSITORY for
Administrators, Executors, Assignees, Charitable

Grand Opening In Retail Department December
1st, at which time we sha'l be able to ahow

the

virtues of

new, and a
of a line
fourth the

Finest Parlor Game in tin* market.

$8.00, 12.00, 15 OO.

one

55 Congress st., Boston.

T«R8:
Tlios. Nickerson,
L. Amen,
J. Morrill, Geo. C. Lord,
Thomas Dana.
H. D. Hyde,
E*ra H. Baker,
Asa P. P tter,
D. P Kimball,
Levi
C.
Wade,
Jonas H French,
B P. < honey,
Wm. B. Bacon, A. L. Coolidge,
Gordon Dexter
F.
D.
H. M. Whitney, W.
Forbes,

something

finish,

Plush

PARLOR GAME Of BILLIARDETTE.

On Wednesday and Thursday. Nov. 23d and
24th, in order to accommodate the Thanks giving travel the train leaving Portland at 5.05 p.
m., for Lewiston, will run through to Readfield, and the train leaving at 5.15 p. in., for

COMPANY,

TRUST

Burr,
Rice,
Elisha Atkins,
Oliver Ames,

Holler Skate in the market.

Special Notice.

LOAN

AMERICAN

Isaac T.
Ale*. H.

SILK VELVETS,

Roller Hknie. of different makes. Also,
the Wix.law’. Patent Roller Skate, boat

RAILROAD.

Leather
du

Black and Colored

Club, Ladies’ and Gents’

bottle.

Edge

School Boots. $1.00

angdleouou

IOE SKATES,

Acme

Goods 1

Children’s

Solid

ITKisses

1

Just received a full line
of Colored Silks in all the
new shades, that we sh ill
sell cheap.

Exchange Street.d3t

94

in

Capital $1,000,000

COLORED
SILKS

best stock, at the

AT

nov21

Prices

Low

Children’s Spring Heel Extension
Boots, iu a variety of Stock.

INCORPORATED 1881.

and Kitchen Knives

Chopping

E.T. MERRILL
Startlingly

IN GENERAL.

There are signs of increased activity in the
wool market. The farmers of Maine have
carried large sums of money for over a year in
stored wool, which they have been unable to
market satisfactorily. The largest sale of wool'”
ever made in this State probably was transacted at Farmiugtou Thursday afternoon. Messrs.
Wheeler & Currier, of that place, sold to a
leading Boston firm 90,000 pounds of wool for

Fine
Holbrook’s
On
Boots in every style,
sold only by

TECBN

WALDO COUNTY.

Portland, Nov 21st, 1881.

a.

oetSdtf

Don’t you forget those Common
Sense Boots. E. T. *» EH KILL
is making u specialty of
theai.

eodtf

STATE NEWS.

CENTRAL.

o'clock

Consignments solicited.

E. T. MERRILL.

& Federal Sts.

now

MAINE

AIXJCN
Vtcreban-

Regular sale

YOUR

Business Changes.
business changes for the week

a

W.

O.

BAILEY,

REST

-AT-

following

are

cents

Shoes, Fancy

Goods, &c., Ac.

goods, Bangor, has suspended.
George E. Tasiwdealer in hats, caps, and
furnishing goods, Lewiston, offers his creditors
25 cents on $1. The liabilities are about $4,700, of which $500 is secured by mortgage on
the stock of goods, which costs 32,475, but
which is estimated to be worth from $1200 to
$1500.

a sum

at

EYES

meeting of the creditors of E. f'ornish
& Co., clothing dealers, Lewiston, in Boston,
a

The

day,

every

F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

Business Troubles.
At

Store No. 545

selling thiB fine stock at
street, by auction. Sales
2.30
and 7.30 p. m.
m.,
are

Congress

Total---.1181

an

case

-OF-

shareholders in the Pacific Nawe find the following

uot

who has

a wuie

IMPORTERS’ SALE

..

Mary Coggin

8ALKH.

___

Shareholders^

No. of shares*
Names.
Darius Alden, Augusta. 50
Darius Alden, trustee. 200
Erasmus B Anderson, Thomaston. 10
Helen A. Anderson, Thomaston. 30
P. M. Blake, Bangor
20
Emma A. BodwelK Pittston. 10
20
John N. Brown, Thomaston..
8
John W Chase, Augusta.

BOOMS TO BENT.

Thanksgiving night

Investigation Demanded.

city,

Among the

A PITH IN

ADVERTISEMENTS

_NFW

tional Bank, of Boston,
from Maine:

Verdi

Land.

---——-

In Memorlam.
The Rev. W. II. Fenn’s eulogy of the lati
Dr. W. W. Greene, and the resolutions of respcct adopted by the physicians of Portlam

I
I

After dinner President Bruce gave Mr. Reed a
intimation
very flattering introduction, and an
of the Maine guest’s fitness for the National

PACIFIC NATIONAL BANK.

_'Ct22dtf

FLANNELS
«

in all colors and muuy qualities.

Horatio

Maples,

■

XjADIBS'

Horatio

Undervests and Drawers at lowest

Staples.

possible prices.

HORATIO

STAPLES.

sal boro’,

Me

augautsdttm

UE PRESS.

T

[Belgravia.]

The Proctor’s

Wooing.

A Tale of Two Continents.

positively bliuded. I could hardly
a neatly wi itten little square

I was

read the uote,

sheet of paper; and the words seemed to
swim before my eyes. It was in the very
thick of Summer term, and I, Cyril Payne,
M. A., Senior Proctor of the University of
Oxford, was calmly asked to undertake the
sola charge for a week of a wild American

girl, traveling alone, and probably expecting
me to run about with her just as foolishly

I had done at Nice. There it lay before
mo, that awful note, in its overwhelming
conciseness, without hope of respite or interference. It was simply crushing.
as

Mj Dear Mr. Payne—I am coming to Oxford, as
arrive to-morrow by the
you advised me. I shall
10.15 A-M. train, and mean to stop at the Ranwill
kindly show mo all the
dolph. I hope you
Yours very sincerely,
lions
Ida Van Kensseeaeb.
It was dated Tuesday and this was Wednesday morning. 1 hadn’t opened my letters before seeing last night’s
charges at 9
o’clock, and it was now just 10. In a mo-

of the situation flashed
men’ the full
upon me. She had started; she was already
almost here; there was no possibility of telegraphing to stop her; before I could do
anything, the would have arrived, have
taken roams at the Randolph, and have
come round in her queer American manner
There was not a moment
to call upon me.
to be lost. I must rush down to the station
and meet her—in full academicals, velvet
sleeves and all, for a proctor must never be
in multi. If there
seen in the morning
had been half an hour more, I could have
driven round by the parks, and called for
my sister Annie, who was married to Theophilus Sheepshanks, Professor of Comparative Osteology, and who might have helped
But as things stood,
me out of the scrare.
I was compelled to burst down the High
just 1 was, hail a hansom opposite Queen’s,
and drive furiously to the station in bare
time to meet the 10.15 train. At all hazterror

aiua(

xua

»

ou

o”

Randolph, and must be carried off to
Annie’s, whether she would or not. On the
way down 1 had time to arrange my plau
the

of action, and before I reached the station
1 thought I saw my way dimly out of the
scrape which this mad Yankee girl had so
inconsiderately got me into.
I had met Ida Van Rensselaer the winter
We stopped together at a
before at Nice.
pension on the Promenade des Anglais; and
as 1 was away from Oxford—for even a

proctor

must

unbend sometimes—and

as

pleasant, lively young person with
remarkably hue eyes, travelling by herself,

she was a

1 had takeu the trouble to instruct her iu
European scenery aud European art. She
had a fancy for being original, so I took her
to see Eza.'and Roccabruna. and St, Pons,
and all the other queer, picturesque little
places iu the Nice district which no American had ever dreamt of going to see before;
and when Ida went on to Florence, I happened—quite accidentally, of course—to
turn up at the very same pension three days
later, weere I gave her further lessous in the
art of admiring the early mediaeval masters
aud the other treasures of Giotto’s city. I
and in my
was a bit of collector myself,
rooms at Magdalen I flatter myself that I
have got the only one genuine Botticelli in
In spite of
a private collection iu Euglaud.
her untamed American savagery, Ida had a
certain taste for these things, and evidently
my lessous gave her the first glimpse she
had ever had of that real interior Europe
whose culture she had not preivously suspected; It is pleasant to teach a pretty
pupil, and in the impulse of a weak moment—it was in agoudola at Venice—I even
told her that she should not leave for
America without having seen Oxford. Of
course I fancied she would bring achaperon.
Now she had taken me at my word, but she
had come alone. I had brought it all upon
myself, undoubtedly; though how the dickens 1 was ever going to get out of it I could
not

imagine.

that all their eyes were jixed upon me, as I
moved up aud down tbd carriages looking
for my American friend. She caught my
eye in a moment, peeri g out of a secondclass window—she had told me that she was
should have
not well off—and I thought I
sunk in the ground when sue jumped lightly out, seized my hand warmly, and cried
out quite audibly in her pretty faintly
American voice, “My dear Mr. Payne, I am
Will .you
so glad youv’e come to meet me.
see after my baggage—no, luggage, you call
it in England, don’t yon?—and get it sent

up to Randolph, please, at once?”
Was ever proctor so tried on this earth?
But 1 made an effort to smile it off. “My
sister is so sorry she could not come to meet
you, Miss Van Rensselaer,” I said in my
loudest voice, for 1 saw all those twelve sinister undergraduates watching afar off with
eager curiosity; “but she has sent me down
to carry you off in her stead, and she begs
you won’t think of going to the Randolph,
but will come and make her house your
home as long as you stay in Oxford." I flattered myself tuat the twelve odious young
men, who were now forming a sort of irregular circle around us would be completely
crushed by that masterly stroke; though
what on earth Annie would say at being saddled with this Yankee girl for a week I
hardly dared to fancy. For Annie was a professor’s wife; aud the dignity of a professor’s wife is almost as serious a matter as
that of a senior proctor himself.
Imagine ray horror, then, when Ida answered, with her frank smile and sunny
voice, “Your sister! I didn’t know you had
And anyhow l haven’t come to see
a sister.
Aud I’d better go
your sister, but yourself.
to the Randolph straight, I’m sure, because
more
at
home
there. You can
1 shall feel
come round aud see me whenever you like
there; aud I mean you to show me all Ox-

ford, now I’ve come here, that’s certain."
I glanced furtively at the open-eared undergraduates, aud felt that the game was
ready up. I could never face them again. I
must resign everything, take orders, aud fl>
At least I thought so
to a country rectory.

the spur of the moment.
But something must clearly be done. I
couldn’t stand aud argue out the case with
Ida before those twelve young fiends, now
reinforced by a group of porters; and I determined to act strategically—that is to say,
tell a white lie. “You can go to the Randolph, of course, if you wish, Miss Van
on
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sbow me which is your luggage? Here, you
sir,” to one of the porters—a little angrily, I
fear—“come and get this lady’s boxes, will

you.
In

minute I had secured the boxes, and
There was nothing left
wen L out for a cab.
but a siugle hansom. Demoralized as 1 was
I took it and put Ida inside. “Drive to
Lechlade Villa, the Parks,” I whispered to
the cabby—that was Annie’s address—and I
jumped in beside my torturer. As we drove
up by the Cornmarket, I could see the porsers and scouts of Balliol’s and John's all
looking eagerly out at the unwonted sight of
a Senior Proctor in full academicals, driving
through the streets of Oxford in a handsome
cab, with a lady by his side. As for Ida, she
remained happily unconscious, though I
blamed her none the less for it. In her native wilds I knew such vagaries were permitted by the rules of society; but she ought
surely to have kuown that in Europe they
a

admissible.
“Now Miss Van Rensselaer,” I said, as
we turned the corner of Carfax, “I am taking you to my sister's. Excuse my frankwere not

if I tell you that, according to English,
and especially Oxford etiquette, it would
never do for you to go to a hotel.
People’s
sense of decorum would be scandalized if
they learnt that a lady had come alone to
visit the Senior Proctor, and was stopping
Don’t you see yourself
at the Randolph
how very odd it looks?”
“Well, no,” said Ida, promptly; “I think
you are a dreadfully suspicious people; you
seem always to credit everybody with the
worst motives.
In America we think people mean no harm, and don’t look after them
so sharply as you do.
But I really cau’t go
to your sister’s, I dou’t know her, aud I
haven’t been invied. Does she know I’m
ness

coming?”
“Well, I can’t say
hesitatingly. “You

she does,” I answered,
see, your letter only
an
hour
reached me half
ago, and I had no
I went to meet you.”
Before
time to see her
won’t
I
“Then
certainly
go, Mr. Payne,

that’s certain.”

my dear Miss Rensselaer—”
“Not the slightest use, I assure you. I
can’t go to a house where they don’t even
know I’m coming. Driver, will you go to
the Randolph Hotel, please?”
I sank back paralyzed and unmanned.
This girl was one too many for me.
“Miss
Van Rensselaer,” I cried, in a last despairing fit, “do you know that as Senior Proctor
of the University I have the power to order
vou away from Oxford; and that if I told
them at ihe Randolph nottola'-e you in,
they wouldn’t dare to do it?”
“Well, really, Mr. Payne, I dare say you
have some extraordinary mediteval customs
here; you cau hardly mean to send me
away again by main force. I shall go to the

"But,

Randolph.”

And she went.

iyal

the

Van Rensselaer's conduct was from an
American point of view, nothing extraodinthat such
ary. She persisted in declaring

not respectable, and that I
officer of the University,
to remove the young woman at once from
the eight-mile radius over which my jurisdiction extended. I pleaded in vain that ladies
in America always travelled alone, and that
nobody thought anything of it. Annie pertinently remarked that that would be nice
logic in New York, but that it was quite unAristotelian in Oxford. “When your American friends come to Rome,” she said coldly
—as though I were in the habit of importing
Yankee girls wholesale—“they must do as
Rome does.” But when I at last pointed
out that Ida, as an American citizen, could
to her Minister, if 1 attempted to turn

goings-on

were

bound,

was

as an

appeal

her out, and that we might find ourselves
the center of an international quarrel—pos-

belli—she finally yielded
with a struggle. “For the sake of respectability,” she said solemnly, “I’ll go and call
on this girl with you; but remember, Cyrill,
I shall never undertake to help you out of
such a disgraceful scrape a second time,
i sneaked out into the garden to wait for
her, and felt that the burden of a proctorship was really more than I could endure.
We called duly upon Ida, that very hour,
and Ida certainly behaved herself remarkably tveil. She was so charmingly frank and

sibly

even a casus

so simply to Annie for
ignorance of English etiquette, and she
was so obviously gui eless and innocent-heart-

dour,

to

I had to draw up solemn
accompany tier to the jflice

and to see her safely provided with a couple
of rooms before I could get away hastily K
the Ancient House of Convocation, where
public business was being delayed by mj

final for the present, ana ‘the subject then
dropped’ as the papers say about debates in
Congress. Let us have done now with
this troublesome verb altogether, and conjugate our return to Oxford instead. See
what bunches of fritillaries again! I never
saw anything prettier except the orange
lilies in New Hampshire. If you like, you
may come to America next season. You
“Where shall I find you?”
“At Saratoga.”
“When?”
“Any day from July first.”
“Good,” I said, after a moment’s reflection. “If I stick to my fancy for flying into
the candle, you will see me there. If 1
change my mind, it won’t matter much to
either of us.”
So we paddled back to Oxford, talking
all the way of indifferent subjects, of En-

and our English
villages and enthe peaceful greenness of the trees
and banks. It was half-past six when we
got to Salter’s barge, and I walked with
the Randolph. Then
as
as
far
Ida
I returned t« college, feeling very much like
an undetected sheep-stealer, and had a furtive sort of dinner served up in my own
room.
Next morning I confess it was with
I saw Ida
a sigh of relief that Annie and
Yau Renssalaer start from the station en
route for Liverpool. It was quite a fortnight before I could face my own bulldogs
unabashed, and I bowed with a wan and
guilty smile upon my face Whenever one of
those twelve undergraduates capped me In
the High till the end of term. I believe
they never missed au opportunity of meeting
I was glad,
me if they saw a chance open.
indeed, when long vacation came to ease me
of my office and my troubles.

gland
joying

pretty, she apologized
her

ed in all her talk that even Annie herself—
who is, I must confess, a typical don's wife
—was gradually mollified. To my great sur-

to dinner en
that
I should make an arrangement with the
junior proctor to take my work and join the
party; I consented, not without misgivings;
but I felt that if Ida was really going to stop
a week it would be well to put the best face
in company
upon it, and to show her up
with Annie as often as possible. That might
the keen
off
just conceivably take the edge
blade of university scandal.
To cut a long story short, Ida staid her
week, and I got through it very creditably
after all. Annie behaved like a brick, as
soon as the first chill was over; for though
oho io mai-rierl in a nrofessor of
drv bones
(Comparative Osteology sounds very well,
but means no more than that, when you
a
woman at
come to think of it,), she is
heart in spite of it all. Ida had the most
winning, charming, confiding manner; and
she was so pleased with Oxford, with the
colleges, the libraries, the gardens, the river,
the boats, the mediaeval air, the whole place
that she quite gained Annie over to her
side. Nay, my sister even discovered incidentally that Ida had a little fortune of her
a
own, amounting to some 300?. year, which,
though it doesn’t count much in America,
would be a neat little sum to a man like
obmyself in England; and she shrewdlymanserved, in her sensible, business-like
make up for the
ner, that it would 'quite
possible loss of mv Magadaien fellowship.
I am not exactly what you call a marrying
man—at least, I know I had never got married before; but as the week wore on, and
continued boating, flirting, and acting showman to Ida, Annie of course assisting for
that the
propriety’s sake, I began to feel the
man.
proctor was being conquered by
I fell most seriously and undoubtedly in
was
and
love. Ida admired my rooms,
charmed with the pretty view from my windows over Magdaleu B'idge and the beautiful gardens, and criticised my Botticelli
I was interes’cd in her; she
with

prise, Annie even asked
famille the same evening,

sympathy.
so fresh.so real,

her
and

suggested

genuinely delighted
with the new world which opened before
It was almost her first glimpse of the
her.
true interior Europe, and she was fascinated
with it, as all better minds invariably are
when they feel the charm of its contrast
with their own hurrying, bustling, mushroom
world. The week passed easily and pleasantly enough; and when it was drawing to
was

so

end, I had half made up my mind to propose to Ida Van Rensselaer.
The day before she was to leave, she told
afternoon;
us she would not go out in the
so I determined to stroll down the river to

an

As I reached the station the 10.15 was
just coining in. I cast a wild glauce right
and left, aud saw at least a dozen undergraduates, without capor gown, loitering
on the platform iu obvious disregard of university law. But I felt far too guilty to

ivcuoacioiciy

As I hurried through the Schools
Quadrangle 1 felt like a convicted malefactor
going to face his judges, and self-condemned
by bis very face.
That afternoon, as soon as I had gulped
down a choking lunch, I bolted down to the
Parks to see Annie. At first 1 thought it
was a hopeless task to convince her that Ida
absence.

iu a “tug dingey”—a smal
boat «ith room in it for two, if occasion demands. When I reached the Iffley Lock,
imag ne my horrow at seeing Ida iu the
middle of ibe stream, quietly engaged in
naddling herself down the river in a canoe.
I ran my dingy close beside her, drove her
remorselessly against the bank, a d handed
her out on to the meadow, before she could
imagine what I was driving at.
“Now Miss Yan Rensselaer,” I said,
sternly, “this will never do. By herculean
efforts Annie aud 1 have got over this week
without serious scandal; and at the last moment you endeavor to wreck our plans by
canoeing down the open river by yourself
before the eyes of the whole university.
Everybody will talk about the Senior Proctor’s visitor having been seen indecorously
about in broad daylight in a boat

ltfl-y by myself

paddling

of her own.

“I didn’t know there was any harm in it,”
said Ida, penitently; for she was beginning
to understand the real seriousness of uni-

versity etiquette.
“Well,” I answered, “it can’t

be helped
You must get into my boat at once—
now.
I’ll send one of Salter’s men down to fetch
your canoe—and we must row straight back
to

Oxford immediately.”

“She

aud I began
“There's noth-

obeyed mechanically,

to pull away for very life.
ing for it now,” I said pensively, “except

propose to you. I half meant to do it beand now I’ve quite made up my mind.
Will you have me?”
Ida looked at me withoutsurprisejbut with
“What nona little pleasure in her face.
sense!” she said quietly. “I knewyou were
going to propose to me to-day,and so I came
out alone to keep out of your way. You
haven’t had time to make up your mind
to

fore,

proDerly, yet.”
A’s I looked at her beautiful calm face and
lovely eyes I fo got everything. In a mo
ment I was over head and ears in love again
and conscious of nothing else. “Ida,” I
cried, looking at her steadily, “Ida!”
“Now please stop,” said Ida, before I
could get any further. “I know exactly
what you’re going to say. You’re going to
say, ‘Ida, I love you’. Don’t desecrate the
verb to love by draggling it any more than it
has already' been draggled through all the
grammars of every European language. I’ve
conjugated to love, myself, in ^English,
French, German aud Italian; you’ve conjugated it in Latin and Greek, and for aught
I know, in Anglo-Saxon, and Coptic aud
Assyrian as well; so now let’s have done
with it forever, and conjugate some other
verb more worthy the attention of two rational and original human beings. Can’t
you strike out a line for yourself?”
“You’re quite mistaken,” 1 answered
curtly, for I wasn’t going to be browbeaten
in that way; “and I meant to say nothing
T
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I’ll trouble you to listen to it attentively—
You seem to me about as
was just this:
well suited to my abstract requirements as
an^ other young woman I have ever in t;
and if you are inclined to take me, we might
possibly arrange an engagement.”
“What a funny man you are,” she went
on innocently. “You don’t propose at all
I’va had twelve men propose to
en regie.
me separately in a boat in America, and
you make up the baker’s dozen; but all the
forward lackadaisically,
leaned
others
dropped the oars when they were beginning
at me sentimenlooked
to eet serious, and
tally; while you go on rowing all the time as
if there, was nothing unusual in it.”
“Probably.” I suggested, “yonr twelve

American admirers attached more importance to the ceremony than I do. But you
haven’t answered my'question yet.”
“Let me ask you one instead,” she said
“Do you think I’m at all
more seriously.
the kind of a person for a senior Proctor’s

You say I suit your abstract requirements, but one can’t get married in the abstract, you know. Viewed in the concrete,
don’t you fancy I’m about the most unsuitable helpmeet you could possibly light upwife?

on?”
“The profound consciousness of that indubitable fact.” I replied carelessly, “has
made me struggle in a helpless sort of way
against the irresistible impulse to propose to

But I supyou ever since I saw you first.
pose senior proctors are much the same as
other men. They fly like moths about the
candle, and can’t overcome the temptation
of singeing their wings.”
“If I had any idea of accepting you,” said
Ida reflectively, “I should at least have the
consolation of knowing that you didn’t
make anything by your bargain; for my fifteen hundreii dollars would just amount to
the three hundred a year which you would
have to give up with your fellowship.”
“Quite so” I answered; I see you come of

business-like nation; and I, as former
college, am a man of business,
myself. So I have no reason for concealing
would enjoy the woodland.”
from you the fact that I have a private income of about four hundred a year, besides
University appointments worth four hundred more, which would not go with the fela

bursar of my

lowship.”

“Do vou really think me sordid enough to
for such considerations?”
“If 1 did, I wouldn’t have taken the
trouble to tell you them. I merely mentioned the facts for their general interest,
and not as bearing on the question in

care

hand.”

“Well, then.

Mr.

Payne, you shall

No.”
my answer.
“Is it Anal?”
“Is auythiug human final,
tweutv-ninth birthday?

have

except one’s

I choose it to be

ll.

Congress Hall

is really one of
the most comfortable hotels at which I ever
stopped. Of course it holds* a thousand
guests, aud covers an unknown extent of
area; it measures it passages by the mile and
its carpets by the acre. All that goes unsaid,
ior 11 la A

a

very

nig

in

Saratoga
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luxurious one even for

pleasant and

America. I was not sorry, on the second
day of July to find myself comfortably quartered (by elevator) in room No. 547 on the
fifth floor, with a gay lookout on Broadway

and Columbia Spring. After ten days of
dismal rolling on the mid-Atlantic, and a
week of hurry a"d bustle in New Yoak, I
found it extremely delightful to sit down at
my ease in summer quarters, on a broad
balcony overlooking the leafy prontanade to
sip my iced cobbler like a prince, and to
watch that strange, new and wonderful holiday life which was unfolding itself before
ray eyes. Such a phantasmagoria of brightly dressed women in light but costly silks,
of louDging young men in tweed suits and
panama hats, of sulkies, carriages, trotting

horses, stiing bands, ice-creams, effervescing
drinks,cool fruits, green trees, waving bunting. lilac blossoms, roses and golden sunshine I had never seen till then, and shall
never see again, I doubt me, until I can pay
a second visit to
Saratoga. It was a midsummer saturnalia of strawberries and acacia flowers, gone mad with excessive mint

julip.

all,” said I to myself, “even if I
don’t happen to run up against Ida Van
Rensselaer, I shall have taken as pleasant a
holiday as I could easily have found in old
Europe. Everybody is tired of Switzerland and Italy, so, happy thought, try Saratoga. On the other hand, if Ida keeps her
“After

tryst, I shall have one more shot at her in
the shape of a proposal; and then if she
really means no, I shall be none the worse

In
off than if I had stayed in England.”
which happy-go-luck and philosophic frame
of mind I sat watchiug the crowd in the
Broadway after dinner, in untrumque paratus, ready either to marry Ida if she would
have me, or to go home again in the autumn
a joyous bachelor, if she did not turn up according to her promise. A very cold-blooded attitude that to assume toward the tender
passion, no doubt; but after all, why should
a sensible man of thirty-five think it necessary to go wild for a year or to like a hobbledehoy, and convert himself into a perambulating statuse of melancholy, simply because one particular young woman out of
the nine hundred million estimated to inhabit this insignificant planet has refused to
print his individual name upon her visiting
card? Ida would make as good a Mrs. Cyril
Payne as any other girl of my acquaintance
_nn
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vast deal a better one; but there are more
women than five in the world, and if you
strike an average I dare say most of them
are very much alike.
As I sat and looked I could not help noticing the extraordinary magnificence of all the
toilettes in the promenade. Nowhere in Europe can you behold such a republican dead
level of reckless extravagance. Every woman was dressed like a princess, nothing
I began to wonder
more and nothing less.
how poor little Ida, with her simple and
tasteful traveling gowns, would feel when
she found herself cast in the midst of these
gorgeous siiss and these costly grenadines.
Look, For example, at that pair now strolling along from Spring avenue,—a New York
exquisite in the very coolest of American
summer suits, and a New York elegante
(their own word, I assure von) in a splendid
but graceful gray silk dress, gold bracelet,
diamond earings, and every other item in
her costume of the finest and costliest. What
would Ida do in a crowd of such women as

that?.Why.gracious heavens!
it be .... no it can’t.
Yes,
.. can
it

must.Well,

to be sure, it

is—Ida herself!

positively

first impulse was to lean over the balcony and call out to her, as I would have
called out to a friend whom I chanced to see
passing in Magdalen quad. Not an unnatual impulse cither, seeing that (in spite of my
own prevarications to myself) I had after
all really come across the Atlantic to see her
But on second thought it struck me that
even Ida m'ght perhaps find such a proceed-

My

ing

a

trifle unconventional,

especially

now

she was habited in such passing splendor.
Besides, what did it all mean? The only ra
tionai answer I could give myself, when I
fairly squared the question, was that Ida
must have suddenly got married|toa wealthy
fellow countryman, and that the exquisite
in the cool suit was in fact none other than
her newly acquired husband. I had thought
my philosophy proof*against any such small
defeats to my calculations; but when it actually came to the point, I began to perceive
that I was very unphilosophically in love

with Ida Van Rensselaer. The merest under graduate could not have felt a sillier
flutter than that which agitated both auricles and ventricles of my central vascular
organ—as a senior proctor I must really
draw the line at speaking outright of my
•*-
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broad staircase, and walked rapidly along
Broadway in the direction the pair had takBut I could see nothing of them, and I
en.
returned to Congress Hall in despair.
That night I thought about many things,
and slept very little. It came home to me
somewhat vividly that if Ida was really mar-

probably be more grieved and
disappointed than a good pessimist philosopher ought ever to feel at the ordinary vexatiousuess of the universe. Next morning,
however, 1 r .'se early and breakfasted, not
without a most unpoetical appetite, on white
fish, buckwheat pancakes, and excellent
watermelon. After breakfast, refreshed by
the meal, I sallied forth, like a true knighterrant, under the shade of a white cotton
umbrella, instead of a shield, to search for
the lady of my choice. Naturally I turned
my steps first towards the Springs; and at
the very second of them ail, I luckily came
upon Ida and the man in a tweed suii,
Ioul ging as before and drinking the water
ried I should

lazily.

Ida stepped up as if she had fully expected to meet me, extended her daintily gloved
hand with the gold bracelet, and said as unconcernedly as possible, “You have come

days late, Mr. Payne.”
“So it seems,” I answered.

two

“C’est monsieur votre marif” And I waved my hand
interrogatively toward the stranger, for I
hardly knew how to word the question in
English.
“A Dieu neplaiseV’ she cried heartily, in
%n undertone, and I felt my vascular system once more the theatre of a most unacademical though more pleasing palpitation. “Allow me to introduce you. Mr.
Payne, of Oxford; my cousin, Mr. Jefferson

Hitchcock.”

charitably inferred that Mr. Hitchcock’s early education in the modern languages had been unfortunately neglected, or
I
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supposed conjugal relation with
him could hardly have appeared flattering to
nylng

her

his vanity.
“My cousin has spoken of you to me sir,”
said Mr. Hitchcock solemnly. “1 understand
that you are one of the most distinguished
luminaries of Oxford College, and- I am
proud to welcome you as such to our coun-

try.”
X bowed and laughed—I never felt capable of making any other reply than a bow
and a laugh to the style of oratory peculiar
to American gentlemen—and then I turned
to Ida. She was looking as pretty, as piquant, and as fresh as ever; but what her
dress could mean was a complete puzzle to
As she stood, diamonds and all, a jewme.
eler’s assistant couldn’t have valued her at
a penny less than six huudred pounds.
In England such a display in morning dress
would have been out of taste; but in Saratoga it seemed to be the height of the fashion.

We walked along toward the Grand Union
Hotel, where Ido. aud her cousin were
staying, and my astonishment grew upon
me at every step
However, we had so
much to say tp one another abeut everything
in general, and Ida was so unaffectedly
pleased at my keeping my engagement,
made half iu joke, that I found no opportunity to unravel the mysteiy. When we
reached the great doorway, Ida took leave

me promise to
the next morning.
“Unhappily,” she said. “I have to go thii
afternoon to a most tedious party—a set oi
Boston people; you know the style; the best
European culture, bottled and corked as imported, and let out again by driblets, with
about as much spontaueousness as chamBut I must fulfil the
pagne the second day.

of

me

for the time, but made

early again

call for her

social duties here; uo canoeing on the Isis
However, we must see a great
at Saratoga.
deal of you now you’ve come; so I expect
me down to the lake at
you to call and drive

10 o’clock to-morrow.”
“Is that proceeding within the expansive
limits of American proprieties?” I asked,

dubiously.
“Sir,” said Mr. Hitchcock, answering foi
her, “this is a land of freedom, and every
lady can go where she chooses, unmolested
by those frivolous bonds of conventionalities
which bind the feet of your European women as closely as the cramped shoes of the
Chinese bind the feet of the Celestial females.”
Ida smiled at me with a peculiar smile,
waved her hand graciously, and ran lightly
the piazza with
up the stairs. I was left on
Mr. Jefferson Hi chcock. His conversation
scarcely struck me as in itself enticing, but
I was anxious to find out the meaning of
Ida’s sudden accession to wealth, and so I
determined to make the best of his companionship for half an hour. As a sure high
road to the American bosom aud safe recommendation to the American confidence, I
ordered a couple of delicate summer beveran eye opener,'
ages (Mr. Hitchcock advised
which proved worthy of the commendation
he bestowed upon it); and we sat down on
the piazza in two convenient rocking-chairs,
under the shade of the elms, smoking our
Havanas and sipping our iced drink. After
struck upon the
a little preliminary talk, I
subject of Ida.
Van
Miss
Rensselaer at
“When I met

Nice,”

I

“she was

said,

stopping

at

a

very

quiet little pension, it is quite a amereni
thing living in a palace like this.”
“We are a republican uaion, sir,” answered Mr. Hilcchock, “and we expect to
be all treated on the equal lovel of a sovereign people. The splendor that you in Europe restri t to priiufes, we in our country
lavish upon the humblest Hmerican citizen.
however,
Rensselaer’s
Miss
wealth,
entitles her to mix in the highest circles of
your most polished society.”
“Indeed?” I said; 1 had no idea that she

even
was

wealthy.”

“No, sir, probably not. MissJVan Rensselaer is a woman of that striking originality only to be met with in our emancipated
country. She has shaken off the trammels
of femala servitude, and prefers to travel in
all the simplicity of an humble income. She
went te Europe, if I may so speak, incognita
and desired to her opulence from the prying
gaze of your aristocracy. She did not wish
your penniless peers to buzz about her forBut she is in reality one of our richtune.
The man who secures that
est heiresses.
woman as a property, sir, will find himself
in possession of au income worth as much as
one hundred thousand dollars.”
Twenty thousand sterling ayear! The idea
took my breath away, and reduced me once
1
more to a state of helpless incapacity.
couldn’t talk much more smail talk to Mr.
Hitchcock, so I managed to make some
small excuse and returned listlessly to Congress Hall. There over a luncheon of Saddle Rock oysters, (you see I never allow my
feelings to interfere with my appetite) I decided that I muslgive up all idea of Ida Van
Rensselaer.
I have no abstract objection to an income
of £20,000 a year; but I could not consent
to take it from any woman, or to endure the
ohauce of her supposing that I had been fortune hunting. It may be and doubtless is a
plebeian feeling, which, as Mr. Hitchcock
justly hinted, is never shared by the youngoi<
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off somebody else’s money
especially if that somebody were my owe
wife. So I came to the reluctant conclusion
that I must give up the idea fot ever; and
as it would not be fair to stop any longer al
Saratoga under the circumstances, I made
uo my miud to start for Niagara on the
next
day but one, after fulfilling mj
driving engagement with Ida’the following
notion cf

living

morning.

Punctually at teu o’clock the next day ]
found myself in a handsome carriage waitIda came
at the doors of the Grand Union.
down to meet me splendidly dressed, and
looked like a queen as she sat by my side.
“We will drive to the lake,” she said, as she
took her seat, “and you will take me for a
So
row as you did on the Isis at Oxford.”
we whirled along comfortably enough ovei
the six miles of splendid avenue leading tc
the lak, ; and then we took our places in one
of the canopied boats that wait for hire al
the little quay.
I rowed out into the middle of the lake
admiring the pretty wooded banks and sandstone cliffs, talking of Saratoga aud American society, but keeping to ray determination in steering clear of all allusions to mj
Oxford proposal. Ida was as charming ai
ever—more provokingly charming, indeed,
than even of old, now that I decided that she
could not be mine. But I stood by my reso
lution like a man. Clearly Ida was surpris
ed at my reticence; and when I told her that
my time in America being limited, I mus:
start almost at once for Niagara, she wai
obviously astonished. “It is possible to b<
1
even too original,” she observed shortly.
turned the boat and rowed back toward the
shore.
As I had nearly reached the bank, Ida
jumped up from her seat aud asked me sod
denly to let her pull for a dozen strokes. I
changed places and gave her the oars
To my surprise, she headed the boat arrounc
and pulled once more for the middle of th(
lake. When we had reached a point at som<
distance from the shore, she dropped th(
oars on the thole pins (they use no rowlock!
on American lake* or river craft), and look
ed for a moment full in my face. Then sin
said abruptly:
“If you are really going to leave for Niag
ara
to-morrow, Mr. Payne, hadn’t wt
bi-tter finish this bit of business out ol
hand?”
“I was not aware,” I answered, “that w«
had business transactions to settle.”
“Why,” she said, “I mean this maltter of

proposing.”

I gazed back at her, as straight as I dared,
“Ida,” I said, with an attempt at firmness,

“I don’t mean to propose to you again al
all. At least, I didn’t mean to when I started this morning. I think I thought I had
decided not.”
“Then why did you come to Saratoga?”

she asked quickly. “You oughtn’t to have
come if you meant nothing by it.”
“When I left England, I did mean something,” I answered; “but I learned a fact
yesterday which has altered ruy intentions.”
And then I told her about Mr. Hitchcock’s
revelations, and the reflections to which they
had given rise.
Ida listened patiently to all my faint arguments, for I felt my courage quailing under
her pretty, sympatnetic glance, and then she
said decisively, “You are quite right, and

yet quite wrong.”

I

“Explain yourself, O Sphinx,”
ed, mueh relieved by her words.
“Why,” she said, “you are quite right to
hesitate, quite wrong to decide. I know you
answer-

don’t want my money; I know you don’t
like it, even; but I ask you to take me in
spite of it. Of course that is dreadfully unwomanly and unconventional, and so forth,
but it is what I ought to do... .Listen to me
Cyril (may I call Cyril?) I will tell you why I
Before 1 went to
want you to marry me.
Europe I was dissatisfied with all the rich
American young men. 1 hated their wealth
and their selfishness, and their cheap cynicism, and their trotting horses, and their
narrow views, and their monotonous tall
talk, all cast in a stereotyped American

that whenever I said A, I knew
every one of them would answer B.
“I went to Europe and I met yourEnglish
young men with their drawls, and their
pigeon shooting, and their shaggy ulsters,
and their conventional wit, and their commonplace chaff, and their utter contempt
for women, as though they were alia herd
of marketable animals from whom they could
pick and choose whichever pleases them best,
according to their lordly fancy. I would no
more give myself up to one of them thau I

mould,
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But when J met you first at Nice, I saw you
You could
were a different sort of person.
think and act for yourself, and you could
appreciate a real living woman who could
think and act too. You taught me what
Europe was like. I only knew the outside,
you showed me how to get within the husk.
You made me admire Ezra, and Roccabrunna, and Ifflev Church. You roused something within me that I never felt before—a
wish to be a different being, a longing foi
something more worth living for than diamonds and Saratoga. I know I am not good
enough fur you, I don’t know enough ot
read enough or feel enough; but I don’t
want to fall back and sink to the level oi
New York society. So I have a right to ask
you to marry mo if you will. I don’t want
to be a blue, but I want not to feel myselt
You know yourself—I see you
a social doll.
know it—that I oughtn’t to throw away mj
chance of making the best of what nature 1
1
may havo in me. I am only a beginner.
scarcely half understand your world yet. i
can’t properly admire your Botticellis and
yonr Pi- turieeios, I know; but I want tc
admire, I should like to, and I will try. 1
want you to take me because I know yot
understand me and would help me forward
instead oi letting me sink down to the pettj
interests of this American desert. You likec
me at Nice, you did more than like me al
Oxford; but I wouldn’t take you then
though I longed to say yes, because X wasn’t
quite sure whether you really meant it. 1
knew you liked me for myself, and not mj
money, but I left you to come to Saratogs
I wanted to make sure you
for two things,
were in earnest, not to take you at a moment of weakness. I said, ‘if he really caret

for me, if he thinks I might become worthy
of him, he will come and look for me;
if not, I must let the dream go.’ And then
I wanted to know what effect my fortune
might have uoon you. Now you know my
whole reasons. Why should my money stand
in our way? Why should we both make
ourselves unhappy about it? You would
have married me if I was poor: what good
me only bereason have you for rejecting
Whatever my money may
cause I am rich?
do for you (and you have enough of your
own), it will be nothing to what you can do
for me. Will you tell me to go and make
myself na animated peg ior hanging jewelry
upon, with such a conscious automaton as
Jefferson Hitchcock to keep me company

through life?”
As she finished, flushed, proud, ashamed,
but every inch a woman, I caught her hand

in mine. The utter meanness and selfishness of my life burst upon me like a thunderbolt. “Oh, Ida,” I cried, “how terribly
you make me feel my own pettiness and
egotism. You are cutting me to the heart
like a knife. I canuot marry
you; I dare
not marry you; I must not marry you. I am
not worthy of such a wife as you. How had
I ever the audacity to ask you? My life has
been too narrow and egotic and self-indulgent to deserve such confidence as yours. I
I really dare
am not good enough for you.
not accept it.”

calmly. “I
“No,” she said, a little
hope we are just good enough for one
we
is
that
and
why
ought to marry.
another,
more

And as for the one hundred thousand dollars, perhaps we might manage to be happy
in spite of them,”
We had drifted into a little bay, under the
shelter of a high rocky point. I felt asuddeu
both
access of insane boldness, taking took
Ida’s hands in mine, I ventured to kiss her
fAfnVinarl
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but with a certain queenly sense of homage
due. “And now,” she said, shaking off my
hands and smiling archly, “let us row back
toward Saratoga, for you know you have to
pack up for Niagara.”
“No,” I answered, “I may as well rut off
my visit to the Falls till you can accompany

Eastern

Railroad,

PoMygpurgRalM
OF

Fall and Winter Arrangements will go
into effect on
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 16th, 18S1

On and after

to live in its mid. t.”
“So you shall, Ida,” I answered; “and you
shall teach me, too, how to be a little less
than we Oxford
narrow and self-centered
bachelors are apt to become In our foolish

isolation.”
So we expect to spend

honeymoon

our

at

Niagara._
Wit and Wisdom.
Ananias, Jr.: How can you learn to be a
first-class liar? Get engaged to two girls, and
the faculty will sort of
come to you.—
York Post.
New
A

Bloodthirsty Woman.

One right a lady who want d to say something
that she would like to
very patriotic, remarked
wade ankle deep in the blood of her enemies. This
sounded very brave, and made some of those who
heard her think that she was a very bloodti irsty
woman.
The next morning her husband, while
shaving himself, cut his lip with a razor, causiug a
very little blood to flow.

The

lady

who

was

en-

tirely unused to the sight of blood, fainted away
Blood is
body must
about.

of those common things which everyhave, and which nobody thinks much

one

It contains several important constituent elements, one ef the most lmpoftant of which is iron.
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in good health, and in 1*88 than proper
when the health is poor and the system
down. Sc erne has made- it possible to add iron
to blood, thus improving th* quality of the blood,
and infusing strength into the debilitated and wastThere are a great many different ways
ed sys em
of preparing iron, some of them very mischievous,
calculated to clog the s>st»m rather than
anu
to refresh or renew it. The best preparation of
iron for improving the quality of the blood is the
of
colorless one or the Brown Chunical
Baltimore, Md., the beneficent effects of which are
on
the
made
manifest
and
sysspeedily
promp ly
tem. This preparation gives name to “Brown’s
Iron Bitters,” the compound which has achieved
such w mderful success in restoring the debilitate
and broken down, and in making the dtooping
and dis ouraged feel as good as new. With the
is ciHcho. a,
Bi own’s
Iron Bitters
in
iron
of tonics
No better remost efficient
the
fresher and restorer of diseased and *nfeebled
humanity than Brown’s Iron Bitters has ever
inThere are so
offered.
many
yet been
stances on hand of its having done its work effecabout
is
no
mere
there
that
supposition
tually,
Brown’s Iron Bitters!
it, nor any experiment. to
it!
Chills and fever give way
D>spepties who
take ft aie soon able to enjoy their dinners! Paie
an d flabby children and young persons are made
Sufferers fr< m maru ddy and vigorous by its «ue!
la rial diseases find in it the strength which roots
th e diseases out and gives robust health in their

proportion
proportion
run

Brown’s Iron Bitters contains the very elements

needed to put the blood in good order to tone up the
system, and thus give life, health and vigor to the
drooping and the infirm. Every druggist keeps it.

Sitting Ball seems quite reconciled to liis
fate, but since his surrender he has learned tc
play poker, and that may have had something
to do with making him happy.—Detroit Free
Press.
An Enthusiastic Endorsement.
Gorham, N. H., July 14, 1879.
Gents—Whoever you are, I don’t know; but
T tUnnl.
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know that in this world of adulterated medicines there is one compound that proves and
does all it advertises to do, and more. Four
years ago I had a slight shock of palsy, which
unnerved me to such an extent that the least
excitement would make mo shake like the
ague. Last May I was induced to try Hop
Bitters. X used one bottle, but did not see any

change; another did so change my nerves that
they are now as steady as they ever were. It
used to take both hands to write, but now my
good right hand writes this. Now, if you continue to manufacture as honest and good an article as you do, you will accumulate an honest
fortune, aud confer the greatest blessing on
your fellow-men that was ever conferred on
Tim Burch.
mankind.

Catewayo as a prisoner drinks a bottle of gin
day. Why, then, Bhould he long for the
painful responsibility which unavoidably belongs to liberty?—Elmira Free Press.

a

This is the Man who has had a Notice in the
Paper. How Proud he is. He is stepping
Higher than a Blind Horse. If he had Wings
he would Fly. Next week the Paper will say
the Man is a Measly Old Fraud, aud the Man
will not Step so High.—Denver Tribune Primer.

trains

ffg^-

leaving Portland
m.—For all stations, through to Burlington, Munition, Montreal and Ogatunburg.
£.15 p. xn.—For Fabyan’s and Intermediate stations.
ARRIVING AT PORTLAND:
11.45 a. m.—From Fabyan's.
5.51 p. m.— From Burlington and Swantcn.
d. HAMILTON, Sup’t.
ocldtf
Portland. Oct. 1, 1881.
M.£5

J a. m.
Dally (Night Pullmau) for Saoo,
Biddeford, Kenneljunk, Kittery, Portsmouth.
Newburyport, 8atern, Lynn and boston, arriving
at 6.30 a. m.
A special
Sleeping Oar will be

At

ready for ooenp&ncy in Portland station, at 9.00
m. and Is attached to this train for Boston,
(Sunday nights this car will not be ready untill li
p.

p. m.
At 8 45

a. m.

Newburyport,

Salem,

Gloucester,

-BETWEEN-

Berwick. Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport.
Salem, Gloucester, Rockport, Lynn, Che sea and
Boston, arriving at 6.30 p m. connecting with

STATION IN NEW YORK

Sound and Rail Lines for all Southern and West-

Host Central Station In Philadelphia
Philadelphia Sc Reading R. It.
NINTH AND GREEN STHEETN,

points.
Train* leave If oh ton.

At 7.30 a. m. and arrive in Portland at 12 05 p.
m. at 12,30. p. m. and arrive in Portland at 6.00
p. m. at 7.00 p. m. (daily), and arrive m Portland
at 11.00 p. m.
Pullman Parlor Cars.

AND THIRD AND BERKS 3TS.

Stone Balias
Express Trains, Double Track,railroad

On trains leaving Boston, at 7.30 a. m. 12.30 and
7.00 p. m. and trail s leaving Portland, 8.45 a.
m. and 1.00 p. m.
(Through Pullman Sleeping
Cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m. and
Portland at 2.00 a m).
Through ticketM to all point* Went nu »
Mouth may be bad of J, M. French. Ticket Master.
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office
40 Exchange street.
Meat* anti
Pullman Car Ticket* for

8c

sure

or steamla bay ticket, (at any
boat office in New England) .is

( g“n^f.Ti, ®4,oS
Boston.

Wiisfiluglon Street,

219

H. P. BALDWIN,
Gen. Pa**. Ag9nt G. E. E. of N. J.

roh26dtf

On and after Monday, Oct.
Train*
17. I MM I, PaMKengeu
LEAVE
PORTLAND
will
FOB BOSTON at 8.45 a.m. t < C
ami 3.30 p. m., arriving at Boston &• 1.16, 6.30,
and 8.00 p. m
Returning, leave Boston at 7.3C
m
a. oi. 12.30 3.30 p.
arriving at Portland ai
m.
for
Portland
12.05 6.00, and 8.00 p.
Scarborough Beach, Pine Point. Old Or*
chard Beach, Saco, Biddeford, and Kesnebnnlt. at 8.45 a.m. 1.00. 3.30 and 6.30 p. m.
For Well*, North Berwick. Salmon Falla.
Great PuIIn, Dover, New Market, Exeter,
Haverhill. Lawrence and Lowell, 8.45 a
ra., 1.00 and 3.30 p. m. For _Koche*8^r, and
Farmington, N. H., at 8.4o a. m. 1.00 and
3.30 p in. For Alton Bay, at 8.45 a.m. and
For Manchester and Concord,
3.30 p. m.
N. 11., (via Lawrence.; at 8.45a. m.; (via Nevi
Trail
Market Junction) at 3 30 p. m. Morning
leavA* Kcnnebunk for Portland at 7.25.
Parlor Car on train leaving Portland Portland at
1.00 p.m. Returning on train leaving Boston ai

a

Steerage Ticket* by the
Inman, White Mtnr and
Anchor IGucm of European Steamer*
milmg o*iekly froro Boston anti Nevr York. For

particulars call on or address
T. P. flic©©WAN, Bookseller,

further

NTBKBT.
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Steamers Eleanora and Franconia

Will until further notice leave Franklin WharL
every MONDAY and THTTRSDAY, at «
I.M., and leave Pier 37, Eaet Blver, New York,
4 P. M
every MONDAY and THtHtSDAY, at
These steamers are fitted up with fine accommodations for passengers, making this a very convenient
and comfortable route for travelers between New
York and Maine. During the summer months these
eteamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and from New York. Passage, Including
State Room, *6, meals extra Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
For further information apply to
once.
HENRY FOX. General Agent, Portland.

p-.-tland,

with Slonnd Line Steamer* for New York
and all raii lines for the West. The 3.30 p. m,
connects with all Rail Line* for IVcw
train
York and the Mouth and Wc*l.
SUNDAY TRAINS Leave Portland foi
Bomiod and Way Stations at 1.00 p. m.
Bo*ton
for Portland at 6.00 p. m.
Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with al
steamers runing between Portland and Bangor
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calais, St
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Tran)
trains at Grand Trank Station, and Maine Centra
and Portland A Ogdensburg trains at Transfer Sta
tien.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refresh
Portland
ments. First class Dining Rooms at
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West am
Soc-n may be bad of M. L. William*, Ticke
Vgent, Boston A Maine Depot, and at Union
Ticke* Office, 40 Exchange St.
JAS. T. FURBER. Gen. Sup,1.
v. H. STBVKN8, Gan. Agent. Portland.
octl6
dtf
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Ticket* »nd State Koome cu De obtained at US
SxcnanHe Street. From Deo. 1 to May 1, no pas4ec6dtf
sengers will be taken by this line.

International steamshA*

Me., Calais, Me., St.
John, N. B., Halifax, N. S„
Charlottetown, P. E. I.

Eastport,

PALE ARRANGEMENTS.
WEEK.

PER

TRIPS

THREE

ON

DAI,

H.AI1jJIOAU,
ui

Lewiston. 4.20 and 9.30

uou'i

am

prices.
stage connections with Bern is, Rangeley Lakes
Byron, Mexico, Dixfield, Peru, Livermore, Wes
sumner and Turner.
OTIS HAYFORD Snpt.
ocl8ctf
Portland, Oct. 17,1881.

1

TELEPHONE 453.

FOR THE ISLANDS.

Andrews, Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock,
Annapolis, Yarmouth,
Menan, Digby,
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst,
Pictou, Shediac, Bathurst, Dalheusfe, Char
lottetown, Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and other
stations on the New Brunswick and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Counties, and Prince Edward Island Bail Roads,
and Stage Routes.
received up to 4 p. m. and any in'Freight
formation regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulais. with Excursion Routes, Tickets.
further

and

a. m.

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND and BOSTON
From Halifax, 8.10 a. m., 6.00 p
m., St

a. m., 8.00 p. m.;
Hoitlton, 9.0C
a.m.; 8t. Stephen, 9.45 a. m.; t>uck*pori
6.00 a. m.. 5. p. m,; Bangor, 7.05 a. m.t t7.4t
p. in.; Dexter, 7.10 a. m.. 4.15 p. m.; Belfast
6.25 a. m., 2.45 p. m.. Skow began, 8 10 a. m.
2.30 p. m.; Waterville, 9.12*.m. 1.65, tl0.U(
p. m.; and 5.10 a. m (Mondays only) Augusta
6.00 a.m 9.68 a. m., 2.42 p. m., tl0,o5 p. m.
10.16 a. in., 3.03 p. m.
Gardiner, 6.17 a.
11.04 p. m Bath, 6.55 a. m., 11.06 a. m., 4.(K
p. m., Brunswick, 7.25 a. m., 11.35 a. m.
Rockland
4.30 p. m., 112.36 a. m., (night.)
8.20 a. m., 1.26 p. m. Lewi*ioo, 7.20 a.m.
11.15 &. m., 4.15 p. m. Phillip*. 6.30 a.m
Farmington, 8.10 a. m.; Wiuthrop 10.11
as
follows: Tht
a. m. teing due in Portland
trains
from Augusta
and
Bath
morning
8.40.
The day traim
8.35 a. m. Lewiston,
from Bangor, and all intermediat stations an(
connecting roads at 12.45 and 12,50 p
The afternoon
trains from
tvatervillo
m.
Augusta, Bath, Rockland and Lewiston at 5.4(
p. m. The Night Pullman Express train at 1.5(

John, 8.15

a. in.

t Sleeping Cars attached, run daily, Sundays in
eluded, between Boston and Maine Central R. R
only.
began Sunday Morning, but not Monday. Doe*
run to Dexter, Belfast or Buckgport, Sunda]

not

morning.

Limited Tickets first and second class foi
8' John and Halifax on sale at reduce*
rates.

PAYSON TUCXER, Sup’t.

Line.

Diamond, Tref ethos'■
and

Peaks.

Evergreen Landings.

0.15 A. M.
8.45
10.30
2.00 P.M.
3.15
4.30
0.10

7.10 A. M.
9.16
10.65
2.20 P.M.
3.35

7.00 A. M.
9.30
11.06
2.30 P. M.

6.10

5.00
0.40

0.30

Trip £5

cent*,

dtf
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REAP

ESTATE.

buy
O9UUU iog
$Q
closets,
westerly

wM
a two story house contain11 rooms, besi ies bath room
situated In
part of the city.
Inquire of John C. Procter, 93 Exchange St.
dlw
novl9

and

FOR SALE OR TO LET
at
Knitelitfillc.
STORY AND A HALF HOt SF, Wood, with
.table connected.
Inquire of JOSEPH F.
FOWLER, No. 7 Commercial Wharf, or No. 12

A

Monument

St._noylOd2W
FOR SALE.

Price
DESIRABLE property in Yarmouth.
Inquire of E. D. FREEMAN,
83,600.
Att’y at Law, Yarmouth.
nov9d2jr

A

FOK SALE.
Orrington Flour Mill, situated in the town
of Orring'on, Maine, about three miles from
the City of Bangor. Said mill has a never failing
water power, two run of f ur foot burrs and all
neccessarv machinery for doing a large custom business.
Always ground more or less western wheat
and has the reputation ot being the btst flour mill
in the vicinity. Good dwelling tiojse goes with the
mill. Reason for aeUiat: 111 health o1 'be proprietor. For further information, call on or address

THE

T. C.

seplGdtf

BRASTOW BROS.,
Brewer Village, Maine

oct21d&wtf43

LET.

TO

For Rent.
convenient, pleasant and desirable upper or

V

lower tenement in the western section of the
Apply to GEO. F. JUNK.1NS, 180 Middle St.
novl4

city.

_dtf

To Lei.
Photographer’s Rooms 518 Va Congress st.,
recentlyoccupied by J. M. Peck, aud now occupied by C. W. Hearn, and also other rooms.
Apply to ELBhADGE GERRY.
Portland, Oct., 14th, 1881.

THE

oct!4dtf

_

BOSTOA

K*ien,

Rockland,

at
HER-

apply

information

Company’s Office, 40 Exchange St.,
SFY’
President. and Manager.
On and after Monday, Oct. 17th, Pa*H«>ugei
Train* will run as follows: Leave Portland
for 8t. John, Halifax and the Province*;
and all stations on E. & N. A. Railway
12.40, and 111.16 pm.;8t. Andrew*, «t.*te< ountv
Fredericton, Aroostook
ooMehead Lake, and all stations on B. A
Piscataquis K R.. 111.15 p. m., (or 12.40 p
m., noon, and remain in Bangor over night); foi
Bangor, Hucksport, Dexter, Belfast and
Skowhegan, 12.30 p. m., 12.4<> p. m.. J11.15 p
12.30 p. tn.. 12.4(
m. Waterville, 7.00 a. m.
p. m., 11.15 p. m and 6.15 p. m. Saturdays only
Augusta, Hallow-ell, Cardiner, Rich'
moud.and Brunswick 7.00 a. m., 12.40 p
m., 5.15 p. m., til.15 p. m.; Bath. 7.00 a. m
and Knoi
12.40 p. m., 5.15 p m.
A l.incoln R. R., 7.00 a. in., 12.40 p
Anbnrn and Eewriston, 12.30 p. m.
ra.:
6,06 p.m. Tjewiston via Brunswick 7.(K
a. m., til.16 p. m.;
Farmington, Phillip*.
Rangeley Lake, Monmouth. Wiuthrop
Keadfleld, West Waterville and Nortl
An*on. 12.30 p. m.,
Farmington vis

Steamboat

Tourists’

Grand

State Rooms

Brunswick, 7.00

\

St

a. m.

Leave Portland for Cant* n, at 7.3(
Leave Lewistoi
a. m. and 1.30 p. m.
at 7.20 a. m and 1.57 p. m.
Saturday tickets to return Monday at reducei

AND AFTER

MONSEPT. IHlh.klei.Di
will
Line
thin
«r*
of
Leave Railroad Wharf,
foot
of
Monday.
State
every
street,
Wedneaaay, and Friday at 6 p. m., for Eastport anu
St. John, with connections for Calais, Hobbinston,

Hum ford Foils & Bucidield

the ahove named

PaMags to Norfolk and Baltimore including
2d Class 89.
Berth and Meals. 1st Class, *13
For freight or passage to Norfolk. Baltimore, Wash-"-Ington. or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON. Agent. Central Whsrf, Breton.
no2

00.

_____

n/i

Through bills of lading given by
agents.

Ticket* for Round

Semi-Weekly Line to Jiew Sork.

Parlor Car Seata secured in advance ai
Depot Ticket Office.
gP"“The 1.C0 p. m. train from Portland connecti

viubuu

Mass.

iHalne Steamship Company.

m.

MINE,

Steamships,

WM. ORAN*.
JOHN HOPKt 8,
WM. LAWRENCE,
D. H. MILL**.
From Bomoa direct every fVEUNEMDAY
and HCTCKD.4Y at 3 P. HI.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and
through rates given. Freight forwarded to Petersburg, Kichmono and all Points South and South
west via Va. and Georgia Air Line.
C. P Gaither,
Agent,240 Washington street, Boston Maas. To all
polntB of North and South Carolina and bevond via
Atlantic Coast Line, and via Seaboard Air Line to
Sparunsburg, Greenville,
Raleigh, Charlotte,
and Georgia Points Waldo A.
the Garoll us
Pearce, Agenl, No. 229 Washington Street, Boston,

Portland.

Cabin and

*

Clast

First

LEAVES

Cuaard, Allan,

*****

novl9-dtjan4

STEAMER MINNEHAHA

European Ticket Office.

n

E. A. Wnldrou'a Ticket

nt

Norfolk, Baltimore & Washington

STEAMERS.

Fall and Winter Arrangement.

i>ca v c

Tickria for ante
Office.

S

ISLAND STEAMERS

«N(iLANl> AliEKCY,

!Vb \V

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

-,,

Fortnightly services from GLASGOW. GALWAY,
AND
l/)NI>>V.KHRY
QltKKKBTOWhi,
TO PORTLAND. FortnightLIVER»*OOL,JDIRE(n
and
from
steamers
Liverpool
Queenstown to
ly
Baltimore.
to
Kind treatment
steerage passengers made a
speeia ty and gin ran tee-1.
For passage and information apply to E. A. WALDRON, Agent at Portland, 40 Exchange St., or
I.EVE A AJ.DEN. 207 B’way, N. Y.; 201 Washington St., Boston; 107 South fitb St Phila.

FARE,
New York aad Philadelphia

STEAMSHIPS.

ROVAL MAIL

ROUTE.

BKOOU

BOUND

LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger and
ecet Agent.
D W. SANBORN, Master Transportation.
it*
octlS

12.30p

Philadelphia.

New Yorh, Trenton &

LINE

ALLAN

M

CNTEAMiMHIP
New Line

Bound Brook Route.

Moekport,

Lynn, Chelsia and Boston, arriving at 1.15 p m.
At 1.00 p to. for Cape Elizabeth, >cirhoro, Saco,
Bi deford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South

ern

a.

NewYork & Philadelphia

for Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Ke -nebunk Wells, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
station* on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,

Company,

place.

THIE.

Monday, October 3rd, 1MM1,

Until further notice passenger
will 1:1111 M follows:

me.”

“Very well,” said Ida quietly, “and then
and live near
we shall go back to England
Oxford. I don’t wan: you to give up the
teach
dear old University. I want you to
me the way you iO"k at things, and show me
how to look at them myself. I am not going to learn Latin or Greek, or stupid nonsense of that, sort; and I’m not going to join
the Woman’s Suffrage, Association; but I
like your English culture, and I should love

.STEAMERS._

RAILROADS.

RAILROADS.

WANTB-_
BOY WANTED IN A DRUG STORE.
with f*ir education, to
and Paint business. One who
Address
O. Bc\ 1176, City.

boy

active, willing
*>rug
Steamers! AN
city.
learn the
lives in the

n.»v!8-dlw*_P.

fare $1.00.
The xavonto Steamer* Forest City and John
3rooks will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF
Portland, at 7 o’clock p.m. and INDIA WHARF,
Boston, at 6 o’clock p. m. (Sunday* excepted).
Passengers by this line are remirdeJ that they secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense
-_I

l__

1__

—I—!_1.

D.w.l.t/.

»«- ninkA

(or sale at D. H.
272 Middle Street.
to
New
Through Tickets
York, via the yarlout
Stall and Sound Lines (or sale at yery low rates.
as
usual.
Freight taken
15. COYLE, Jr.,
r-»
A(»l.
dtf
aprt>

WASTED.
A

SALESMAN

in tbe Varnish
with reference P. O.

book-keeper

and

and Oil business. Adilre

s
a

Po.r 101» Portland. This is
,ood opportunity
b r a younK man who can make himself useful in
both positions.

novl7 dim

HP* Tickets and Staterooms

YOPNG’S,

J.

CLYDE’S
Philadelphia & Hew

England
STEAMSHIP LINES

buy a Sc he oil. r Smack, 85 *0 60 tons X. M.
preferred. F. W. MILLFK h CO.,
Mobile,

smack
TOWellAla.

OLD COLONY
ROAD.

connection with

SALE

50 Bbls. Cnpr Cod Cranberries.
For Sale by C. W. SMITH, No.
12 Market St.
novl6 dlw*

%

HORSES FOR SALE.

RAIL.

BOSTON TO THE SOUTH,
Time, Low
Line, Qaicli
ftemi-Weekly
Rates, Frequent Departures.
to FALL
and
forwarded
received
daily
Freight
RIVER, there connecting with the Clyde Steamers. sailing every WEDND8DAY and SATURDAY to Philadelphia
direct, connecting at
Philadelphia with Cl*de Steam Lines to Charles-

_oct29d2m«

~~FOR

BOSTON

FROM
la

WANTED.

The two fine Horses belonging to estate of the late Dr. Wm. W. Greeneone a sorrel, 8 years old, and the other
black, 12 years old. Enquire of D. W.
FESSENDEN, Adm’r, No. 31 1-2 Exchange Street.
oc26-dtf

Washington,

D. C., CJeorgcton, §.
and a^lUi
lown. D. C., Alexandria, Yu.,
and water Lines.
and
Bills
of
Rate*
named
:iven
Lading
Through
from any point in New England to Philadelphi
For rates of Freight, and other information, apply
D. D. C. MINK, Agent,
196 Washington Street, Boston, Mas*.
Win. P. Clyde A Co., General Managers,
No. 12 So. Delaw§ru Ave., Philadelphia

LOST AND FOUND.
Pocket Book Lost.
15th a pockat bonk, containing between
S50 ami SCO. The tinder will be liberal*'rewarded by leaving it at No. 7 Salem »t.
“N,
novl6dlw*

NOV.

febfl

Portland, Oct. 17th, 1881.

BUSINESS CARDS.

0ctl3tf_

_

A Baptist Minister’s Experience.
Baptist Minister, and before I even
thought of being a clergyman, I graduated in
medicine, but left a lucrative practice for my
I was for
present profession, 40 years ago.
I

am a

many years a sufferer from quinsy; “Thomas’
Ec lectbic Oil cured me.” I was also troubled with hoarseness, aud Thomas’ Eclectric
O il always relieved me.
My wife and child
h ad diphtheria, and “Thomas’ Eclectric Oil
cured them,” and if taken in time it will cure
I am confident it is a
seven times out of ten.
cure for the most obstinate cold or cough, and
if any one will take a small teaspoon and half
fill it with the Oil, aud then place the end of
t he spoon in one nostril and draw the Oil ouj
of the spoon into the head by sniffing as hard
as they can, until the Oil falls over into the
throat, and practice that twice a week, I
don’t care how offensive their head may be, it
will clean it out and cure their catarrh. For
deafness and earache it has done wonders to
my certain knowledge. It is the only medicine dubbed patent medicine that I have ever
felt like recommending, and I am very anx"
ions to see it in every place, for I tell you that
I would not be without it in my house for any
consideration. I am now suffering with a pain
like rheumatism in my right limb, and noth-

ing relieves

me

like Thomas’ Eclectric Oil.
Dr. E. F. Cbank,
Corry, Pa.

Georgie, aged four years, was playing with
his toys, when his cousin Mary, of sweet eighGeorteen,Beized him and gave him a kiss.
gie broke away, crying out “Saucebox!” “Oh,
fie,” said his mother, “Georgie mustn’t say
that.” Georgie—“That’s what cousin Mary

night

said herself to that Tilliugton man last
when he kissed her.”—Boston Journal.

Few complexions can bear the strong white
which exposes every speck of
tan, every pimple and the slighost spotting of
eczema. In Dr. Benson’s Skin Cure is sure re-

morning light

lief from the annoyance of theso blemishes
the cheek of beauty.

on

A lemonade spring has been discovered in
California. Probably a monster aggregation
and greatest show on earth was swallowed up
by a great convulsion of nature far back in
the distant eons.—Boston Transcript.

Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound ia
remarkable remedy for all those painful complaints and weaknesses so common to our best
female population.
Send to Mrs. Lydia E.

a

Pinkham, 233 Western Aveuue, Lynn, Mass.,
for pamphlets.
A Poonah paper

lately gave

cription of the suicide of

a

a

pathetic

woman,

in

des-

whioh
life in

it is told that “she ended her virtuous
the cool retreat afforded by a convenient and
umbrageous well,”—Glasgow Evening Times,

Portland and Worcester Line,
PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R, R
ARRAN DEMENT.
WINTER
,.On and after Monday, Oct. IT
1881, Passenger Trains will leav.
at 7.30 a. m.,
am
^“^■-S9PortloBd
™
"*■"’
I.J5 p. m., arriving at Woreestei
m.
at 2.16 p, m. and 7.80 p.
Returning lea/v;
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. m. and 11.16 a
m., arriving at Portland at 1.10 p. m. and 6.10 p
m.

For Clintoa,
Ayer June.,
Fitchburg
Nashua. Lowell, Windham, and Ep<
ping at 7.30 a. m. and fl.25 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord and points North, s
1.25 p. m.
For Rochester, 8pringvale, Alfred, Wat
«rboroand 8aco Rtver.7.30 a. m., I.2«l
m., and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m. Returnin,
lave Rochester at (mixed) 6.46 a. m.,
11.Ot
a. m., and 3 66
p. m.; arriving at Portlam
9.35
and
a.
m.
6.10
tl.10
m.,
p.
(mixed)
p. m.
For Gorham,
Naccnrnppa, Cumberland
Westbrook and Woodford’*
Mills,
at 7.JO a. ns.. tl.J5, 0.JO and (mixed
*0.30 p. m.
The I.J5 p. m. tiain from Portland connects a
Ayer June, with Hoosac Tnnnel Route fo:
the West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, fo:
New York via Norwich Line, and all rail
via Npringfield, also with N. Y. A N. E. R
R, (“Steamer Maryland Route”) for Pbiladel
and
thi
Baltimore, Washington,
outh and with Boston & Albany R. R* fo:
the West.
Close connections made at Westbrook June
lion with through trains of Me. Central R. R., am
at GrandTrunk
Transfer, Portland, with througl
trams of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through tickets to all points South and West, a
Depot onicee and at Rollins A Adams’, No. 22 Ex
change Street.
*
Does notstopat Woodford’s.
J. w. PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.
f. Supt.
GEO. P. WE
j«24dtf

S.

Shin,

Grand Trunk

Railway of Canada

CHAJiGE~OF
and

after

ON1881, trains

TIME.

MONDAY. OCT.
will run as follows:

DEPARTURES:

17th

*

For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10 a. in.
12.35 and 6.16 p. m.
For Gorham, 7.30 a. m., 1. 30 and 5.15 p. m
For Gorham, 4.00 p. m., (mixed.)
For Montreal Quebec and Chicago, 1. 3(
p. m.

ARRIVALS.
From Lewiston and Auburn, 8.30 a. m6.00 p. m.
and
12.30. 3,16
From Gorham, 8.30, 9.40 a. m., and 12.3C
p. m.
Front Chicago, Montreal and
uebec
12.30 p. m.

—Ain>—

PHILADELPHIA
Direct Steamship Line.
Leaves each Port ETery Wednesday and

Saturday.
Wharf,
From Pine Street Wharf
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of
JJfl
dS_ksS*— sailing yesaeL
for
the
West
by the Penn. B. B., and Sontb
Freight
by connecting lines, forwarded (Tee of oommissioo.
Ronnd Trip BIS,
Dalian.
Eight
Psuagr
Meals and Boom inoludad.
1-

m.

jCfli

For

Freight

STEAMBOAT CO.

Couiuaenciag

Canada, Detroit, Cfalcaao, (Mill,vault.t
OiuriU’.aii. Ml. lioni.,Omaha, Maitinaw, Nt. Paul. Hall l.nte t’ily,
Denver, Nan Franci.co,
and all points In the

Northwest, West and Southwest.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER .Superintendent,

ootl7dtl

FRESCO PAINTERS,
tit llniUct Square. Portland.
Price- reasonable and Batiafactiori

October

The Great Eng-

MARK
1
TRADE
MARK,1^P^iem,KlJ,•
f"TRADE
* £38
**unfailing cure for
,Impotenov, ami nil
Diseases that follow
unaBc<iuence of Self-

Abuse; as Lobs of
Memory, Universal
Lassitude, Pain in
the Back, Dimnees
of Vision, Premature
Old Age, and many 4
other Diseases that

23tk.

i'oming Went,
connects at Rockland (Monday and Thursday with
Sanford S. S. Co. from Bangor and River Landings
for Portland.
{H3P“Pass6ngers and shippers of freight will notice
that the steamer does not go to Jonesport or Machiasport on her Tuesday trip.
GEORGE L. DAY, General Ticket Agent.
E. CUSHING, General Manager.
oc2(Mtf
Oct. 20,1881.

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO

CALIFORNIA,

JAPAN, CHINA,
Sandwich

Inland., New
Australia.

Zealand

dir

GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.

p CHARLES

FOR

gnaracteed.

leg_

.1

vKk

..jjjpg*

BEFORE TAtllB.c^mmpttT'.VJ AFTER TAKIM8.

Premature Grave.
g!®*Full particulars in our pamphlet, which we desire
send free by mail to eveiy one. JEjjT*'The Specific Medicine
sold by all druggists at f 1 per package, or six packages for $.
or will be sent free by mail ou receipt of the money, by
addressing
THE GRAY MEDICINE CO..
No. 100 Main Street, BfrrAto, N. Y.

Turmr.pl

GST-Sold in Portland, by Fred. A.
anal’ouny !f Stone, cor. Congress and Green 9ta.

Congreu St,

aug2U.ll yr__

3

REASONS

WHY THE

HriLULOm

y

EYE

A

CLASSeA

are the best

H&sraee

they

ore

the

LIGHTEST. HANDSOMEST,

scp28

eodttru

BISHOP

SOULE’S

Will perfectly

cure

LINIMENT

the worst forms of

SCIATICA
After all else has
tles for Sciatica,

failed.

Use only K..A K(<E bot-

Rheumatism and Neuralgia Price
$1.60/small bottles (lor Sprains. Larne Back, Ac),
76 cents. Sold by all druggists. F. W. ItYDFIl
A NON, Proprietors. Boston, IHrm.
nov9

and

splendid steamers sail from New
10th, 20th and 80th of each month
carrying passengers and freight for San Franoisco
as below.
8. S
Acapulco, for Isthmus of Panama only
Nov. 10.
8. s Colon. ..Not. 80 | S.S. Crescent City,. .Not. 29
For freight or passage »te» and the fnllest Info?
•nation, apply to the Gene al Eastern Agents,
V. S.. RAKTIjKTT * CO..
J 15 Stale Street, c.i Broad St., Boston.
or to W. D. LITTLE A 00.,
81 Exchange St., Portland.
Je38dU
The
fork

J©8T & MORTON,

Seminal

The Steamer LEWISTON,
MaaDEERING.
ter. will leave Railroad Wharf,
^~nr^M»«Xlfflaa—aifc Portland,
Tuesday
every
evening at 11.15 o’clock, or on arrival of
Express Train from Boston, for Rockland, rawtine, Oeer Idle, Mcdgwick. No. Wv«l Murb«r. B«r Harbor and TXillbridg*. Will leave
wterf every Friday evening at 11.15
same
o’clock, for Rockland, l-awtine, Deer Bale,
Merlgvrick oS. Went Harbor, Bar Harbor,
Hill bridge Jouenport, and IVIiichia«port.
Returning, leaves Machiasport everv Hooday Horning, ai 4.30 o'clock, and Millbridg* every Monday and Thurwday at 8 00 a, in
touching as *bove, arriving in Portland abou midnight, connecting with Pullman night train for
Boston and he West.
Connects every trip at Rockland with Sanford
S. S. Oo. steamers for Belfast, Bangor and River
Landings: also with steamer for Green’s Landing,
Blue Hill and Ellsworth. At Bar Harter with
steamer for Lamoine and Sullivan. At Sedgwick
with stage for Blue Hill.
ian

No. 37 Plum Street.

ARRANGEMENT

FALIi

-AND-

To

Bo.to.

Portland, Bangor & Machias

74 EXCHANGE STREET
Tickets Sold at Reduced Rates !

Passage apply
E. B. SAMPvOS, Ageal,

c0oobj Job

to

IO l,«»r ys-'hwrf

deilit

PASSENGER OFFICES

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

or

BERRY,
and braid ffi’dniehj

STEPHEN

Wharfage.
From Long
Bouton, 3 p.

dim

Awarded
IVIedal
(Sold
the Author. A new and great
Medical Work, warranted the
best and cheapest, indispensable to every man, entitled “the
Science of Lite or. Self-Preservation;” bound in tlnest

non' sb
on the

Frt>^^
^
eel

muslin, embossed, full gilt,

pp. coutaius beautiful s
en126
gra rings,
prescriptions,

KNOW

THYSELFI^SS^^tre^-ra
W.

now AddreBU, Ptabody Medical Institute
H. PARKER, No. 4 Bullinch Bt., Boiton.

or

Dr.

ang!3deodly

